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Better Healthcare Delivery – 
Ambulances that don’t (always) 
Transport Patients 
 
Ed Matthews and Gianpaolo Fusari, the Helen Hamlyn Centre for 
Design, Royal College of Art, UK 
 

 
This paper outlines a design case study of an emergency healthcare vehicle carried out 
at The Helen Hamlyn Centre for Design at the Royal College of Art in London. 
Ambulances are key in transporting patients and delivering healthcare, but an interesting 
aspect of this project is delivering a breakthrough for the social innovations are 
becoming necessary to deliver safe, cost-effective healthcare. There are huge 
challenges in the demographics of ageing, society’s ability to fund the healthcare that we 
shall increasingly need, and the healthcare that is potentially available if sufficient wealth 
can be allocated to take advantage of it.  
 
The surprising realisation from the project work is that by improving ambulances and 
equipment to deliver better Urgent Care to the patient where he or she is, resources can 
be used far more effectively and we can avoid transporting patients unnecessarily, 
especially if they do not need Emergency Care. This in turn helps to promote social 
innovation through a more efficient, less monolithic hospital system, where patients can 
receive the right treatment in the right place at the right time – an intelligent approach, 
but one that is not necessarily easy to achieve. 
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Designing better things for people is the focus of the Helen Hamlyn Centre for Design, 
which was founded in 1991 to consider design that includes older people. Foreseeing 
the ageing demographic that we are now so conscious of, the initial DesignAge project 
looked at design for our ageing population and alerted industry and the design 
profession to the far-reaching implications worldwide. For Saab – we designed an 
accessible car for older drivers, and for Safeways – a jar, that’s easy to open and easier 
to grasp on the shelf. 
 
Since then we have developed design thinking to address a range of social problems in 
the areas of three research labs. Age & Ability: design for a more inclusive society 
irrespective of age and ability, Workplace & City: research into changing patterns of 
work and urban life, and the lab where this project is based, the Healthcare & Patient 
Safety lab: creating better and safer healthcare services and products. 
 
The essence of the methods is to work with as many ‘users’ and to research and design 
together with them. We look for the involvement of industry – as we cannot make a 
difference, or ‘Bridge the Gap’, if the design work does not result in a product or system 
change that gets to market and is adopted. 
The lead author, Matthews, had 30 years in design consultancy before joining the 
Centre. His experience was that unless the client was very visionary, the designer was 
usually given a brief, (something such as “We want it in time green for next year”) and 
the client waited to see what came out, either monitoring and collaborating to some 
degree, or just waiting until the work was presented. On the ‘Double Diamond’ model of 
the design process described by the UK Design Council in 2005, the definition of the 
brief lies halfway along the timeline, and consultancy projects will usually deliver 
concepts in 4, 6, maybe 12 weeks at the most. In contrast, our projects are set up on 
longer timescales, and with briefs that are more a research question than a prescription. 
Our Research Associates programme teams recent graduates from the RCA with an 
industry partner for a year. The first six months are spent doing research with users, 
analysing it - with users - to create an evidence-based design brief. We then co-design 
with users, make mock-ups and prototypes, and then get our users to evaluate them. 
Then we use their feedback and iterate the process – getting something right usually 
takes three iterations. 
 
In 2003 we undertook a study for the UK Department of Health: a system-wide, design-
led approach to tackling Patient Safety in the UK National Health Service (NHS). Human 
beings naturally make mistakes, and in healthcare the root cause of the majority of 
mistakes is the flawed system.  
 
The resulting report (a booklet snappily packaged to look like a blood bag) was endorsed 
by the Chief Medical Officer, and the Centre was honoured by the Ergonomics Society in 
2005, receiving the President’s Medal for the work. Based on widespread stakeholder 
engagement, with designers visualising to help to map-out healthcare and supporting 
systems, the conclusion was that we need to involve design thinking at the start of the 
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innovation process. It led to recognition of problems in the approach to design within 
healthcare and paved the way for our subsequent healthcare projects. 
 
Following that work, UK National Patient Safety Agency (NPSA) grew in scope, recruited 
a design manager, and started to use design as way of understanding and addressing 
patient safety issues. They had noticed a rise in adverse incident reports from 
ambulance services. The pivotal point was an accident where a young woman with a 
medical problem and psychiatric complications decided to get out of the ambulance 
when it was rushing her to hospital on blue lights at 70mph, and she was run over and 
killed by her mother who was following the ambulance in her own car. Whilst the NPSA 
knew anecdotally that design shortcomings might be a contributory factor, they needed 
some help to understand the true nature of the problem and wanted ideas as to how 
design could remedy the situation. 
 
The work on this ambulance project began in 2005. Initial research showed that 
ambulances had just evolved incrementally from horse carts used in the Crimean, and 
the American Civil War, to carry away soldiers injured at the front line. There had been 
very little critical examination or considered thought as to what the treatment space 
should be in order to support current, scientific evidence-based clinical thinking, and 
meet the existing needs of patients and paramedics. The result is that what we have 
today is a badly laid out, un-ergonomic environment that is full of storage spaces and 
furniture that create dirt traps and hazards both to patient and clinician. 
 
Ten ‘Design Challenges’ were identified, outlining areas where design intervention could 
improve safety. The work fed into an ambulance standardisation programme as until 
2006 there were 29 separate UK services, each buying inconsistent designs according 
to personal preferences. Almost all of them exhibited design issues. As a result of the 
programme, there are 11 trusts today, of which five or six procure to the same 
specification.  
 
Another positive outcome was the securement of research funding to take on a broader, 
system-scale challenge. The UK government had taken an initiative to train advanced 
paramedics, or Emergency Care Practitioners, beyond usual ambulance crew skill 
levels, but there was no thought given to better the equipment that they were using. With 
fit-for-purpose vehicles, kit bags, treatment spaces, diagnostic and communications 
systems, advanced paramedics would be able to attend a patient, diagnose their 
complaint in the same way as a doctor, administer more powerful drugs, and treat and 
discharge on scene, rather than simply taking patients to hospital as before.  
 
This was an opportunity – about 60% of all UK emergency ambulance calls actually do 
not require the patient to be taken to hospital if basic equipment is in place to treat in 
situ. 20% of these currently do not go to hospital as they may be of sound mind and 
refuse to go, or the problem simply resolves itself. However, by simply putting a 5% dent 
in the other 40% of cases that could be kept out of hospital, that is, reducing Emergency 
Department journeys by just 2% overall, it is estimated that £30M could be saved UK-
wide every year.  
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So instead of using expensive, heavy, fuel-inefficient vehicles, overloaded with 
equipment to the point of being illegal from point of view of axle load / braking capacity / 
driver’s licence limitations, taking large numbers of patients to hospital that do not really 
need to go there, this project proposed an integrated system of different vehicle types, 
with standardised treatment spaces, modular treatment packs and improved triage and 
operations management. This would treat those complaints that can be handled more 
safely or better in the community, and only conveying to hospital the patients that need 
to go. As it turned out, this proposition coincided with an emerging vision called the 
polysystem – less-monolithic hospitals that were complemented by general practitioner-
managed clinics, walk-in centres, and specialist stroke / cardio / trauma units. 
 
We generated a number of concepts,- some of which were more ‘blue-sky’, but all of 
which laid a good foundation for the whole system development. Some research still 
remains to do - further work and detail design of the little ‘single responder, treat and 
discharge’ vehicle, and the detailed operation of the integrated system itself. Looking at 
the whole system is a very complex job requiring substantial funds, so we began with the 
detailed research and design of a key part of that system, namely a redesigned 
ambulance. 
 
This is the vehicle that most people can easily relate to, it addresses a hot topic directly, 
and it was something we could deliver on within limited cost constraints. Money was 
allocated from the Centre, and supplemented by UK Regional Innovation Funding from 
NHS London.  
 
The work started with ride outs on paramedic duty shifts consisting of 12 hours in the 
vehicle with a large number of crews, coordinated by a Paramedic allocated to the 
project Dixie Dean, and clinically led by Prof Jonathan Benger, a leading UK Emergency 
and Pre-hospital care specialist, Air Ambulance and ED practitioner. 
 
We studied ambulance and other treatment spaces and carried out link analysis, 
showing that because the stretcher is locked against the right hand side of the treatment 
space, the clinician can only get access to one side of the patient, and has to reach over 
to get supplies, and dispose of used sharps. We defined exactly what kit and supplies 
are needed during the work shift and identified various modes of use with clinicians… for 
example ‘make ready’ – loading and checking the vehicle before the shift, arriving at the 
scene, loading the patient, ‘Critical Care’, and transporting the patient. 
 
We built an accurate but simple full-sized representation of existing ambulance spaces 
and played out various treatment scenarios with the clinicians. Together we considered 
what might be good ergonomic layout alternatives and positions for equipment and 
consumables, initially using name cards, then scale representations. We realised that 
nearly all the equipment could be located in one ‘working wall’, leaving the other side of 
the space clear, and it was exciting when we realised that this gave us room to relocate 
the stretcher in the centre, so the clinician could get 360° access, one of the objectives 
arising from the 2005 project. 
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We found so often through the co-design process that everyday workers can bring some 
good insights into problems when working alongside the designers and ergonomists. 
The ambulance crews were asked to refine our layout ideas in a number of stages so 
that together, we were able to create a really solid design brief that was evidence-based. 
Through a period of sketching and 3D modelling, we produced five or six interior 
concepts that were then distilled down to one, through feedback from the 36 frontline 
crews. 
 
Our evaluations were based on back-to-back comparisons using a vehicle loaned by the 
London Ambulance Service and a static test rig built to our design. We used two clinical 
scenarios, carefully designed to put to the test our attempts to improve efficiency, 
ergonomics, infection control and patient safety. They had to ensure a consistent 
process for each crew and like-for-like evaluation of results through video recording, 
logging and analysis. 
 
The first scenario treated and applied a fresh dressing to an MRSA-infected leg ulcer 
that started to bleed; the second was to treat a patient who is non-responsive and goes 
into cardiac arrest. These evaluations coincided with a work-in-progress show at the 
Royal College of Art, where we showed an appearance mock up in parallel with the test 
rig, and a screen-based simulation of our Digital Diagnostics & Communication system, 
allowing better road navigation, access to patient records, direct logging of patient 
observations and transmission to the receiving hospital. This also acted as a video link 
to confer with specialists at the hospital, real-time stock control and so on. 
 
At that time the design comprised a central stretcher position, an ergonomically laid out 
‘working wall’, modular treatment packs, the monitoring and LifePak system on a sliding 
overhead rail, better lighting, hand washing facilities and lay-down space. We carried out 
two further iterations of the development process, taking lessons learned and feedback 
from the crews to target areas for improvement, work out design changes together, 
rebuild the rig and re-test. 
 
For the third rig iteration and evaluations, we committed to building a trailer-mounted 
Demonstrator Unit, showing the interior to a high degree of realisation, and robust 
enough for it to be taken around the country for all the ambulance services to evaluate. 
We secured a decommissioned ambulance box module on eBay for $700. 
The Demonstrator Unit contains all of the features mentioned above, and a clean, 
spacious working environment with smooth radii everywhere instead of nooks and 
crannies to collect dirt and sabotage any attempts to achieve sterility and infection 
control. 
Using Ultra Violet light and UV-sensitive powder mixed into the fake blood on the 
actress’ very convincing bleeding ulcer, we were able to see contamination marks 
invisible to the naked eye, and here were able to show some exciting results: 30% fewer 
contaminations, and about 60% fewer incidents that are likely to lead to contaminations, 
compared with the existing vehicle. We also measured shorter elapsed times to achieve 
treatment objectives, and slightly improved scores in overall technical skills. The crews 
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have said some very complimentary things about the design, the way that it improves 
patient safety and makes their job easier to carry out.  
 
The principles that were used are all published on the website ‘designingwithpeople.org’ 
produced by the Helen Hamlyn Centre for Design. It provides reference material and 
information about Inclusive Design tools, to help designers to work with the users of their 
products and systems. 
 
A key learning from the project is this: we can either work in isolation as specialists at 
different stages and physical locations of a project, and pass on our findings to other 
specialists when we have finished our stage of the project, and complain when design 
interventions emerge with bad compromises and opportunities for real change somehow 
missed, or we can all collaborate, preferably led or facilitated by whichever discipline is 
appropriate at any given stage of the work. Carrying out the co-research, co-design and 
co-evaluation together, wherever the work needs to take place is a powerful strategy for 
innovation. So instead of working as we would in a ‘relay race’, where we blindly do our 
best and the baton may get dropped in some way, we like to think of these 
collaborations as a ‘rowing boat race’, where we all pull together in as coordinated a way 
as possible. 
 
A picture is said to be worth a thousand words. Perhaps a prototype’s worth a thousand 
pictures. But best of all is to create products within the context of well-understood 
systems, through which we can change work practices and cultures. This, in turn, can 
even to stimulate social innovations that help the delivery of healthcare to keep pace 
with our changing environment. 
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Creative Future Mobility Solutions 
by Applying Inclusive 
Design Strategies 
 
by 
Ben Meyer, Assistant Professor, Graphic Communication 
Brigid O’Kane, Professor of Practice, Industrial Design  
University of Cincinnati 
 
Abstract 
By 2030, urban areas will be the home for more than sixty percent of the world’s eight 
billion people. This will create tremendous pressures on megacities as the current 
infrastructure is repaired and expanded, which will introduce the need for new mobility 
options. This paper focuses on a collaborative studio at the University of Cincinnati that 
developed new mobility devices as solutions to these future challenges. Inclusive Design 
strategies were integrated into the design process so mobility devices would appeal to a 
broad segment of urban populations. Best collaborative practices are elaborated upon 
and three case studies are presented that were a direct result from this student project.  
 
Keywords 
Urban, Transportation, Population, Inclusive Design, Collaborative, Interdisciplinary, 
Mobility, Systems Thinking, Systems Integration, Jigsaw Classroom Technique 
  
 
Introduction: Global Challenges 
Personal mobility is likely to change in the future, especially within the urbanized world. 
These changes are most likely to occur due to expected increases of urban density that 
will cause stresses on megacities as they expand. This topic of urban growth is 
elaborated upon in Reinventing the Automobile, Personal Urban Mobility for the 21st 
Century by Mitchell, Borroni-Bird, and Burns when they state, “The United Nations 
projects that 60% of the world’s population will be living in urban areas by 2030.” 
Predictions for the world population in 2030 are estimated to be eight billion people. This 
will create tremendous pressures in the form of pollution, energy security and 
consumption, congestion, and traffic safety. This will also challenge public infrastructures 
that are already struggling to meet the growing demands for transportation and basic 
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mobility services. To accommodate the expected increase in urban density, plans should 
be considered now, including investing wisely in basic core infrastructure needs. These 
megacities will be so dense that the place for the traditional car will rapidly decline. Plans 
for the future must address the development of new mobility options. 

With population increases, climate change, and the depletion of natural 
resources, industries are currently seeking solutions to these global challenges by 
considering alternative modes of mobility. In The Dynamics of Global Urban Expansion 
Angel, Sheppard, and Civco discuss the forces that will influence urban expansion. 
“Aspects of the transport system that affect urban expansion may include the 
introduction of new transport technologies…” Transportation costs, the amount of 
government investment in roads, and reliable public transport systems are aspects 
expected to act as catalysts to the introduction of new mobility options.  
 
Project Guidelines 
In response to these predictions of increased urban density and the growing stresses 
this will have on the existing infrastructure General Motors (GM) developed a concept 
brief, which challenged students in design and engineering to generate ideas for a 
Portable Assisted Mobility Device (PAMD). This brief was created through collaborative 
efforts with Partners for the Advancement Collaborative Engineering Education (PACE), 
a group formed by General Motors to help facilitate interactions between industry and 
academia. PACE strives to educate and inspire students about the necessities of global 
collaboration and to foster awareness of current social and economic pressures. In 
keeping with this mission PACE invited selected academic design and engineering 
institutions to participate in this challenge. The University of Cincinnati accepted this 
invitation and in the fall semester of 2012 students from Industrial Design, Graphic 
Communication, and Mechanical Engineering focused on this project. The context of this 
paper elaborates on the results generated by junior students in design. 

The PAMD project was defined as a small power-assisted vehicle that could be 
taken on a train, bus, or could be stowed or carried indoors. It addresses the first and the 
last mile scenario as it mixes seamlessly with public transportation and personal urban 
transportation. The PAMD was considered to be similar to a light eco car, a portable 
vehicle, a folding bicycle, or modular scooter. Enclosed design solutions were optional 
for concepts that include weather protection considerations. The PAMD concepts were 
to be designed to carry one passenger and their personal cargo, which could include a 
briefcase, purse, backpack, and other such personal items. 

Each concept was to be buildable and theoretically produced for mass-
production within 2-3 years. It was, of course, also important to consider sustainability. 
Each student or student team was expected to conduct research and design a product 
that was the solution for transportation needs as the population grows. Students were 
challenged to understand the social, economic, and convenience issues for their 
proposed mobility solutions.  

One of the challenges in developing new mobility solutions is to understand 
individual needs of 1) those who drive cars, 2) those who do not drive cars, and 3) those 
who only use public transport for part of their mobility needs. In conducting this research 
several gaps were identified when observing how different mobility systems converge. 
Benchmarking research revealed existing products that potentially address the first and 
last mile scenario, however for this project new and unpredictable solutions were 
expected. This project explored problem solving in functionality and aesthetics while 
addressing realistic constraints. Students were required to develop concepts that were 
usable, desirable, and viable for the broadest market.  
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Collaboration 
This collaborative studio, as mentioned above, involved managing teams that included 
Industrial Designers, Graphic Communication Designers, and Mechanical Engineers. To 
manage these teams, a cooperative learning technique was used to organize classroom 
activities and encourage positive interdependence among team members. There are 
several different cooperative learning models that could be used in this setting such as 
Think Pair Share, Reciprocal Teaching, and Round Robin. An approach that is 
commonly used in design studios is STAD (Student Teams Achievement Divisions). This 
process involves evaluating all individuals equally based on their team’s performance. 
For a good team this model can work well when all of the teammates encourage each 
other to perform at their best. However, the STAD model can also generate resentment 
and inefficiency if a teammate does not show the initiative or the level of productivity that 
is expected by the group. 

For this project the collaborative studio was structured after Eliot Aronson’s 
Jigsaw Classroom Technique. This cooperative learning approach involved training 
group members separately in their area of expertise so each member returned and 
shared their unique knowledge with teammates. For example, the Industrial Design 
students attended classes and lectures in their classroom and then shared their 
knowledge with their Engineering and Graphics counterparts. The Engineering and 
Graphics students followed the same model and also attended separate classes. The 
benefit with this model is that it encourages listening and engagement with individual 
group members who have learned unique material that is essential for group success. 
This process also created an efficient group learning method that increased the variety 
of learning experiences and design solutions available in the studio setting. The jigsaw 
method also enabled individual members to attend classes simultaneously instead of 
teaching all of the students sequentially. As a result, the instructors were able to use 
extra class time for group discussions and collaborative meetings.  
 
Inclusive Design and Systems Integration 
When developing solutions to these challenges, integrating Inclusive Design into the 
product development process led to the discovery of innovative concepts accessible to a 
broad range of people. For this collaborative studio, the goal was to design a product 
that functions within an existing public transportation system and was usable to urban 
demographic groups. Each team analyzed the public transportation behaviors of various 
urban environments and then identified the challenges and gaps within those systems. 
They also assessed how multiple variables can influence one another within the entire 
system. For example, students were encouraged to ask who uses public transportation, 
why they use it, where they go, how it impacts their life, and how it integrates with other 
aspects of their life. Their goal was to understand how public transportation is a single 
component of many interrelated systems that affect a person’s daily life.  

This research phase in the project involved a combination of different 
approaches, which included sending out surveys, interviewing people, walking through 
and evaluating locations when possible, and studying relevant articles on community 
and regional planning. When the teams completed their assessment, each group 
developed personas of different user types, attitudes, and behaviors for specific 
demographic groups that represent the broader community. These personas proved to 
be a useful guide for the students when they considered how product features 
addressed the goals, desires, or limitations various groups face when using public 
transportation. This approach helped students focus on innovative functional features for 
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the user and in the process of doing this they developed attributes that were not only 
attractive to the personas they developed, but also improved the product overall by 
making it more appealing and user friendly to a larger market. 

Because student concepts were expected to integrate with public transportation, 
Systems Thinking and Systems Integration methodologies where introduced into the 
design process. This was essential in developing concepts that identified products and 
needs that would not ordinarily be addressed by large automotive corporations or urban 
planners, since they typically work separately, not collaboratively. The Systems 
Integration approaches were achieved with two distinct strategies. First, concepts that 
students developed, such as a bike cargo carrier, moped, or personal mobility device (as 
in the three case studies below), were to be integrated with public transportation 
systems. This integration was achieved through research in public transportation 
behaviors and urban environment analysis. This lead to direct applications of function or 
logistical aspects of making the blending of these two systems work seamlessly 
together. The second strategy connected the user with the product. This was achieved 
through the development of such things as motion graphics, websites, and applications, 
which clearly introduced these new products and their intended use to the customer. The 
use of these graphic visuals made each product easy to use and understand. Being user 
friendly would make these products more appealing to the larger community within the 
urban environment.  
 
Three Case Studies 
Included below are three concepts offered as case studies that were a direct result of the 
collaboration. Each case study approaches the aspect of Inclusive Design and Systems 
Integration to develop alternative modes of mobility as solutions to the mounting 
challenges relating to transportation and urban growth. The design process involved an 
iterative cycle through four phases: research, exploration, creation, and evaluation. 
While working through this cycle, the groups worked hard to obtain information about the 
needs of the user, how to meet these needs, and how to design concepts that 
addressed these needs.  
 While these student examples are clearly academic in nature, they are presented 
as evidence for the serious validity of Inclusive Design in the creative problem solving 
process for future design challenges in academia and industry. Inclusive Design 
approaches were considered with the following case studies especially for the 
development of specific design features. These attributes are qualities that make each 
product more appealing to a wide range of urban dwellers. With each example, global 
challenges were addressed within specific urban environments, offering local solutions 
to designated areas. Each student team presented their concepts in a comprehensive 
process book, which details each phase of the design process in great depth. For the 
context of this paper only a brief description is provided for each concept that includes 
key information on the design features developed for a broader appeal. 
   
Cargo 

Industrial Designer Leon Wenning and Graphic Designers Kevin Danielson and 
Lindsey Melling developed this first case study. They conducted research to obtain a 
better understanding of biking in an urban setting. From this data they discovered 
bicyclists could not easily transport several bags of groceries or other cargo from small 
shopping trips on their bicycle, a city bus, or a subway system. Research proved this to 
be a dominant challenge for riders that depend on public transportation systems and 
their bicycle. The design team decided to focus on this issue by exploring shopping 
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trends and existing parking stations for grocery carts. They noticed that a typical shopper 
often picked up last minute items that were not pre-planned. This activity can be difficult 
for a bicyclist who does not have the extra space to carry these items. 

After analyzing this data, the design team began researching existing products. 
They noticed that bike trailers address some of the issues raised in the surveys, but they 
did not provide any assistance when pulling heavy loads. Trailers also did not adapt 
easily to different shopping environments. As a result, the team developed a motorized 
bike trailer called Cargo that can convert into a shopping cart. (Figure 1) This product 
was designed specifically to help people move their belongings from point A to B without 
the use of a car. This design allows people to load their items in the store and 
immediately attach the cart to their bike outside the store. The process of loading and 
unloading items from a shopping cart to a bike trailer was eliminated with this design. 
The motor also provides assistance when pulling heavy loads. This allows a casual bike 
rider to use this design without worrying about strain or fatigue. A digital rental system 
outside grocery stores was also developed to provide access for users who cannot 
afford or do not want to purchase this device. (Figure 2) The goal was to provide 
immediate assistance to last minute purchasers who need help transporting their goods. 
This concept can potentially be introduced locally or globally as it could be adapted 
within any urban setting and appeal to a very broad market. 
  

 
Figure 1: The Cargo has an electric motor to assist in making the experience of transporting 
goods less problematic. In addition to converting to a shopping cart to be used in the grocery 
store this bike trailer was designed to be reconfigurable in order to carry many different types  
of objects. 

 
Figure 2: The Cargo concept integrates with a digital rental system outside Whole Foods and 
other grocery stores so bicyclists can easily have access to these trailers in places where they 
are most likely to be needed. Easy access to this product would increase usership.  
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Ciclo Nova 

Ciclo Nova was a concept developed by Industrial Designer Miranda Steinhauser 
and Graphic Designers Brock Arthur and Kate Menkhaus. This design addresses issues 
related to urban transportation in South America. This design team researched various 
articles as well as community and regional planning publications for Rio de Janeiro. 
From this research they noticed that in the last decade, the number of cars in Rio de 
Janeiro has grown forty percent. As a result, traffic congestion has become an 
increasing problem. To address this issue, Rio has developed over 180 miles of bicycle 
paths that crisscross the city. This design was based solely on research articles and 
online surveys with individuals who live in that area. From this data they found that the 
public would like to have a device that could travel longer distances and would give them 
the option to commute a portion of their journey with existing public transit systems. 
Using this data, the design team decided to develop a product that can be used on 
existing bicycle paths, travel longer distances, and does not contribute to the air pollution 
that can exist in highly congested areas. The final design was a battery powered moped, 
which according to their research could legally travel on Rio’s existing bike paths. 
(Figure 3) This moped is smaller than a traditional motorcycle making it ideal for these 
bike paths. Charging stations were designed to allow individuals to lock up and recharge 
their moped when they use public transit systems. The team also designed a mobile 
phone application that allows individuals to map out traffic patterns, existing charging 
stations, and transit lines. (Figure 4) This feature was developed to seamlessly integrate 
this design with Rio’s existing transit system.  

 

 
 

Figure 3: The final model for the Ciclo Nova concept was built in Autodesk Alias and 3D printed 
as a 1/3 scale model. A package comparison on the right shows the Ciclo Nova concept as being 
smaller in size compared to a traditional motorcycle.  

   
 
Figure 4: Charging stations allow individuals to lock up and recharge their moped when they use 
public transit systems. Mobile phone applications were designed to allow riders to map out traffic 
patterns, existing charging stations, and transit lines. 
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GoSozo 
Industrial Designer Heesung Jang and Graphic Designers Chad Ackerman and 

Tony Pierce designed the GoSozo concept. This is a device that addresses current 
urban transportation issues in one of the largest cities in the world: Tokyo, Japan. This 
design team researched various articles as well as community and regional planning 
publications. From this research they noticed that the challenges Tokyo faces for urban 
transportation are similar to other urban areas around the world. Traffic congestion, 
parking difficulties, longer commuting times, and loss of public space must be 
considered for this environment. They also noticed that electric bike sales in Asia Pacific 
are projected to grow rapidly over the next five years. This group was not able to 
research Tokyo’s environment first hand, however they used projected sales trends and 
an online survey to guide their design decisions. The survey helped provide additional 
information on individuals who live in congested areas in Tokyo. It revealed that people 
wanted a product that is easy to use, energy efficient and affordable. The device would 
also need to easily navigate congested areas and it would need to be portable so people 
could store it in a small space. After assessing all of this data, the design team 
researched existing and potential products that could meet these needs. They found that 
many options where difficult for most people to use (skateboard, rollerblades) or they 
appeared unstable and dangerous (Segway, motorcycles). As a result, the team 
developed a sturdy three-wheeled platform which users stand on while holding onto 
handles. (Figure 5) To make the design unique, the team developed a series of highly 
colorful graphics that allows individuals to customize the final look of the product. The 
small size of this battery-powered device allows commuters to easily navigate busy 
streets and sidewalks. The platform also folds up so the device can be pulled when the 
rider would like to use the public transportation system. This also makes the device very 
compact and easy to store when not in use. (Figure 6)  

 

      
 
Figure 5: The final design of the GoSozo concept with personalized graphics. To the right is the 
GoSozo concept compared with a Segway. The occupant is lower when compared to the 
occupant on the Segway, which lowers the center of gravity making the device safer to use. 
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Figure 6: These images show the GoSozo platform in two different states. Folded up for 
portability and folded down when in use. The rear part of the GoSozo platform can be folded up 
so the device can be pulled. This makes it easy to take onto trains, buses, and other public 
transportation systems.  
 

Overall this project provided an excellent teaching opportunity. Prior to this 
experience, several Graphic Design students never worked on a project related to mass 
transportation and mobility. Many students also had never worked in a collaborative 
studio setting with individuals from various design and engineering disciplines. From this 
experience, the students learned how to research and analyze complex problems and 
apply their knowledge as a team to manage and design potential solutions. Each group 
focused on very different issues regarding urban transportation. Their methodology to 
address these problems was similar, but their final outcomes were quite different. 
Incorporating aspects of Inclusive Design helped students appeal to appropriate users 
within the urban environment. Unique features developed for each concept made them 
easier to use and desirable to the broadest market possible within the urban setting. 
Adding Systems Integration into various phases of the design process assisted in 
identifying unexpected opportunities and in helping the customer understand the product 
and their intended use. 

Within the studio setting 14 different PAMD concepts were developed, including 
the three case studies presented in this paper. The final designs received positive 
feedback from representatives from General Motors, the City of Cincinnati, Queen City 
Bike, and Mobo Bicycle Coop. Students and faculty were encouraged to pursue this 
collaborative project further. In the future we plan to narrow the geographic scope of the 
project to allow the students the opportunity to physically visit and analyze the 
environment they plan to design for. We would also like to include more individuals from 
community and regional planning to incorporate their knowledge of urban infrastructures 
and transportation alternatives.  

 
Conclusion 
Within the industry, automotive designers typically focus only on the production vehicle 
they are assigned to work on and do not consider aspects of the environment that their 
products will operate within. Of course new experimental vehicle types and technologies 
are developed within advanced automotive studios and we see evidence of this with 
concepts created by General Motors, including the 1996 EV1 (Electric Vehicle 
Generation 1), the 2002 Autonomy Skateboard Platform, the 2009 PUMA (Personal 
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Urban Mobility and Accessibility Project), and the 2011 EN-V concepts (Electric 
Networked-Vehicle). It is worth noting that the PUMA and EN-V concepts address the 
urban domain but will never make it to production. Only now are we seeing hints of these 
advanced technologies in production with the 2011 Chevrolet Volt. The numerous 
reasons why these products are slow to penetrate the mainstream market go beyond the 
scope of this paper, but within the context of Inclusive Design this topic is worth 
consideration.  

Innovative and alternative ways of getting around are needed for conserving an 
ecological balance. We are at a pivotal time when pollution, global warming, and the 
depletion of specific natural resources are current global challenges. In the future the 
anticipation of population growth and urban density will make these matters worse if we 
do not develop new habits. Innovative technologies and mobility products can influence 
and change the behavior patterns of large segments of the population. As these new 
products are put into production and introduced to the market early adaptors are likely to 
be the first users. Getting these products into the mainstream market could prove to be a 
daunting task. However, incorporating Inclusive Design and Systems Integration into the 
automotive production design process could manifest into a significant shift in 
developing products that are better suited for the environment and successful within 
local and global mainstream markets.  
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Wayfinding for Visually Impaired 
Pedestrians  
 
Abstract 
Movement from an origin to a destination within a city is an inevitable activity for the visually impaired this 
movement task is a difficult activity, given inability to use visual properties. This study seeks to determine 
the type of information that is acquired by the visually impaired to navigate from an origin to a destination. 
An experiment with 12 totally visually impaired and 12 partially visually impaired students were conducted 
in Lisboa, Portugal. Our method is based on an analysis of wayfinding from a school for the visually 
impaired to a familiar destination in the urban area of the city. Questionnaire survey methods were used to 
determine reference points, which senses (hearing, touch, smell) were used and problems experienced in 
reaching the destination by walking. The key findings show that there are differences between the two 
groups in terms of their use of reference points, use of the senses and problems encountered on the 
wayfinding trip to the destination. As a result of the study it is suggested that those who design aids for the 
visually impaired should have stronger experiences of the perceptions. 
 

Keywords  
Wayfinding, Visually Impaired, Design Aids, Accessibility, Pedestrians, Environmental Design. 

 
Introduction 
Finding one‘s way is a significant task for individuals engaged in daily activities. However, being oriented 
in a place with regard to objects and knowing where to go next, and ultimately how to return, is a main 
concern for inhabitants and, in particular, the visually impaired. Orientation refers to an individual’s 
awareness of his/her position in the environment by maintaining the relationship to other objects [1]. 
Sighted people in an airport would be aware of their position at that moment, similarly for the visually 
impaired who can hear the verbal announcement of the flights. But what about being in a large public 
space where there are no verbal announcements for blind users. Lack of information for the visually 
impaired about the potential to encounter different temporary obstacles or hazards, as well as deficiency 
in gaining information about distant landmarks, make wayfinding a serious problem for this target group 
[2]. This leads to not making independent journeys outside their neighborhood areas, or only to 
restricted or familiar areas [3]. The present study addresses path integration in a wayfinding process 
among a sample of blind and visually impaired students in a familiar area as regards both navigation-
based and resource-based learning strategies. The questions the present study attempts to answer are 
whether blind and low-vision persons keep reference points in mind instead of visual cues, as opposed to 
those who are sighted. What are the characteristics of these reference points such as the type and 
frequency of usage of them among the blind and low-vision users separately? What sort of visual cues, if 
any, do low-vision students use? What are the other kinds of aids they may use? What is the dominant 
sense for the target group in deficiency of vision? How can street pattern influence the wayfinding 
process? And finally, how do blind students differ from low-vision students in their wayfinding process? 
To grasp the importance of information in visually impaired wayfinding, we hypothesize that one’s 
wayfinding process and, in particular, the reference points that are used depend on his/her ability of 
vision. In other words, if the user is visually impaired (either blind or low-vision), then reference points are 
used to obtain information in familiar environments. Accordingly, the main hypothesis could break down 
to a sub-hypothesis; if the user is blind, then the dominant sense is to rely on familiar urban areas as a 
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tactile experience. If the user is low-vision impaired, then visual cues similar to those used by sighted 
people are used for wayfinding. If the user is visually impaired, we argue that the grid street pattern is 
clearer and more legible for him/her in their wayfinding process. To test the hypotheses, we surveyed 
visually impaired students in a setting with which they are familiar in terms of the variety of landmarks and 
where they have a higher likelihood of using different senses. Furthermore, we clarify some definitions 
and related theories in wayfinding performance. In section 4, visual characteristics of the study area and 
respondents are presented. The relationship between reference points, familiarity, street layout and, 
ultimately, the problems encountered in the area are categorized in Section 5. The final section provides 
conclusions and directions for future work. 
 

1.Literature Review 
1.1 Wayfinding concepts 
Wayfinding is the ability of travelling between locations either with an internal or external map of the 
environment [4] as purposeful and directed movement from an origin to a specific distant destination [5]. 
Such behavior involves interactions between the traveler and the environment [6]. Further, wayfinding is 
a behavior [7] which cannot be successful unless you know where you are, know your destination and 
follow the best route to your destination, recognizing your destination and finally being able to find your 
way back [8]. Thus, it is the process of collecting information from our built environment, to know where 
we are related to where we want to go and how to get there [9]. In addition, wayfinding is one aspect of 
people’s cognitive map knowledge, which includes all aspects of encoding, processing, and gaining 
information about the environment [10]. Basically, two components of wayfinding are movement and 
decision-making [11]. (Seamless integration of movement, perception and memory are required for 
successful wayfinding [4]. Indeed, path integration - obtaining information while walking- is one source of 
information for humans, which assist them in determining their location in urban areas [4].  Thus, 
wayfinding, a cognitive process [12], can be defined as spatial behavior [13] that involves the ability to 
learn a route and retrace it from memory [10], to move from an origin to a destination while maintaining 
orientation in and around objects, people, and spaces. 
 
1.2. Commuters and the level of familiarity with the environment 
Wayfinding or being oriented within an urban area is an important task, which involves interaction among 
people and the environment while undertaking daily activities. It is of high importance especially when 
travelers are commuters -those who travel back and forth on a regular basis- and require frequent 
navigation within cities. Commuting enables people to live in areas and work in a place spatially 
separated from their living places [14]. This would increase their familiarity with the environment through 
which they are travelling as they regularly travel to and from a particular place. As familiarity with an 
environment increases, performance in wayfinding and spatial orientation tasks improves [15]. 
Understanding and awareness of surroundings provides a sense of security for individuals [16] [17]. 
Therefore, users’ feelings of safety follow from understanding a place, and familiarity, in turn, can 
increase this feeling. Commuters regularly follow the same order of routes or use the same reference 
points to recognize their ways.  
 
1.3 Reference points 
According to Lynch (1960) inhabitants have a shared image of their resident area. A clear image of the 
city makes it possible for the users to navigate freely within urban areas. Familiarity with a neighborhood 
can be defined as having a “clear image”. A clear image of the environment makes it possible for 
individuals to know the spatial position of places they are traveling through. Hong (2007) notes an 
interesting point on the five elements Lynch proposed- edges, nodes, landmarks, districts, paths. He 
stated that one similar function among all the five elements is geo-referencing. This indicates the role of 
image these elements have in a users’ cognitive map to be utilized as a “reference point” [18]. In other 
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words, to have a clear image of the environment one requires knowing and storing the spatial relations 
among the five elements within an urban area that is similar to the “anchor point” theory of [12]. “Anchor 
point” theory indicates spatial relations of landmarks, familiar districts and path segments as laying the 
foundation on which other information is anchored in cognitive maps. As an image develops based on a 
two-way process between man and environment [19], it can be strengthened by either the perceiver to be 
retrained or the surrounding be reshaped. In addition, disorientation can take place when landmarks are 
unavailable. But what if the user cannot see the surroundings properly? 
 
1.4 Visually impaired and spatial information 

      Regardless of loss of vision or being visually impaired, obtaining information from the environment 
through which navigation is performed is important for commuters and would be a prerequisite for them. 
One needs to know the spatial relations between self and object as well as updating that to perform an 
efficient wayfinding [20]. This information can be taken in two different ways, either from knowledge in the 
environment or knowledge in one’s head [6]. Nonetheless, vision plays a primary role and provides 
plentiful information for helping the wayfinder to orient oneself in regard to spatial relations among 
objects. Previous studies on the visually impaired show that there are two main levels that the blind and 
visually impaired use to attain knowledge for orientation and mobility, namely perceptual and conceptual 
[21] [22]. “Mobility” refers to being able to move from one point to another safely and efficiently [1]. Hill 
and Ponder (1976) define it as the capacity to move, the readiness and the facility to move. This will 
involve negotiating any obstacle in sidewalks, which would be temporary or any unexpected change in 
direction. “Navigation“ refers to travelling from one place to another by using mobility skills while keeping 
oriented in relation to the purposeful course [1].  At the perceptual level, other senses perceive 
information due to lack of vision or certain ability to overcome the impairment in the best way [20]. The 
conceptual level focuses on developing strategies for mapping of space and generating an orientation 
path [23]. Furthermore, according to Hersh and Johnson    (2008), and related studies, there are two 
perspectives for gaining spatial information; navigation-based learning and resource-based learning 
strategies. The difference between these two processes lies in experiencing the environment. Whereas in 
navigation-based learning the user experiences the environment directly, in resource-based learning 
information is acquired from diverse sources like TV, maps, asking others, or for the visually impaired 
from tactile maps, braille newspapers and so on. In spite of this, however, visually impaired users 
express their spatial knowledge differently in comparison to sighted people. As an example, Bradley and 
Dunlop (2003) stated that visually impaired provide more information while they were describing a path 
they have taken in comparison with sighted people [23].  
 

    2. Data and Methods 
In Portugal unlike many other countries (e.g. Finland) visually impaired children without additional 
handicaps are educated in special schools distinctively designed for them. The respondents in the 
present study are students from such a school - a school for the visually impaired. The selected study 
area includes the educational area of a visually impaired high school in Lisboa. The setting encompasses 
the school as the central focus, and approximately 300 meters away from the school is a well-known 
intersection named “Miraflores Intersection”. There’s one strip mall close to the intersection in addition to 
a hospital, two banks and several retail shops such as a bakery, fruit shop and supermarket. In general, 
medium-income citizens are living in Miraflores district. The street pattern in the surrounding area of the 
school is a typical rectangular street in a “grid-like” pattern, which is converted to cul-de-sacs for vehicles. 
This pattern supports row apartments in the Miraflores district. Tulipas Boulevard functions as a 
“Connector” route type, which is a main road in a connective grid network of the district that brings the 
stream of traffic in a hierarchy from the “cul-de-sacs” and “spines” to the “Algés Arterial Collector”. Thus, 
the area consists of similar blocks and intersections. The education area is approximately one hectare, 
which includes two schools for girls and boys. 
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2.1. Respondents and procedure 
The survey’s target participants were students in the Blind and Low Vision of “Miraflores school “-one 
high school for visually impaired students for females and males respectively. A group of twelve 15 to 18 
year old girls and an equal number of boys within the same age range were selected for the study. Half 
the students from each group were totally blind and the others were low-vision impaired (N=12 blind, 
N=12 low sighted). All respondents were asked to come to the school library individually and answer a 
questionnaire survey. It was conducted in Portuguese and divided into 4 parts; selected socio-economic 
characteristics (age, gender and education), questions regarding landmarks or reference point for the 
target group, questions regarding wayfinding performance which, in turn, consisted of questions based 
on path preferences and their behavior in a new environment as well as finding their way in difficult 
situations without any aids and, finally, questions about the use of their senses to figure out how they are 
performing wayfinding given their deficiency of vision. A pilot survey was initially undertaken at the same 
schools to better develop the questionnaire survey. Having completed the interviews, the researchers 
took photos of the reference points that respondents mentioned and then categorized these with respect 
to height, color, and function. 

Gender 
 

Visual 
Impairment 
 

Frequency 
 

Age Years of Education Years of blindness 
 

Mean Age Mean School level Mean Years (min-max) 
Female 
 

Blind 6 18  15-21 
 

3.2 
 

1-4 
 

7.35 
 

01-21 
 

Low-vision 6 16.5 14-19  2.8 1-4 12.25   10-19 

Male 
 

Blind 6 18.5 15-22 3.5 1-4 6.5 0-22 
Low-vision 6 17.5 15-20 3.1 1-4 14.30 13-20 

Table 1: Characteristics of respondents 
 
Table 1 shows the characteristics of sample respondents. A diverse group of blind and low-vision sample 
respondents allow us to investigate hypotheses regarding relationships between visual impairment and 
reference points as well as the utilization of different senses. The average age of the sample is similar 
with a mean age of 17.6, as is the frequency of male and female visual impairments. Sample 
respondents were fairly homogeneous with respect to age and education. For example, they were all 
high school students from level one to four and the mean school level was 3.1, which indicates most of 
them were in their third year of high school. Years of blindness depict the minimum and maximum years 
that respondents have suffered visual impairments. It varies from birth to four years for the female low-
vision students and from birth to two years for the male low-vision students. For the blind respondents 
visual disability mainly appeared after birth. 
 
3. Results 
This section describes the relationships among reference points; street layout and familiarity revealed by 
the sample of blind and visually impaired students. We find that the level of visual impairment among the 
sample, plus previous familiarity with the setting, generates differences in how they behave and perform 
wayfinding in an urban environment. Descriptive statistics (Chi-Square and Cramer’s V) are used to test 
for association and correlation on predominantly categorical data. 
 
3.1 Reference points 
There were several reference points that the visually impaired sample students utilized, and were 
presented to them as visual cues in wayfinding performance including a Braille pavement, bakery, strip 
Mall, supermarket and fruit shop, bank, and finally school walls (table 2). We note here that the sidewalk 
in Tulipas Street is facilitated with the Braille pavement from the intersection to “Miraflores“ school. 
Interestingly, the reference points differ in how they are used by blind or low-vision students. Around 67% 
of low-vision students indicated the “Braille Pavement” as a reference point in comparison with the blind 
students (33.3%). However, the blind students, and most of the low-vision students, preferred not to walk 
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on the “Braille Pavement” because of the uncomfortable feeling that it generated as a result of harsh 
materials and breaks and bumps on the surface. The smell (aroma) emanating from a bakery was one of 
the main guides for students, particularly for the blind students (60%). Strip malls (8.3%), the 
supermarket (12.5%) and school walls (12.5%) were other cues for both groups. Approximately 67% of 
the blind students, in comparison with the low-vision sample, made use of the school walls by touching 
them when getting closer to their school. They find it different from other walls due to the painting on the 
wall that makes the brick walls become smooth and even; therefore, they used tactile senses. Among all 
the elements mentioned by the student sample, the “Bank” was one of the main landmarks they indicated 
(25% of blind and 41.7% of low-vision students) followed by the bakery, Braille pavement, supermarket, 
and school walls. ATM’s were also a reference point for them particularly for the low-vision sample as 
they stated that the queue of people is a clue for them. It is also worth noting that the “Bakery” and 
“Bank” were cues mentioned by about half (50%) of the blind student sample, that were followed by the 
supermarket and school walls. It appears from the data that the reference points the target group can use 
to pinpoint their location in the urban area are more related to senses other than vision. Even though low-
vision students named banks (41.7%) as cues, (which have different forms and functions in comparison 
to residential buildings that can be distinctive for them) they rely more on hearing people’s sound. In 
other words, it was the sound of crowds of passing people or people passing along commercial buildings 
such as the strip malls. Our data highlights a significant finding - while all the blind respondents find using 
the Braille pavement helpful, most of the low-vision respondents (66.7%) did not find it practical. Further 
analysis shows that they prefer to have different colours on the pavement to help them get around the 
city. Some visual impairment leads to not being able to see some colors like white and gray. Thus, 
respondents made requests for the use of colors in urban areas; for example, at stairs to guide them to 
find out where the steps are. This suggests the use of suitable colors in walkways to be used as a guide 
for the visually impaired. Colour should be distinguishable even in the high light at noon or the lower light 
during nighttime. Therefore, this would require the sidewalks to have a high contrast with the 
environment and background, and indeed avoid using colours that are not suitable for colorblind people. 
The most common type of colour blindness is “red-green” such that dark green, for instance, may appear 
black to them [1]. 
The respondents were asked to describe what they imagine in the selected study area around their 
school to focus on the cues they utilize as reference points for their wayfinding. The researchers 
categorized the elements indicated by respondents in terms of frequency and types (table 3). Among all 
the respondents 75% named “Miraflores school” and “street trees” in Tulipas Avenue. “Miraflores School” 
is a school located close to Alges. Almost half of both blind and low-vision respondents mentioned 
“Miraflores School” because of the sounds at the school in the morning before entering the school, or at 
noon when they are going back home. Another obvious element for the respondents was street trees. 
Tulipas Avenue is green with trees on both sides of the street. Trees, in general, are ideal elements for 
the target group. They can feel the freshness and smell of trees or grass and enjoy walking in walkways 
equipped with green facilities. People waiting in line at a bus stop are another cue for the low-vision 
respondents in the area surrounding their school. In addition, they experienced other alternative cues like 
the bleeping sound at pedestrian crossing walkways, which inform them of safety to cross the street. This 
suggests that this target group should be equipped with devices focusing on the hearing sense. On 
balance, an urban area should also have a plentiful distribution of green facilities for the target group. 
There are two major reasons for this; first, the good feeling they get while walking along a green walkway 
results in a sense of security, and second; green facilities function as an insulator of sounds from vehicles 
and according to what the respondents stated, they get confused in a busy area full of vehicle noises and 
cannot continue walking 
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What are the reference points you keep in mind when finding your way between Tulipas Avenue junction and the school? 

                                                    Blind (%)                Low-vision (%)                        Total (%) 
Braille pavement                       33.3- 8.3                 66.7 - 16.7                                100 - 12.5 
 
Bakery                                       60 - 25                     40 - 16.7                                    100 - 20. 

Strip Mall                                   50 - 8.3                    50 - 8.3                                       100 - 8.3 

Supermarket                             66.7 - 16.7               33.3 - 8.3                                    100 - 12. 

Bank/ATM                                 37.5 - 25                  62.5 - 41.7                                  100 - 33.3 
School walls                              66.7 - 16.7              33.3 - 8.3                                     100 - 12.5 

Table 2: Landmarks and reference points 
 

Describe your imagination during your way when finding your way between Tulipas Avenue  junction and the school? 

                                                               Blind (%)                Low-vision (%)                                   Total (%) 
Park                                                      66.7 - 16.7               33.3 - 8.3                                             100 - 12.5 
 
Shops                                                  100 - 8.3                                                                               100 – 4.2 
Miraflores School                               44.4 - 33.3               55.6 – 41.7                                           100 - 37.5 
People waiting at bus stop                                               100 - 16.7                                              100 - 8.3 
Street trees in Tulipas Avenue          55.6 - 41.7              44.4 - 33.3                                             100 - 37.5 

Table 3: Cues utilised as main reference points 
 
Table 4 highlights that bus stops (50%) and counting junctions (33.3%) as a cue for the blind 
respondents in contrast to high buildings (41.7%) and shops (50%) for the low-vision respondents. It is 
significant that the blind student respondents rely on cues that are more related to other senses like 
hearing the sound of people waiting in line for the bus as opposed to low-vision student respondents who 
try to rely on their vision but also need to use other senses. As an example, low-vision student 
respondents were not able to see the height of buildings but they can see the buildings shadow and felt 
cool in the shade. So they knew the approximate location of some buildings. Most of the respondents, 
whether blind or low-vision, had some familiarity with different buildings, besides residential ones, in the 
area as their friends or parents accompanied them only for the first or second trips there.  
 
Which factors help you more to find your way? 
                                                        Blind (%)                   Low-vision (%)                                     Total (%) 
High buildings                                                                  100 - 41.7                                              100 - 20.8                
 
Bus stop                                        85.7 - 50                     14.3 - 8.3                                              100 - 29.2                                      

Counting junctions                      100 - 33.3                                                                                 100 - 16.7                   
Shops                                            25 - 16.7                      75 - 50                                                  100 - 33.3                    

Table 4: Factors that assist in wayfinding 
 
Gradually they try to understand the whole area but still do not have the confidence to perform an 
individual trip. Although gender differences are not a focus of this study, it is likely that the fear of entering 
a new area decreases more among boys as they have more confidence in exploring new areas. 
 
3.2. Wayfinding Process 
A chi-square test was performed to find the relationship between being blind or low-vision and the 
approach respondents would take to find their way when they get lost. In order to reduce the options for 
the question of “How would you find your way when you get lost?” there was a pre-test, which 
summarized responses into the two categories - “asking residents” and “keeping in mind some elements 
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as clues”. As highlighted in Table 5 the chi-square value is 6.171 with p-value of 0.018; this implies a 
statistically significant relationship between the two groups we are comparing. Those with total blindness 
are being used to asking residents in these situations (83.3%) while different pattern is repeated for the 
low-vision students. Most of them try to keep in mind some landmarks or reference points as visual cues 
to assist them find their way (66.7%). The overall pattern seems being based on social matters. On the 
whole, it seems best that neither of the respondents want to ask others. They prefer to perform 
independent trip however, those who are blind got more stresses and cannot remind the clues they had 
previously used in such situations. Low-vision students, seems to be more confident and try not to ask 
anybody but keep going to reach to their visual cues. Not using any devices like the white cane, has such 
drawbacks for them but calming down the car noises, utilizing suitable materials in the Braille pavement, 
using tactile graphics on walls, using reasonable size characters on the signs with high contrasts in 
colour would be definitely helpful for the target group. 
 
How would you find your way when you get lost? 

                                                           Blind (%)             Low-vision (%)                                            Total (%) 
Ask residents                                   71.4 - 83.3              28.6 - 33.3                                                 100 - 58.3 

Keep in mind some elements         20 - 16.7                  80 - 66.7                                                    100 - 41.7 
 

Table 5: Association between level of blindness and reference points to find the way 
 
To be able to obtain the exact reference points used by the target group, other than understanding the 
differences in their wayfinding performance, we asked some similar questions but in a different way. For 
instance, in addition to the previous questions, which were based on landmarks the following question 
was asked in another way to find out the cues they refer to (table 6). It is amazing that only 25% of the 
blind respondents reported that they rely on the Braille Pavement; however, they all mentioned it as a 
practical and useful element in their wayfinding process. This finding suggest that the blind respondents 
do rely on the Braille pavement but they do not want others to believe they have a disability and are 
therefore inclined to be more independent. Table 6 reveals that the majority of respondents (87%) rely on 
their sense of hearing in getting closer to their school. This includes either the sounds of children playing 
or the pedestrian bridge beside the “Hatmai” primary school. The reason for mentioning the pedestrian 
bridge is that they hear people going up and down the bridge when they get closer to it. 
How do you understand when you are getting closer or reaching to school? 
                                                                          Blind (%)                Low-vision (%)                                     Total (%) 
Braille pavement                                             100 - 25                                                                                 100 - 12.5 

pedestrian bridge                                            50 - 25                         50 - 25                                               100 - 25 
student’s noise in the Miraflores school       40 - 50                         60 - 75                                               100 - 62.5 

 
3.3 Senses 
To answer the question of which senses do the target group rely on with a deficiency of vision, some 
parallel questions were asked of the respondents. To figure out whether they use the sense of smell, all 
the respondents trust their sense of smell (100%). They recognize the bakery before passing it or the fruit 
shop and the flower shop as well. It is noteworthy to mention that these shops function as cues for them 
in their trips as being commuters. The two principal factors the target group realizes by entering an open 
space or intersection in the city are the sound of a crowd sound and the noise of vehicles, and at the 
same time feeling a vacant or open space (table 7). Table 8 highlights that, among those who answered 
‘yes’, the overwhelming majority are blind respondents who indicated that vehicle noise helps them in 
their wayfinding. Among those who answered ‘no’, the differences between the blind and low vision 
respondents are less marked. For these latter respondents, vehicle noise meant they were not able to 
concentrate as well on their current location and perform wayfinding within a busy environment. This was 
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true among almost all the low-vision respondents (91.7%) and most of the blind respondents (66.7%). In 
contrast, these two target groups were satisfied with the crowd sounds 100% and 58.3% respectively 
(table 8). To sum up, hearing is a sense that a sizeable proportion of the respondents get help from. It 
follows that devices which make use of hearing sense would be ideal for these respondents; however, we 
did not test different devices on respondents, that is the subject of a future study. 
 
How do you understand when you reach a junction or an open space in the city? 

                                                                                          Blind (%)                  Low-vision (%)                  Total (%) 
Ask noise of vehicles and the sound of a crowd        54.5 - 50                    45.5 - 41.7                          100 - 45.8 
feel a vacant and open space                                       46.2 - 50                     53.8 - 58.3                          100 -54.2 

Table 7: Reliance on sense of hearing 
 
Do noises from vehicles and the sound from crowds help you in wayfinding? 

                                                  Blind (%)                Low-vision (%)                                     Total (%) 
                   Vehicles noise      Crowd sound        Vehicles noise         Crowd sound            Vehicles noise   Crowd sound 
                                                                                             
Yes            80 - 33.3                 63.2 - 100               20 - 8.3                     36.8 - 58.3                     100 - 20.8                     100 - 79.2 
No             42.1 - 66.7               57.9 - 91.7             100 - 41.7                  100 - 79.2                      100 - 20.8 

Table 8: Use of vehicle noise and crowd sound in wayfinding 
 
3.4 Problems 
Table 9 illustrates the problems that blind and low-vision student respondents have in the selected study 
area. A comparison between the two groups indicates that the blind generally feel unsafe and did not find 
the walkway to be of good quality. Unevenness, inundations and steps of pathways were three often 
mentioned problems (most of these are due to poor maintenance). On the other hand, low-vision 
respondents, in most cases, were not satisfied with signage (83%) and barrels on the pedestrian 
walkways (67%). The problems encountered by the low-vision respondents were the result unexpected 
and temporary obstacles on the sidewalk such as temporary digging for water pipes or even cars that are 
parked in front of houses. They indicated that they are afraid of not recognizing these obstacles or of 
colliding with them while walking as part of the wayfinding process. Generally, the blind student 
respondents require a flat sidewalk while low vision respondents have a need for special signage with 
larger letters and suitable colors to be placed in advance of the obstacles. Further, the visually impaired 
respondents indicated that they do not intend to use any aids such as a white cane, thereby enabling 
them to be just like other pedestrians.  
 
What problems do you have on pedestrian pathways? 
                                                                                 Blind (%)                Low-vision (%)                             Total (%) 
unsuitable walkway                                              72.7 - 66.7                27.3 - 25                                        100 - 45.8                                                                               

barrels on the pedestrian pathways                   33.3 - 16.7               66.7 - 33.3                                      100 - 25 
 
unsafely                                                                 100 - 8.3                                                                         100 – 4.2 

lack of suitable signage for visually impaired   16.7 - 8.3                 83.3 - 41.7                                      100 - 25 

Table 9: Visually impaired and problems encountered on pedestrian pathways 
 
3.5. Street pattern 
With regard to street pattern most of the respondents prefer to pass through straight streets (table 10). A 
grid pattern or straight street pattern is generally a much easier pattern to learn and experience; however, 
the low vision respondents in particular seem to like to walk through curvilinear paths, thereby adding an 
element of mystery and exploration (of diverse alleys) to the wayfinding process. We used Cramer’s V 
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test to indicate if there is a relationship between the level of disability of visually impaired (blindness or 
low-vision) respondents and taking the same or different path. The test statistic for Cramer's V is 0.458 
with a p-value of 0.025. In other words, being blind or of low-vision has an effect on choosing the same or 
different path. Table 11 indicates that a high proportion of blind student (92%) respondents always use 
the same path while is the reverse tends to be true for low-vision respondents. Half of the low-vision 
students take either of the paths; however, compared with the blind students almost 86% of the low-
vision students take a different path in going to and returning from the school. 
 
Do you prefer to walk through a curvilinear path or a straight one? 
                                                        Blind (%)                Low-vision (%)                                        Total (%) 
curvilinear                                     20 - 8.3                    80 - 33.3                                                   100 - 20.8 

straight                                          57.9 - 91.7               42.1 - 66.7                                                 100 - 79.2 

Table 10: Visual impairment and path preference 
 
Do you prefer to walk through a different path or the same path? 

                                                       Blind (%)                Low-vision (%)                                       Total (%) 
same                                              64.7 - 91.7             35.3 - 50                                                    100 -70.8                 
different                                         14.3 - 8.3                85.7 - 50                                                    100 - 29.2             

Table 11: Visual impairment and path preference 
 
4. Conclusion 
This study underscores the relationships between visual impairment- being either blind or low-vision- and 
the reference points the target group utilizes in comparison with the visual cues used by people with 
sight. The reference points the target group have utilized in our study –bakery, diverse retail shops like 
the flower shop or fruit shops, ATM’s, “Miraflores ” school, street trees, school wall, pedestrian bridge, 
and the Braille pavement- were all related to those senses other than that of vision. Low-vision student 
respondents and showed similarity to the blind respondents in selecting some common cues such as the 
bakery, flower shop, crowd noise, street trees, and “Miraflores” school. Moreover, the principal sense that 
both groups relied on was hearing. The sense of hearing was the principal sense they utilized and this is 
in contrast to our hypothesis that the sense of touch would be predominantly used. Further, smell 
emanating from particular shops such as the bakery and flower shop proved very practical in guiding 
them to understand their current position in relation to other elements in the area. It can be concluded 
that wayfinding aids for the visually impaired were based primarily on reference points that one can hear 
such as the cluster of people at a mall, and in some cases smell such as that emanating from a bakery. 
Our findings suggest enhancements to the quality of life of the target group in the selected study area 
regarding reference points they gain information from to continue their walking and wayfinding. One 
immediate outcome is the need to insulate walkways with green facilities to reduce the problem of noise. 
Soundproof green facilities allow the target group to be relaxed as well as to feel safe while concentrating 
on their walking.  
 
4.1. Future works 
This paper serves to assist those who design aids for the visually impaired to understand their behavior in 
the simple case of a familiar environment. They can plan for methods to be utilized that make use of the 
dominant sense of hearing to assist the visually impaired in their daily trips and in experiencing new 
environments. Future study will need to focus on diverse tools the target group could use to support their 
movement in unfamiliar settings. Designers should consider the size and color of the signage for low-
vision or color blind pedestrians. 
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An Inclusive Wayfinding Assessment Tool in the 
context of Singapore’s Public Transport System 
 
Shereen Sze-Wan Pong 
 
Abstract 
 
Singapore is a multilingual, multiethnic society with Malays, Indians, and Chinese 
population that is ageing rapidly. Accessibility and inclusive design is becoming 
increasingly relevant to Singapore as they face an increasing number of people with 
disabilities within their diverse and ageing population. 
 
Being a small, densely populated island-state with limited land, the Singapore 
Government has been advocating the use of public transportation. At present, a majority 
of the current population relies solely on the public transport system. Therefore, it is 
important to ensure an inclusive wayfinding system is in place to facilitate efficient 
mobility for a population with varying degree of capabilities. This applies especially to the 
older population and people with disabilities who would prefer to live independently.  
 
The objective of this study is to identify user information requirements for wayfinding. 
Extensive literature review, expert review, interviews and journey shadowing sessions 
were carried out with both international and local wayfinding planners as well as users of 
the public transport system to investigate how inclusive design principles can be applied 
to improve wayfinding and information accessibility for users of different abilities level.  
Results show the ability of the passenger, the level of complexity of the stations and the 
range of information presented are the three main factors which influence how easily 
people find their way in the Mass Rapid Transit (MRT) system. Local wayfinding 
planners feel there is a need to consider the requirements of users with special needs, 
but this process is difficult without an education and an information tool as guidance. 
 
This study has led to the development of a systematic Inclusive Wayfinding Assessment 
Tool (IWA) which helps to facilitate and raise awareness for inclusive wayfinding in the 
context of Singapore’s Mass Rapid Transit (MRT) system. 

 
Keywords 
Inclusive Design, Wayfinding, Public Transportation 
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Introduction 
 
Accessibility and inclusive design is becoming increasingly relevant to Singapore as they 
face an increasing number of people with disabilities within their diverse and ageing 
population.  
 
The Singapore Government has been increasingly advocating the use of public transport 
and at present, the majority of the current population relies solely on the public transport 
system. Singapore is a multilingual, multiethnic society– Malays, Indians, and Chinese – 
that is ageing rapidly. Today, one in every 12 residents is aged 65 and above and by 
2030, one in every five residents in Singapore will be over 65 which is comparable to 
Japan today (MCYS, 2009). Therefore, it is important to ensure an inclusive wayfinding 
system is in place for a population with varying degree of capabilities. This applies 
especially to the older population and people with disabilities who would prefer to live 
independently.  
 
Singapore’s Building and Construction Authority introduced the Universal Design Guide 
and the Code on Accessibility in the Built Environment (BCA, 2007) with the primary 
focus on barrier-free access and not on wayfinding and information systems. As a result, 
wayfinding planners including architects and designers in Singapore are slowly coming 
to terms with the range of user requirements, but this process is significantly difficult 
without the availability of a proper education and an information tool in the area of 
inclusive wayfinding in local context. There are existing tools and guidelines available 
such as the Good Practice Guide for Wayfinding at Stations (RSSB, 2006), however, the 
tool was developed specifically for British rail network which is very different as 
compared to Singapore’s Mass Rapid Transit (MRT) System. The MRT system is 
required to deliver information in four official languages: English, Chinese, Malay and 
Tamil. Other tools and guidelines from other countries were not designed to 
accommodate for the cultural diversity in Singapore’s context. 
 
Other existing international standards and guidelines primarily focus on technical 
aspects such as the height and dimension of the sign with little guidance on the context 
of use and user’s interpretation of information. A systematic tool in context can help 
wayfinding planners to identify the most appropriate method for providing effective 
wayfinding information for Singapore’s multicultural society. 
 
 
Aims and Objectives 
 
The aim of this research study is to investigate how inclusive design principles can be 
applied to improve wayfinding and information accessibility for users of different ability 
levels in the context of Singapore’s Mass Rapid Transit (MRT) system.  
 
The goal of the Land Transport Authority of Singapore is to develop wayfinding systems 
which can be used by the widest range of users possible. People with special needs 
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must be able to find their way around the system efficiently and safely along the same 
routes as everyone else. This will often prove to be the most cost-effective wayfinding 
system. Most factors that influence how easy people with physical, sensory or cognitive 
impairments are able to find their way are important for all users. An environment 
developed with the needs of people with special needs in mind will also be a much 
easier environment for all users to find their way around.  
 
The objective of this study is to identify user information requirements for wayfinding 
through expert review, interviews with stakeholders and journey shadowing which will 
then contribute to the development of an assessment tool for wayfinding systems. The 
following research questions will be explored: 
 

1. What are the users’ requirements for MRT passengers in Singapore with 
regards to information accessibility and inclusive wayfinding? 

2. Are assessment tools, existing standards and guidelines suitable for the 
context of Singapore’s MRT system? 

3. What are the requirements for potential users of an inclusive wayfinding 
design assessment tool? 

 
An inclusive wayfinding assessment tool for the context of use in Singapore was 
developed based on the analysis of the data collected. The prototype of the tool was 
evaluated by potential users of the tool. 
  
 
Methods 
 
A qualitative methodological approach was used to explore the research questions. Data 
were collected through expert review which involves user observation and walkthroughs 
with an empathy tool – which can help to put the researcher in the position of people 
with disabilities. Interviews were carried out with Mass Rapid Transit (MRT) stakeholders 
including wayfinding planners and MRT passengers. Journey shadowing sessions were 
conducted with selected participants. Results were used to develop a prototype of an 
inclusive wayfinding assessment tool and evaluated by local wayfinding planners.  
 
Wayfinding planners participating in this study consisted of architects from the Land 
Transport Authority of Singapore and designers from consultancies both internationally 
and locally for comparison. Fourteen users of the MRT system were interviewed and two 
unstructured informal interviews were conducted prior to the actual interviews as pilot 
studies. The objective of the interviews was to understand passengers’ information 
needs, differing capabilities and what are the issues that influence their wayfinding 
decisions. The age of the participants ranged from 25 years old to 88 years old with a 
mix of male and female. Five of the participants were non-English speaking including 
two elderly participants where one had a moderate hearing impairment. The contacts of 
the next four participants with visual and mobility impairments were obtained via the 
Society for the Physically Disabled and Singapore Association of the Visually 
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Handicapped. The remaining five participants represented users of different ethnic 
groups and frequency of travel, including one Indian participant who travel with her 
elderly parents and another Malay participant who is a mother with three young children.  
 
The use of observation and interviewing techniques for relatively small sample size due 
to limited time and access to users with impairments led to a focus on depth and quality 
rather than breadth and quantity. 
 
 
Results 
 
The objective of this study is to investigate the stakeholders’ needs for an inclusive 
wayfinding system. Data were gathered from expert review and interviews with 
stakeholders. To further validate the information gathered from the interviews, journey 
shadowing sessions were conducted with three lead users of different abilities. All these 
data were then analysed and the resulting information was used to formulate the 
inclusive wayfinding assessment tool which was finally evaluated by the wayfinding 
planners who are the potential users of the tool. 
 
User Requirements: 
 

1. Understanding of user’s needs and requirements 
a) The expert user and users with special needs: Expert users (the 80%) 

refer to regular commuters travelling on their regular lines. They are able to 
navigate without any orientation aids. Users with special needs (the 20%) 
refer to anyone who does not fall into the expert user category and require 
prompts or assistance in their journey. 

b) Lack of information and knowledge on user’s requirements: Existing 
codes and standard are not sufficient and more information is required. Local 
wayfinding planners were unaware of the problems faced by their users until 
complaints were received and they act retrospectively to fix the issues. 

2. Difficulties and barriers in achieving inclusive wayfinding 
From the local designer’s point of view, designing according to technical 
specifications is easy (such as specific heights and dimensions) as compared to 
identifying the range of user needs, especially for users with impairments. 
Adopting an inclusive approach is very low on the priority list due to lack of 
awareness in the wayfinding industry and market value from different 
stakeholders’ point of view. 
 

3. The requirements for an assessment tool 
So far, a tool which can help wayfinding planners to consider users with different 
needs is not available. The existing legislation and guidelines primarily focus on 
barrier-free access for wheelchair users and there is a distinct lack of information 
on information accessibility.  
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a) Passenger journey: The entire passenger journey should be considered. 
b) Structured objective assessment: The purpose of the tool is to aid 

informed decision making and must be simple and intuitive to use. 
c) Use of personas in local context: Adopting one of the methods used by 

an international design consultant but applying it in local context. Other 
design guidelines (e.g. European standards) may not be applicable due to 
the specific local cultural context and designers find it difficult to grasp 
when they cannot understand the reason behind (i.e. the user’s needs).   

The Inclusive Wayfinding Assessment (IWA) Tool 
 
From the interview with the wayfinding planners, the requirements for an assessment 
tool were identified. They needed an education and an information tool that is structured 
and simple to carry out. It should also be an inclusive design awareness raising tool 
which can help to support the design of wayfinding systems for the widest possible 
range of users in the context of Singapore’s Mass Rapid Transit (MRT) system. The tool 
considered the wayfinding process for the entire passenger journey. 
Two main groups of MRT users were identified by the wayfinding planners, and their 
vocabulary were adopted for the purpose of the tool:  
 

Expert user group (EU) – they are regular commuters of the system 
 

Special needs user group (SNU) - These users can be novice users (anyone 
who is not an expert user) or they may have impairments in respect to vision, 
hearing, cognition, and mobility, which affect their wayfinding abilities. Some of 
these impairments are permanent, some are temporary; some are slight, some are 
profound. 

 
1) The assessment guide (Figure 1) – providing detailed information on how to 

use the tool, the limitations and the assessment criteria. 

  
Figure 1. The IWA Assessment Guide 
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2) SNU personas (Figure 2): Based on the interviews with users from the special 
needs user group, a set of personas - representing the special needs user 
group were derived and designed according to the local context. The personas’ 
profiles include detail background about their lives, their challenges in the MRT 
system – what they can do and cannot do and the medical condition they have 
(with reference image and description of the symptoms) which aims to inform 
wayfinding planners of their user requirements from the user’s point of view. 
 

  
Figure 2. SNU Personas (older person) 
 

3) The SNU Requirements Form (Figure 3): This provides an overview of the 
passenger journey based on the wayfinding tasks. The structure of the list is 
based on the passenger journey listed by the HTA. The scoring column 
provides a place to record the level of demand via numerical score and colour 
band. 

 

Figure  3. The SNU Requirements Form 
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The purpose of using the IWA tool is to identify areas of demand for SNU and to 
reduce the level of demand in the wayfinding task to ensure the system is inclusive 
for a wide range of users. Overall average demand score can be calculated with 
reference to the task demand table below (Table 1): 
 
Section 3    Scoring and Action prompt
IWA Score Description Action prompt

< 1 Easy to navigate  None necessary

1-1.9 Difficult to navigate encounter problems Low Demand 
Consider individual circumstances

2-2.9 Very difficult to navigate Some Demand 
Examine task closely

> 3 Unable to navigate High Demand

user ability is greater than the task demand 

user ability is just greater than the task demand and user 

user ability is equal or less than the task demand and user 
will be likely to ask for help 

user ability is less than the task demand and help is required Prompt action needed                                             
(Is help available if a person needs it?)  

 
Table 1. IWA Scoring and Action prompt table 

 

 
Figure 4. Task demand matrix 

 
The task scores and exposure scores help to prioritise those areas that require the 
most urgent attention and the colours assigned to the demand levels will help to 
identify the areas to focus for demand reduction measures (Figure 4).  
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Evaluation by Wayfinding Planners 
 
The evaluation was done by a local wayfinding planner and one senior architect from the 
Land Transport Authority. The IWA tool was presented as a prototype to the wayfinding 
planners for comments. The wayfinding planners feel that the tool is useful as an 
awareness raising tool. It is informative and insightful especially with the simulated 
image generated by The Inclusive Design Toolkit Vision simulator software (Cambridge, 
2011). The evaluation demonstrated that some aspects of the tool such as the set of 
local personas were useful beyond the application on wayfinding, and the SNU 
requirements form and scoring system could be extended to cover other scenarios such 
as barrier-free access.  
Other recommendations which the wayfinding planners pointed out are as follows: 
 

 The tool should fit together with their existing technical documents. 
 Raise inclusive design awareness by extending the tool to contractors and 

manufactures who are the providers of potential inclusively designed 
infrastructures such as lifts and escalators.  

 The right balance between accommodating users with special needs and 
expert users’ needs should be considered. 

 
 
Conclusion 
 
The aim of this research study is to investigate how inclusive design approach can be 
applied for users of all ability levels in the context of Singapore’s Mass Rapid Transit 
(MRT) wayfinding system through the use of an Inclusive Wayfinding Assessment Tool.  
The project looked at wayfinding as a system and not just about signs. It is important to 
have an understanding of the whole passenger journey when the user moves from point 
A to point B and all the point of transit in-between the journey. Wayfinding includes how 
people find their way around environments with the information provided, and aspects of 
the environment that affect people’s ability to find their way.  
 
Inclusive information is essential to any wayfinding systems. Whether a wayfinding 
system is good or bad depends to a great extent on the way in which it allows users to 
make appropriate and timely decisions about their journey. In order to deliver inclusive 
wayfinding information, it is necessary to understand how the users think and it must 
consider people with special needs. A prototype of an Inclusive Wayfinding Assessment 
Tool was developed as a result of the data analysis which aims to raise awareness in 
the area of inclusive design in the context Singapore’s Mass Rapid Transit.  
 
Understanding user requirements is an integral part of inclusive design. With the 
development of the prototype assessment tool, local wayfinding planners can now have 
a starting point to understand and adopt the inclusive design approach beyond barrier-
free access for wheelchair users. Developed specifically for the context of Singapore, 
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the tool will serve as an important beginning to future developments with inclusive 
design which benefits beyond the application of wayfinding in MRT stations. Inclusive 
design is a process that enables and empowers a diverse population by improving 
human performance, health and wellness, and social participation (Steinfeld and Maisel, 
2012). 
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Abstract 
What can people purchase as their driving abilities decline? What alternatives do they 
have to get fresh food? To explore these problems and find out possible solutions, 
transportation choices and needs for future frail seniors were surveyed in Hamamatsu, 
Japan. Three areas in the city were chosen, which were assumed to be representative of 
different housing density. Nearly 2,000 questionnaires were delivered to three areas, 
with overall return rate of about 40%. The questionnaire consisted of their transportation 
use for daily food shopping, including where they normally purchase, and what 
alternatives they have in case they lose their driving ability. One of crucial questions we 
asked was whether they thought of losing the ability to drive to shop, at least temporarily. 
Respondents up to 50s are optimistic but people in their 60s and beyond have thought 
that the problem might arise due to poor public transportation. Under such 
circumstances, whether they can find another place to buy would be crucial. The answer 
was negative in a sparsely populated area, where more than half would have difficulty in 
obtaining necessary food. Some suggested shift to home delivery services, while others 
thought of moving out to more populated areas.  
 
Keywords 
Public transportation; seniors; driving; shopping needs; fresh food 
 

Introduction 
What food can people obtain if they get older and start experiencing difficulties in 
transportation? The issue is perhaps common to almost every community where people 
basically rely on driving their own cars. As their driving abilities decline, risk of accidents 
increases, and they are advised to give up driving. But what alternatives do they have to 
obtain necessary food, fresh food in particular? This is a crucial question in Japan where 
fresh food is a basic necessity. It is also thought to be a good habit for being healthy as 
one gets older. Carrying heavy goods is a difficulty seniors may encounter, but they 
might want to choose the best fresh food such as vegetables, fruit, fish, and meat: 
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Choosing one that fits best for their needs is part of shopping experience, thus 
transportation to and from shops is a necessity.  
 
To explore these problems and find out possible solutions, transportation choices and 
needs for future frail seniors were surveyed in Hamamatsu, Japan. Hamamatsu is a city 
with population of 800,000, but notorious for its poor public transportation, with only 
seven percent of the traffic needs of people are covered by public transportation: most 
people, if they can, opt to drive their own car (Note 1).  
 
Therefore, difficulties in transportation in Hamamatsu is somewhat different from many 
Japanese cities where good public transportation exists. In typical Japanese cities, 
mobility problems of seniors are: Existence of steps and stairs; deterioration of vision 
and hearing abilities, leading to understandability of signs, announces and 
communication; and way-finding issues in complex environments. Regarding physical 
abilities, loss of stamina, and reduced walking speed are also needing solution. 
Countermeasures already in place are: Non-step buses, accessible stations and trains; 
larger signs, and multisensory information; more legible planning and well-planned 
signage; and introduction of moving walk, or electric cart (and shop rider).  
 
In Hamamatsu, in contrast, people have to cope with the problem of self-driving. The 
survey therefore focused on driving for fresh food, and on future expectations of their 
sustainability, including alternative mode of travel.  
 

Survey Methods 
Outline of survey 
Three areas in the city were chosen, which were assumed to be representative of 
different housing density: Kamoe, a relatively densely populated area with frequent bus 
services, Miyaguchi, a suburban residential area with infrequent/sparse bus services, 
and Tatsuyama, a very remote and sparsely populated area with on-demand bus 
services. The relative population density in the three areas (per square km) is roughly 
5,000 persons, 1,300 persons, and 36 persons, respectively. Detached houses are the 
norm in all three areas although there are some multi-family condos and apartments in 
Kamoe. Nearly 2,000 questionnaires were delivered to three areas, and overall return 
rate was about 40%. The distribution method of the questionnaire was different in three 
areas. In Kamoe, the printout was handed over to a representative of residents 
association (396 out of 1170 were returned); and in Tatsuyama, a similar arrangement 
was taken, both covering whole households in one part of the wide community area (220 
out of 368 were returned); in Miyaguchi, in contrast, households sampled on the map of 
the area received the questionnaire through their post box (172 out of 420 were 
returned). The responses were mailed back through postal service (return postage pre-
paid envelope was enclosed).  
 
Contents of questionnaire 
The questionnaire consisted of: Transportation use for daily food shopping, including 
where they normally purchase; and what alternatives they have in case they lose their 
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driving ability (if they usually drive to go shopping). These were examined in relation to 
where the respondents live, what age they are, and what their family status is.  
 

Results 
Basic information on respondents 
Family status was classified into several categories. Nuclear family was predominant in 
all three areas (70% in Kamoe, 60% in Miyaguchi, and 50% in Tatsuyama). Extended 
family was 20% in Miyaguchi, and 10% in Kamoe and Tatsuyama, respectively. Many 
singles in Tatsuyama (25% among all respondents) were in their age bracket of 70s and 
80s, showing a sharp contrast with the other two areas where roughly 7% were in that 
category. It was estimated from the statistics that singles in Kamoe and Miyaguchi were 
younger generations.  
 
Age bracket was categorized into 20s, 30s, 40s, 50s, 60s, 70s, and 80s through the 
analysis. The age distribution of replies did not reflect the actual age distribution of the 
residents in the city: More people in their 40s to 70s replied compared to younger 
generation (Figure 1). It is perhaps because the issue is more of concern to the current 
seniors and those nearer to that age bracket than younger people who assume the 
problems are far from acute for themselves. Since the survey’s main aim was to reveal 
the problems inherent to the Japanese baby boomer generation (who are just to reach 
age 65), this was not of crucial deficiency.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1. Age distribution in Kamoe 
 
Shopping behaviour 
Regarding where they buy fresh food (i.e., vegetables, fish and meat), people in Kamoe 
go shopping to nearby supermarket, but in Miyaguchi and Tatsuyama, people are more 
likely to go shopping to both nearby supermarket and hypermarket with some driving 
distance. About a quarter of people in Kamoe go shopping on foot and 50% by car, while 
majority drive In Miyaguchi (80%), and in Tatsuyama (60%). People tend to drive to shop 
as a convenient way of outing. Regarding vegetables, about 16% of respondents in 
Tatsuyama grew them in their garden, while in Miyaguchi, the same answer was 5%. It 
was virtually non-existent in Kamoe. Places where people purchase fish are in given in 
Figure 2. As to heavy food such as rice, cans and bottles, the ratio of car driving jumps 
up: 63% in Kamoe, 88% in Miyaguchi and 65% in Tatsuyama. Distance in time also 
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reflects where they buy, as about three quarters of Kamoe and Miyaguchi people can 
reach where they shop within 15 minutes, while in Tatsuyama people have to drive 
longer, with nearly a half respondents driving 30 minutes or more (see Figure 3).  
 

 
Figure 2. Where people buy fish (in %) 

 

 
Figure 3. Travel distance in time to buy fish (in %) 
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What if… 
One of crucial questions we asked was whether they thought of losing the ability to drive 
to shop, at least temporarily. In Kamoe and Miyaguchi, about 40% of respondents 
answered yes, but in Tatsuyama more than 60% answered yes. When this was 
examined against the age, people up to 50s are optimistic but people in their 60s and 
beyond have thought that the problem might arise. Under such circumstances, whether 
they can find another place to buy would be crucial. The answer to this question was 
positive in Kamoe and Miyaguchi (79% and 76% answered yes, respectively), but not in 
Tatsuyama, where more than half have difficulty in obtaining necessary food: Only 23% 
answered yes, with additional 17% partly positive (see Figure 4). In Kamoe, 60% of 
respondents indicated they can walk, with the most popular destination being local 
supermarket. In Miyaguchi, 24% indicated walking while 34% chose bicycle, with their 
destination being local supermarket as well. In Tatsuyama, 45% indicated walking (to 
small shops), while 12% chose bus service.  
 

 
Figure 4. Alternative place to buy foodstuff if temporarily deprived of driving ability (in %) 
 
Another question regarding the driving ability was what they will do if they permanently 
lost it. In Kamoe and Miyaguchi, about a half replied they can buy necessary food in one 
way or another, but in Tatsuyama, such alternative was unlikely, and shift to home 
delivery services was referred to as possible alternative choice (see Figure 5). However, 
home delivery will not cover everything they need, and the respondents expressed their 
wishes of public transportation, particularly in remote areas. There already exist dial-a-
ride services in Tatsuyama, but they were cited by about a third of the respondents. In 
Kamoe and Miyaguchi, normal bus services were cited in addition to dial-a-ride services. 
Some in Tatsuyama replied that they will rely on their family members to obtain 
necessary purchase, but it will not be a universal solution either. Others responded that 
they will perhaps think of moving to a more convenient place. It will however make 
situation worse for those who continue to stay since fewer population in the area means 
decreased business chance for the merchants, i.e., vicious circle might be triggered.  
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Figure 5. How to obtain foodstuff if permanently lost driving ability (in %) 

 

Discussion 
Existing alternatives: Can they be adopted as solutions? 
Will there be some way to enable seniors to travel to shop? Opinions expressed by the 
questionnaire respondents were as follows: In Kamoe area, people were unhappy with 
the lack of bus lines that run directly without changing at the central station bus terminal; 
in Miyaguchi area, people were dissatisfied with poor bus service and lack of bus stops 
nearby; and in Tatsuyama area, inconveniences regarding dial-a-ride bus service was 
cited.  
 
Bus services and dial-a-ride services might be arranged by local governments, while 
special transportation services such as limousine services by local supermarkets might 
work to invite seniors to come (such services are in place by large hospitals to keep loyal 
“customers”). These will continue to give seniors the joy of shopping, and will assist 
them to age-in-place instead of relocating. However, services might not be possible as 
frequently as desired because of population density. Particularly with the trend of 
decreasing population, services provided by the local governments have to be prioritized, 
and it will definitely be the case that care for the aged will consume more tax money than 
meeting general public transportation needs.  
 
To complement them, there already exist several alternatives to shopping in person. Mail 
order services, which have long history, are now mostly replaced with internet shopping, 
and available in many forms. Some companies are offering home delivery of half-
prepared, ready-to-cook meal materials in addition to box lunches. Peddler or travelling 
vendor has been visiting remote areas where physical stores could not survive due to 
small population, and that scheme might also be effective. Door-to-door order taking by 
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nearby family-run shops might come back, this time the order taking conducted by 
postman/courier, who are almost routinely running around.  
 

Possible future 
Regarding popularity of food stuff delivery service provided by supermarkets, there is a 
survey conducted in Tokyo area (GF, 2010). It reported that service is known well, but 
people give priority to seeing what they will buy. People’s attitude will perhaps be similar, 
so canned/bottled food is more likely to be ordered on the internet, but not fresh food. 
Besides, at the time of the survey, most common method of order was handing over the 
order sheet, and internet ordering was still the minority.  
 

Conclusion 
If all feasible measures are combined, the quality of life for seniors will continue to be 
satisfying. It is difficult to predict how the public transportation system will respond. In the 
Japanese context, public transportation has been borne mostly by the private sector, 
and Hamamatsu is no exception (Note 2). To try to start spending tax money to keep 
and expand public transportation services might encounter strong objection from 
taxpayers, in which case more likely direction would be to rely on home delivery of some 
form. People’s hesitance toward it will gradually change as those who are accustomed to 
internet ordering will get older and start experiencing difficulties. For the business sector, 
home delivery services will be a must because it is where the profit will come from.  
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Notes 
1. One of the reasons is that almost all bus lines start from the central station, and 
customers have to spend more fare if they have to change the bus to get to their 
destination, in addition to taking more time to travel. The city does not have tram system 
either, which may be common with a historic city of this population size.  
 
2. Except most metro systems and city bus services, public transportation in Japan was 
run as private sector businesses (Kose, 2004). It has mostly been profitable partly due to 
the population density and partly due to housing development along railway lines. Since 
population decrease is unavoidable future, business model of public transportation by 
the private sector is eroding.  
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Abstract 
Design innovation no longer occurs within the ‘silos of knowledge’ located in 
individual disciplinary domains. With the developing social web, disciplinary 
boundaries are shifting, allowing for the establishment of open source co-creative 
communities that solve design problems at the local level. This paper argues that 
such changes may enhance inclusive design innovation through web facilitated 
communal approaches to design and innovation that is ‘bottom up’ rather than ‘top 
down’. In this approach local communities have access to global tools, web based 
technologies and timely access to lead users facilitating innovative and localised 
design approaches. To show how this can be accomplished, this paper offers a 
review of the literature and published designs across a range of areas. The aim is to 
show how innovation occurs through web enabled localised design approaches and 
techniques that avoid the limitations and often, exclusionary approaches of traditional 
practices. It does this by showing how, digitally connected community based design 
allows for an inclusive, flexible, yet individualised approach to meeting specialised 
needs of local populations on a global scale. The paper concludes by exploring the 
future possibilities of impending approaches to people-centred interdisciplinary, 
practice based, collaborations by highlighting innovative methods and exemplary 
case studies.  
 
Keywords:  
inclusive design, digital fabrication, people-centred design, open source design, co-
creation, 
   
Introduction 
This paper argues that the advent of Web 2.0 and open-source technologies have 
created the conditions for person-centred design activities and outcomes by 
encouraging interdisciplinary and localised approaches to design. The paper draws 
together literature on inclusive design, collaborative online workspaces and the 
democratisation of knowledge to advance a practice-based research agenda that 
acknowledges the changing nature of design practice and the dynamic environment 
in which design solutions are identified and addressed [1, 2, 3]. As such the topic of 
the paper, and the ideas it draws together will be of interest to both practising 
professionals and amateur novice users as they seek to solve challenging problems 
at the local and international level. 
 
To do this the paper reviews the current state and adoption of open source desktop 
additive manufacturing (3D-Printing) tools with particular focus on people centred 
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inclusive applications that allow for an inclusive and flexible approach for meeting the 
specialised needs of local populations on a global scale. Such an approach to design 
overcomes the limitations of traditional design practices that may be exclusionary 
and blind to local needs [4]. This paper examines how the global phenomenon of 
open source additive manufacturing is emerging as an enabling technology to 
address design problems in their local contexts. Localised open source communities, 
linked to wider global ones are able to adapt their ideas in new ways to design, 
prototype and manufacture in a global context. Within this emerging technological 
context the desktop 3-D printer offers an affordable alternative design and 
manufacturing tool. 3-D printing has allowed expert and novice users to co-create 
timely, in-house, people-centred designs enabling a localised and innovative 
approach to solving problems. This level of inclusive, people-centred, innovation has 
the potential to transform design practices and shift contemporary methods creating 
a community of practice beyond traditional disciplinary boundaries towards socially 
informed inclusive innovations where people are at the centre of their enquiry, see for 
example, Out of Box case study [5,p5-7]. 
 
Central to the ideas presented here is how traditional design disciplines are changing 
in response to broader technological and cultural changes related to the availability 
and ease of access to design and manufacturing technologies that enable user 
participation [6]. No longer can past practices of design and engineering that have 
contributed to  ‘silos of knowledge’ [7] within their own domains be sustained. The 
development of web based design and manufacturing tools, facilitated by new modes 
of social web-based communication are not only blurring the boundaries of discipline-
based knowledge ‘expert knowledge’ but also blurring the boundaries between 
expert and novice in design and innovation processes [8]. Hence, contemporary 
design activities are increasingly oriented towards diverse and interdisciplinary co-
creative communities that permit the development of highly sophisticated, localised, 
technology rich creative communities that are able to define and solve problems at 
the local level [9]. 
 
In this paper it is argued that this changing context opens up the conditions of 
possibility for inclusive design. The central tenet of inclusive design is that it should 
be accessible to the widest audience possible thereby improving users’ experience of 
products [1, 4, 10, 11]. In the current technological context local communities have 
access to global tools and web based technologies that open up possibilities for 
inclusive design innovations. For example, Web 2.0 applications such as podcasting, 
blogging and social networking allow greater access to and sharing of information 
about diverse communities and their needs. In addition, open source technologies 
have opened up access to relatively cheap design and manufacturing tools that 
online communities can use to engage in design and innovation processes. In other 
words, the rise of co-creative communities, facilitated by open-source software and 
hardware now enable localised ‘scaled down’ [12] inclusive design communities. 
Ones that are more likely to be people-centred and where problem identification and 
solutions come from diverse sources from the ‘bottom up’ co-creative rather than 
expert determined ‘top down’ approaches [13].  
 
The outline of the paper is as follows. First the paper will review the literature on web 
enabled innovation communities connected through social media. It then examines 
the impacts of open source hardware and how these platforms can work together to 
achieve an inclusive innovation. It then goes on to discuss the democratisation of 
design and the tools that enable community based innovation and co-design by 
bringing together lead users and novice users to participate in innovation 
communities through the web and makerspaces. Finally it presents application 
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examples of interactive prototyping environments as collaborative toolkits that 
exemplify the ideas discussed in the paper.  
 
Technology and Open Source Manufacturing 
The world is rapidly shifting from traditional design and manufacturing technologies 
controlled by specialised design and engineering teams in multinational automotive, 
aerospace and product manufacturing industries to small, localised facilities. As 
Chris Anderson [14] notes “today, micro-factories make everything from cars to bike 
components to bespoke furniture in any design you can imagine (p64)”. The 
development of information and communications technologies such as Web 2.0, has 
shifted the design world towards a participatory and collaborative version of the 
social web [15]. The social web consists of a number of online tools where people 
share their perspectives, opinions and thoughts. Web 2.0 allows communication 
through mass information sharing sites that allow end users to interact through online 
special interest communities [16]. This phenomenon presents new opportunities for 
creative engagement [17] by allowing people to create and share their content via 
applications such as, Facebook, Vimeo and Flickr. Linked to this is the growth of 
open-source software and hardware that puts previously expensive, expert tools in 
the hands of non-expert users. In this way Anderson [14] asserts “The Web was just 
the proof of concept. Now the revolution hits the real world” in other words, open-
source hardware has changed traditional knowledge boundaries enabling 
‘empowerment’ and ‘democratisation’ of knowledge in localised communities [18].  
 
The genesis of this ‘real world revolution’ was the Open Source Hardware Summit 
[19] held in Manhattan in 2010, heralding the Open Source Hardware (OSHW) 
movement. This movement brought together leading firms in the hardware industries 
including Adafruit and Arduino to discuss the impact that open hardware will have on 
traditional manufacturing practices.  The defining principles of OSHW are to make 
designs publically available where users can “study, modify, distribute make and sell” 
[20] a design, innovation or hardware based on these designs. Consequently similar 
movements such as Open Source Appropriate Technologies (OSAT) emerged in 
2010 [21] advocating the distribution and use of technologies that enable 
‘environmental, ethical, social, economic’ solutions for the communities that they are 
intended for. The democratic intent of these groups opened up the possibilities for 
widespread localised design innovation. A good example is ‘Arduino’ developed by 
Massimo Banzi, David Cuartielles, Tom Igoe, Gianluca Martino and David Mellis. 
Arduino is an open-source electronics prototyping platform based on flexible, easy to 
use hardware and software. It is designed with beginners and non-technical people 
in mind with an emphasis on simple and streamlined user experience [22]. The open-
source availability of these design tools has meant that design and innovation is 
made more participatory and collaborative using OSHW technologies distributed 
through Web based “knowledge commons” [21].  And, as voh Hippel [13] suggests 
this allows, participants, known as lead users to work in co-creative ways to share 
their innovative designs and approaches with others, who in turn participate through, 
Web repositories and makerspaces. 
 
Web repositories are key tools for the democratisation on knowledge and fostering 
innovation. They store and manage data thereby providing access to documents 
deposited on remote Web servers. For example ‘Thingiverse’ a site that allows users 
to share digital designs for digital fabrication and ‘Instructables’ a place that lets 
users explore, document, and share creations. Therefore, consistent with inclusive 
design principles, users of these sites create accessible designs made available to a 
wide group of people for further innovation and/or use. This occurs through the 
sharing of designs, creating custom remixes of favourite designs and granting users 
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rights to locally manufacture a design for their particular context. This creates a 
localised and collaborative alternative to mass-consumerism, allowing for choice 
between purchasing something and personally fabricating it [23]. 
 
This has clear implications for inclusive design. There is often a misunderstanding 
between the intention of projects shared by lead users and the aspirations and 
desires of users who download projects, via Web repositories. If users are to truly co-
design, closer to the ambitions of inclusive design that are people-cantered and 
socially inclusive, an approach is required to go beyond the paradigm of producing 
objects for them selves to a collaborative approach enabling co-operation of lead 
users and novice users to jointly learn, innovate and create inclusive solutions that 
are people-centred.  
 
The promise of a more inclusive approach is enabled by the open-source availability 
of advanced manufacturing tools that empower novice users to create innovations. 
This occurs via access to OSHW desktop 3D printers [24, 25] and accordingly 
facilities at local makerspaces. Makerspaces are bricks and mortar venues that 
provide expert knowledge of object prototyping intermixed with access to advanced 
digital tools. They aim to provide an inclusive environment where users can 
collaborate and undertake meaningful self-fulfilling design and manufacturing work 
[26]. In this way makerspaces provide a knowledge connection for users by 
connecting Web information and real world projects.  Makerspaces are important 
because they facilitate the co-creation of local and potentially inclusive communities 
of likeminded individuals with a passion for knowledge through accessible digital 
design and manufacturing tools [9].  
 
Democratising knowledge, co-creation and the blurring of the 
boundaries 
The development and connection of makerspaces, OSHW technologies and Web2.0 
software applications allows novice users to access expert knowledge and 
sophisticated tools to develop localised ideas through a global online network. In 
effect they are learning by doing. Taking up knowledge available to them through the 
various online resources and groups and applying this to design problems. They thus 
develop their own knowledge through their design activities and share it with other 
users, as toolkits that allow for further refinement and subsequent innovation [27]. 
These toolkits facilitate user innovation by allowing them to iteratively design, 
simulate and develop new innovations for themselves [27]. Hence with increasing 
access to Web services and the ability to easily communicate via the Web allows 
people to share their knowledge in ways previously unimaginable. Disciplinary silos 
are broken down and knowledge is democratised as people connect via online 
communication tools such as forums and social media allowing them to be informed 
and to inform others [6]. This collaboration leads the rise of ‘lead users’ [13] who as 
members of online communities claim expertise through their design experience and 
who [2], are interested in sharing their knowledge gained through their experiences 
of learning by doing with other users. This is referred to as “Community Based 
Innovation” [2, p57].   Community based innovation is a useful concept, particularly 
for inclusive design because the ability to interconnect and share knowledge.  
 
The technological innovations so far described in this paper and the growth of novice 
design communities at the lead user and novice level has changed professional 
design innovation practices at the firm level [28]. The shift in practice at the 
professional firm level was coined ‘Co-Creating’ by Prahalad and Ramaswamy [29] 
who suggest that informed users are “co-creating value with the firm” [29, p5]. The 
most commonly referred to example in the literature of co-creation is NIKEiD a toolkit 
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that allows users to co-create at the end of the production process to ‘customise’ 
their own shoes [30]. Sanders and Stappers [31] argue, that this is simply a fad for 
differentiating products and services in an overcrowded marketplace. Furthermore, 
they describe co-creation as “..a very board term with applications ranging from the 
physical to the metaphysical and from the material to the spiritual…”. In contrast they 
propose, ‘co-design’ as a creative collective that is applied across the design 
process, “We use co-design in a boarder sense to refer to the creativity of designers 
and people not trained in design working together in the design development 
process.” [31, p6]. 
 
It is these definitions of community based innovation and co-design [31] that brings 
together ‘novice users’ enabling them to participate with ‘design professionals’ and 
‘lead users’ in ‘innovation communities’ [2, 13, 32]. Klaus [32, p365] describes an 
innovation community as being particularly ‘powerful’ when they fill a ‘real gap in the 
innovation process’. These ‘co-design innovation communities’ allow users to 
leverage the collective power of a group over the individual working at the converging 
points [5] between technology demands and user needs. Klaus proposes five 
categories that connect people in these communities: Access to additional resources 
and know-how, Access to decision-makers/resource controllers, Mutual support and 
motivation, Repository for sharing relevant information, and Encouragement from 
sharing a common belief, vision or goal.  
 
Innovation Communities and Inclusive Design 
Increasingly the adaption of inclusive design, also known as ‘universal design’, 
allows designers and lead users to co-design with people to better meet their needs 
[1, 4, 5, 11]. With this in mind designers are encouraged to embrace diversity, 
understand consumers’ needs, adapt to changes in lifestyle and develop 
understanding of users expectations [11, p18-19].  With the democratisation of 
knowledge through open-source technologies and access to innovation communities 
already described, we argue that users will be able to access and employ 
technologies inclusively, allowing users access to knowledge and toolkits that can 
change their quality of life without the explicit need for traditional design intervention.  
 
In order to understand these processes in terms of innovative and inclusive design 
practice and research the following section outlines some interesting, innovative and 
current examples of toolkits for innovation communities. 
 
Application Examples 
In order to enable users to share and adapt their knowledge, we propose that Web 
2.0, makerspaces and prototyping toolkits offer unique opportunities to address the 
particular needs of user groups. As such they offer great promise as the preferred 
tools for inclusive design in innovation communities. This is because together they 
offer an approach that facilitates collaboration between users offering a path from the 
Web to design and adaption of 3D models via web browser tools.  
 
For example, Makerbot Customizer Application [33], a Web application empowers 
users to customize Computer Aided Design (CAD) data through simple graphical 
tools. This application allows the lead users of OpenSCAD software to share their 
knowledge of CAD modelling and scripting by freely uploading their code to the 
Customizer. In turn the customizer application allow users with limited or know 
knowledge of scripting to design and fabricate complex 3d models [33]. An example 
is the Customizable iPhone Case application where novice users can manipulate 
four graphical sliders (figure 1a) to control an infinite number of geometric outputs for 
3d Printing (figure 1b). Whilst this Web toolkit enables users to develop solutions that 
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may improve their quality of life, it inhibits their ability to share knowledge as a new 
toolkit back into the innovation community. 
 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 1 (a & b): Thingiverse Customizer App  [34] 

To create a richer user experience, one that is truly inclusive of users knowledge, 
both the virtual and physical worlds need to be interconnected. This connection is 
emerging through Architectural practice and the development of Interactive 
Prototyping Environment[s] (IPE). Payne and Johnson [35] describe this as 
extending the control of digital geometries beyond the PC interface and into the real-
world. IPE’s are currently emerging as user-friendly toolkits that converge CAD and 
digital fabrication for lead users to create inclusive artefacts with limited formal 
training.  
Current examples include, L’Artisan Électronique [36] a hand based modelling tool 
that allows users to adapt digital vase data. This 3D data is modified via vision-based 
laser measurement tool that reads the position of users hands, correspondingly 
shaping the digital vase till the desired form is designed. Subsequently, 3D data is 
captured and sent to a OSHW 3D-printer for fabrication in ceramic (figure 2a). 
Likewise, Doodle 3D [37] a tablet sketching and 3D modelling interface allows novice 
users to sketch profiles and transform them into 3D data on a tablet interface. This 
3D data is then sent wirelessly to a OSHW 3D-printer for fabrication with out any 
level of intervention or knowledge (figure2b). 
 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 2 (a & b): IPE tools for simplifying the nexus between digital and physical modelling 
[36, 37] respectively. 

Whilst these innovative prototyping toolkits afford users with a flexible fabrication 
process, they have significant limitations. (i) Absence of the ability to control the 
resulting 3D data.  (ii) Deficiency to allow other users to refine the resulting 3D digital 
design. Primarily to these concerns is the lack of controlling parametric parameters 
within the IPE model, an ability to define and constrain geometry, allowing users to 
revisit, redefine and transform their inclusive digital designs for 3D fabrication.  
In order to overcome these limitations IPE toolkits require parameter driven, 
parametric, integration into CAD programs. An example of this kind of parametric IPE 
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is Firefly [38] an extension to Rhinoceros CAD and Grasshopper by Robert McNeel & 
Associates’. Firefly allows the real-time inclusive connection of physical hardware 
and the digital 3D modelling environment. This IPE toolkit allows users to 
collaboratively co-design, adapting knowledge within the innovation community. The 
toolkit facilitates users to interact with digital 3D data via physical sensors: 
accelerometers, touch, proximity and rotary & linear sensors connected via Arduino 
OSHW to the digital environment. We propose that these emerging parametric IPEs 
will allow users to easily participate in an inclusive innovation environment through 
simple IPE toolkits. These IPE toolkits could be located with in local makerspaces 
where users could co-design with the innovation community to easily iterate inclusive 
solutions to complex problems. We developed a series of case studies that allowed 
us to see if it was possible to adapt a IPE model to a set of simple objects and their 
surfaces: glass, vase and surface pattern generation. We ran an informal workshop 
with some friends and colleagues to test these propositions where they derived their 
own products via the IPE.  
 
Case Study #1: Variable Glass 
The Variable Glass project aims to provide a simple example of how IPE modelling 
can allow novice users to easily design and digitally fabricate a glass with infinite 
variability. To do this we acted as a ‘lead user’ and developed a simple set of 
variables that would control the appearance of the cup: height, diameters and profile 
facets. (i) Software, the variables were graphically programed, coded, into 
Grasshopper Modelling environment to generate a number of profiles containing: 
minimum and maximum facets from N=3 to N=50, diameter form 20 – 60mm and a 
height from 50 - 80mm. these formed the basis of the simple cup (figure 3a). (ii) 
Hardware, rotation sensors and a switch – for choosing particular variables – were 
connected to an Arduino Uno OSHW microcontroller. The sensors and switch were 
mounted into a planar panel with simple instructional graphics (figure 3b).  This inturn 
was connected to a personal computer and hardware graphically programed into 
Grasshopper environment. 
 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 3: Grasshopper Graphical modelling environment & (b) Arduino hardware module. 
Authors own images. 

This model sought to understand the relationships between creation of a physical 
toolkit by lead users and the ability of novice users to iteratively generate and digital 
fabricate data without specialised skills or knowledge. The resulting digital cup file 
would be digitally fabricated via 3D printing, either in plastic or ceramic materials.  
 
Through this simple IPE model we were able to suggest that there are numerous 
possibilities for the creation and modification of digital design data enabling novice 
users translate their needs into physical designs through innovation community 
collaborations. 
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Case Study #2: Low Cost Prosthesis Case  
This case study is a review of an existing project by researchers from European 
Institutions and Indonesian Art Laboratory [39]. We have applied the variable glass 
method to show how IPE methods could assist the low cost prosthesis where they 
describe the ‘next steps’ required to be addressed in the project [40,p219].  
 
The Low Cost Prosthesis (LCP) project [40] exemplifies the nexus between 
professional disciplines, lead users and laypeople through a technical project. The 
aim of this project is to develop a low cost < $50 below-knee prosthesis for 
developing countries like Indonesia and India. The authors of LCP have currently 
developed a set of inclusive design applications in conjunction with local 
makerspace, HONF FabLab, and rehabilitation centre in Yogyakarta. This method 
allows the development of two prosthesis per day via, accessible maker technologies 
at HONF FabLab. One such innovation was the ability to adapt local materials [40, 
p219], bamboo, allowing users to adjust and customise their prosthesis with out the 
need for orthopaedic intervention. Schaub, Herst, Surya and Agrivina propose; “no 
technical insight or expertise should be needed to adjust the prosthesis optimally, as 
long as the design is based on embodied cognition.” [40, p219]. The authors 
conclude that the next steps need to address the, “tangible end-user needs”, desires 
of the users affording them the ability to adjust and design the prosthesis via lead 
users, open innovation and digital fabrication. 
 
We propose that in order to address the proposed goals above, an IPE toolkit could 
facilitate the needs of inclusive design projects similar to Low Cost Prosthesis 
project.  We are currently developing simple and adaptable, inclusive, end-user 
toolkits that would allow laypeople, with limited or no knowledge of 3D modelling, to 
adapt a physical 3D model in relation to its’ multifaceted 3D data (figure 4) with the 
support of innovation communities – lead users. The resulting data, from the IPE 
script, is verified against preceding data sets and sent for output via OSHW 3D 
printing. This achievable process can be undertaken in consultation with lead users 
creating inclusive designs that enable an improved quality of life. 
 

 

Figure 4: Arduino & Grasshopper CAD controlled IPE adaptable prosthesis model for 
customising prosthesis sockets. Authors own image, research in progress. 

Conclusion 
Our concern has been with the interconnections of Web 2.0 and open source 
technologies as tools that allow inclusive collaboration between lead and novice 
users. We have taken the concept that the democratisation of technology has 
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created an inclusive approach on knowledge and fabrication. We bring together the 
adoption of OSHW, 3D printing and makerspaces as a context for democratising 
corporate knowledge allowing laypeople the ability to share through social 
repositories. We argue that the process of iteratively sharing designs through these 
mediums and repositories allows for an inclusive collaboration of knowledge through 
digital design and fabrication practices within community based innovation.   We 
bring together several strands in digital fabrication concepts, exploring possibilities of 
IPEs to allow a connection between physical and digital environments. These case 
studies suggest a way towards new possibilities for novice users, within innovation 
communities, to inclusively design and fabricate products to improve their quality of 
life. While many opportunities remain for further research, IPEs provide an inclusive 
design approach for novice users, offering wide-ranging prospects for the 
transformation of complex technological methods enabling innovation communities to 
digitally fabricate in an inclusive way.  
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Abstract 
In 1995 Frances Cairncross’ The Death of Distance declared a compelling vision, that 
over time the communications revolution would release us from geographic locales. 
Digital public space has redefined working life - untethering workers from their desks and 
workplaces it has enabled the opportunity to work anywhere, anytime. Yet, digital public 
space (which we define as digital tools of connectivity for everyone, anywhere) 
simultaneously lacks geographic substance. It is both nowhere and everywhere. Where 
do you go to…? responds to a growing need for design solutions that reduce 
‘psychological distance’ and foster a sense of ‘connectedness’ in distributed working. It 
explores how digital visualisations of workspaces can create a sense of being ‘local’ in 
digital space and enrich human experience independent of geography. Partnered with 
BBC MediaCityUK this project combines design prototyping in an experimental 
collaboration with staff and associated creative freelance networks. Describing one 
possible design concept, this paper reports on preliminary insights gathered from a half-
day design consultation hosted at BBC North Lab and outlines the proposed approach to 
design prototyping and evaluation as we seek to develop a local solution to this global 
challenge. 
 
Keywords 
Next generation workplace, distributed working, visualisation, identity 
 
 

Introduction 
Featured in The Economist in 1995, The Death of Distance spoke of the promise of the 
communications revolution for unshackling geographic locales [1]. In it, Frances 
Cairncross declared it would be the “single most important economic force shaping 
society in the first half of the next century”. There is no doubt of this force, yet it hides 
one essential paradox: it has created a set of global challenges requiring local solutions: 
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Communications technologies allowed us to expand our networks far beyond our 
geographic locations and gave us access to new possibilities for work. At the same 
time, they weakened the local connections that were our source of social interaction 
and fun. [2] 

 
The Death of Distance has it seems, been replaced with the revelation that Geography 
Matters [3]. 
 
Geography Matters! 

 
Digital public space, where anyone, anywhere, anytime can access, explore and 
create with digital content. [4] 

 
Digital public space is essentially insubstantial. Lacking geographic substance, it is 
simultaneously nowhere and everywhere. Although digital tools have enabled a work-
from-anywhere approach, local physical surroundings remain a large part of individuals’ 
sensory contexts. With a sense of belonging and purpose grounded in personal 
attachments to physical space [5], how can a sense of place be reinstated in digital 
public space? Where do you go to…? is a project that seeks to provide a local solution 
to this global challenge. 
 
 

Where do you go to…? 
Created through the AHRC-funded Creative Exchange (CX) (a collaboration between 
the Royal College of Art, Lancaster University and Newcastle University), Where do you 
go to…? is one of several projects exploring the potential for digital public space to 
redefine working life. It takes as its starting point the role of digital public space in 
enabling the opportunity to work anywhere, anytime [6], untethering workers from their 
desks and workplaces. 
 
Inspired by Peter Sarstedt’s Where do you go to my lovely (when you are alone in your 
bed)? [7], the project draws an analogy between the unknown places the mind visits and 
the invisibility of place in digital public space. It also responds to burgeoning interest in 
the design of interventions to reduce psychological distance [8,9] and foster a sense of 
‘connectedness’ (see for instance, Laptop Reflections by Conditional Design [10]). 
However, rather than simply viewing distributed teams (geographically dispersed, but 
working from a fixed location), it examines their collaboration with creative freelancers 
untethered from their desks; exploring with them how to create a sense of being local in 
digital space and enriching their human experience independent of geography. Our 
methodology relies on dialogue with these users and prototyping in an experimental 
collaboration with them. 
 
Seeking to (re)connect physical place with digital public space, our approach is 
underscored by two core objectives: (1) to scope the potential for creative visualisations 
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of physical workspaces in digital public space; and (2) to generate new empirical 
knowledge of the social and economic benefits of a sense of ‘connectedness’ and 
‘knowing’ via a prototype digital visualisation. The arrangement and use of working 
spaces (whether they be situated as a desk, kitchen table, train seat, library or café) are 
viewed as a subtle representation of work-state and self-identity – something which 
would be difficult to conceptualise and formally enter into a work rhythms survey and 
would be hard to distinguish from the low-bandwidth communication counterparts in 
digital social spaces at present. Capturing the subtlety of the physical workplace, this 
research seeks to explore tools to present visual summaries of personal workspaces to 
distant collaborators, without losing the richness of their meaning, or the privacy of each 
working environment. 
 
Connectedness and context awareness are key ingredients of successful workplaces. 
Dynamics of suitable interruption, serendipitous collaboration, tangential inspiration or 
group dynamics are for example, all dependent on a shared knowledge of working 
patterns, context and 'state of mind' for those who work together. Within shared 
workspaces, knowledge of context often lies tacit and channels of connectedness 
remain diverse, ambient and difficult to categorise. Digital communication systems often 
lack ongoing channels of ambient connectedness and context. 
 
Communication systems must be inclusive to succeed. In describing the design of 
communication strategies for an organisation that includes remote workers, David 
Fullerton Vice President of Engineering at Stack Exchange notes: 
 

There’s no halfsies in a distributed team. If even one person on the team is remote, 
every single person has to start communicating online. The locus of control and 
decision making must be outside of the office: no more dropping in to someone’s 
office to chat, no more rounding people up to make a decision. All of that has to be 
done online even if the remote person isn’t around. Otherwise you’ll slowly choke off 
the remote person from any real input on decisions. [11] 

 
This statement about neutralising the centrality of physical accessibility generalises well 
to a broader set of design challenges in workplaces about inclusion in communication. 
The suggestion that if even one person on the team is at a distance (such as a creative 
freelancer collaborating for instance, with an R&D team) then in order to provide an 
inclusive channel of communication everyone has to communicate digitally. Designing 
for inclusivity so that workers at a distance are not disadvantaged in comparison to their 
geographically co-located counterparts, suggests a generalisable approach to inclusive 
design to overcome other access barriers in workplace design. We propose that by 
designing for the global challenge of connectedness and context sharing many 
seemingly separate local solutions to inclusive communication may be addressed. 
 
Research Approach 
Commencing in April 2013, Where do you go to…? is a project in development. It 
explores how the ‘global’ contexts of distant collaboration (embodied in the digital tools 
of communication) might be brought into the ‘local’ context of each person’s physical 
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workspace by making the local workspace context a part of daily-networked 
communication. This section opens by positioning our theoretical discussion in a 
geographic context through collaboration with BBC North Lab and introducing our design 
concept. It then reviews insights gathered from a half-day design consultation and 
provides an overview of the intended approach for design prototyping and evaluation. 
 
BBC North Lab, MediaCityUK 
Where do you go to…? builds on a provocation from Adrian Woolard (Project Lead R&D 
BBC North Lab, MediaCityUK) at the Creative Exchange (CX) launch of ‘Redefining 
Working Life’ (FACT, Liverpool), asking how the wider networks of collaboration 
emerging from the BBC could be mapped and enriched. The BBC MediaCityUK in 
Salford offers a unique testbed for exploring these themes. Designed and built over the 
last seven years it represents an architectural, office interior and organisational design 
process in its early stages of adoption and adjustment. The recent geographic relocation 
also creates a distinct environment for studying remote collaboration as the existing 
working ties of the BBC are now spread over several sites in the UK, and teams are 
often composed of members who have relocated, are commuting regularly, or have 
recently joined newly sited groups. In addition to this, the BBC has a tradition of 
extensive commissioning and freelancer collaboration, for example as codified in their 
Independent Production quota. 
 
Our approach is to experiment with the feeling of 'being in touch' in the context of on-
going projects involving both BBC staff and freelance networks. The collaboration 
provides an opportunity to highlight existing networks and value the BBC has fostered, 
and to explore tools for further strengthening these networks through communication 
and visualisation tools. It is specifically focused on understanding how BBC staff and 
freelance collaborators might use 'digital sharing of physical workspaces' to support and 
enrich their creative networks in new ways. The value of a sense of ‘connectedness’ 
arguably lies in the facilitation of shared a collaborative culture as the lynchpin of future 
economic advantage. 
 
Research Design 
The research will be guided through a three-phase process: 
 
• Design concept 
• Half-day design consultation: BBC North Lab 
• Design prototyping and evaluation 

 
It is intended that engaging through design consultation will generate insights that guide 
the translation of the design concept into a prototype, enabling user testing and 
evaluation within a network of BBC and associated creative freelancers. Insights 
gathered to date, and intentions for future research activity are detailed below: 
 
1. Design Concept 
At a broad level, the proposed design intervention would be for a system that: 
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• Captures the physical aspects of working in digital public space 
• Fosters connectedness and a sense of ‘knowing’ between collaborators 
• Captures the rhythm of work and its’ place 
 
The proposed system would capture images of participants’ workspaces, combining 
them in a visualisation to reflect a shared ambient context. Forming the desktop 
background or browser start page on each participant’s computer, the visualisation 
would offer a mechanism for seamless integration into daily activity. Each participant 
would be provided with a networked camera – for example, an Android mobile phone 
scripted to capture, process and upload photographs of their workspaces at regular 
intervals over a one-week period. Insights drawn from the design consultation will shape 
the 'bandwidth' of images shared (i.e. abstract visualisation or raw / unprocessed 
images). This might depend on the composition of the sample (i.e. one large pre-existing 
group or smaller groups working separately with only weaker professional ties between 
the two), existing digital infrastructure for communicating and participants’ openness to 
sharing information. Digital screenshots may also be stored locally for each participant in 
a private folder, and used alongside photographs of the workspace to understand how 
physical space connects to the nature of work. 
 
2. Design Consultation: BBC North Lab 
The half-day design consultation was hosted at the BBC North Lab with three R&D 
representatives who regularly engage with and commission creative freelancers for 
internal BBC projects. The session opened with a network mapping activity to visualise 
networks of collaboration, communication channels and their associated limitations, 
concluding with a discussion of the proposed design concept. 
 
Network Mapping 
Key insights captured suggest that as with most large organisations, a gap in existing 
communications exists and a number of internal ‘workarounds’ to standard tools have 
already been tested and implemented. The development of a ‘whereabouts system’ 
used in the BBC North Lab is a system that communicates one’s locational movements 
across the working week. Communicated via email, this is a strategy adopted out of 
necessity: 
 

“If you want to think deeply and having meaningful connections with colleagues, you 
can’t be wondering where they are.” 

 
Office Communicator is one mechanism formally adopted at the BBC, which is described 
as “second to a face-to-face, that’s the best”. Yet, this appeared to be a tool some 
colleagues preferred to turn-off, resulting in frustration and perceived timewasting when 
attempting to locate one’s peers. In terms of outward-looking strategies to connect with 
creative freelancers two approaches prevailed. Connected Studio set-up by the BBC at 
the time of relocation to MediaCityUK, provides a structured approach to managing 
relationships. The BBC has also ensured that it has opportunities to reach out to start-
ups and creative freelancers in key regional areas like the Northern Quarter (home to 
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start-ups and creative freelancers) in order to foster a sense of ‘presence’ and 
‘connectedness’ with prospective collaborators. 
 
For example, connecting through the Northern Quarter was seen to be beneficial as it 
fostered the development of one-to-one connections: “a lot of these kinds of 
relationships per se, turn into work related stuff.” The individual focus of this relationship-
building activity is reflected in the declaration by one participant that “I always use their 
twitter names” – a nod to social media as a mechanism for ‘connectedness’. There also 
existed a tendency to “just know them!”, characterising relationships as a series of 
reciprocated exchanges nurtured irrespective of employer through industry events and 
social media platforms. Existing relationships through small jobs and commissioning 
through recommendations were also cited as important for sourcing creative freelancers.  
 
For others at the BBC, connecting by visiting collaborators was not an integrated part of 
‘working life’. The process of collaboration was underscored with formality with 
participants noting that creative freelancer “relationships [they kind of] come and go” and 
that they simply don’t feel connected between jobs. Yet, the remark that “freelancers for 
example, when they have come to work in the building are just a colleague straightaway. 
There’s no distance or they’re not excluded from anything” provides a comment on the 
continuing importance of place in the formation of connections. Designing a platform for 
sharing and visualising workspaces might offer an alternative channel of 
‘connectedness’ between BBC staff and creative freelancers by providing a sense of co-
location and synchronicity in the geographically distributed. 
 
Auto-photography: Design Concept 
The second part of the consultation focused on the auto-photographic component of the 
proposed design concept. Photographs of workspaces collated by the research team 
(currently collaborating using distributed working) were projected and used as prompts 
for the conversation (see Figure 1). Auto-photography enables one to “…move a step 
forward toward understanding what qualities environments and places are important for 
research subjects in their daily lives” [12]. Engaging with these photographs provided a 
mode of qualitative enquiry that prompted insight into: working life as a series of blended 
spaces; issues of authenticity and performativity in workspace images; and the notion of 
performance as control. 
 
Responding to the images, generated insight into the blended spaces that characterise 
working life: the fluidity of work, its tools and settings as opposed to being defined by the 
anchor of place. This resonates with the blending of work, play and home that defines 
the working life of one participant who moves nomadically between cafés depending 
simply on their laptop and wifi connection. The merging of work and home tended to be 
characteristic of participants: 
 

“I don’t see my work as just my desk here, I see it as my desk at home, I see it as you 
know, the laptop on the sofa in the evening. I see that as all part of work. There’s no 
cut-off when I leave work.” 
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Figure 1: Where do you go to…? Workplace photographs 

 
It is important to note that the provision of a permanent personal desk was rare, with hot-
desking supporting ad-hoc or short-term collaboration enabled by digital networks being 
the preferred organisational policy. This shift removes established workplace 
approaches to identity construction, communication and work routine captured in the 
longer-term ‘owned spaces’ of traditional desks and offices. 
 
Curating workspace was an interesting thread that developed through discussion of the 
workspace photographs. For one participant they reflected on the curation of their home 
workspace as something to be emulated at the BBC: “I have curated a space at home 
where I can work and am trying to replicate something similar so that I can work here.” 
Although providing a sense of familiarity, becoming psychologically dependent on the 
‘stuff’ of the desk to ‘think’, was noted to hinder the establishment of one-to-one 
‘connections’ with freelance networks. 
 

“I like curating a space where I won’t be surprised by what I see or I won’t be 
distracted by what I see.” 

 
The ‘stuff’ of workspaces and their interrelation to work practices, also linked discussion 
to workspaces and their innate binding to identity and performance. Space can – for 
some – make them feel like what they want to be: “Make your space make you feel like a 
writer.” In this process, stereotypical images were invoked of the types of space those 
admired would work in. One participant reflected on the train journey as a source of 
inspiration for writers and their striving to emulate this persona. Put simply “you have to 
fool yourself” into being a writer.  
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Whilst the sharing of workspace photographs capturing the blending of work, home and 
play serve as a mechanism to connect to localities, identity and performativity provided 
insight to guide the process of image capture in the design prototype. The artificiality of 
performance in workspace photographs… 
 

“I think if you are going to set up a photograph like that, then you are probably lying to 
yourself.” 

 
….was arguably not representative of what people really ‘do’ at work. Honesty and 
discovery of what people really are doing and recording where they are working was 
noted to be important. There appeared to be a tension in workplace identity signifiers 
such as the desk, between communicating information and working context efficiently 
with collaborators, and performing roles and identities. We can imagine instances where 
these motivations are sometimes at odds with each other, such as performing an identity 
of constant innovation in a project, where actual advances are happening in distinct 
jumps with periods of inactivity. 
 
At the same time, a degree of “performance of setting it up is needed, because I’d want 
to know that I could control. I don’t want it to be random.” This preference related to a 
desire for control and need to avoid invading privacy of others in the immediate vicinity 
e.g. BBC North Lab, video calls, cafés. Using a tool that integrated into an existing 
mobile device was preferable, with participants noting the need to avoid adding to the 
repertoire of tools necessary for working on the move, put simply: “I can’t stand having 
two phones.” The physical act of taking photographs in the public realm was noted to be 
common practice in everyday life. Note. This half-day design consultation might also be 
repeated with creative freelancers drawn from networks revealed through the above 
dialogue to offer a complementary perspective. This might involve inviting creative 
freelancers to submit their own photographs as a part of the auto-photography providing 
a visual language that articulates their sense of ‘connectedness’ (or lack thereof) when 
working across these hybrid spaces.  
 
3. Design Prototyping and Evaluation 
It is the intention that BBC MediaCityUK staff and associated creative freelance 
networks identified during the design consultation will provide clusters of ‘live’ 
collaborations suitable for engaging in the process of design prototyping and evaluation. 
Guided by the design consultation insights, the development of the prototype during May 
2013 will: 
 
• Fit in the periphery of both the process of capture and display of work context 

(echoes the principles of calm computing) 
• Allow mixtures of ‘raw context’ and ‘performed role’ just as physical work spaces 

have traditionally done 
• Celebrate personal spaces and unique identities in newer transient working 

environments 
• Recognise that there is still a challenge for inclusivity in the power and privilege of 

physical space (i.e. the often-stated phrase ‘you had to be there’). Our design 
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process aims to further ‘enrich’ digital communication as a case study in overcoming 
constraints to collaboration. 

 
Following the period of design prototyping, semi-structured interviews (conducted in 
June 2013) with BBC MediaCityUK staff and creative freelancers will explore the impact 
upon a sense of ‘connectedness’ (the feeling of being ‘local’ in digital public space even 
if participants are not in geographical space), and evaluate the possibilities for social and 
economic benefit that derive from making digital networks visible. Whilst the focus is on 
enriching local-scale community rather than replacing geography and time (co-location 
and synchronicity), questions might also explore how the visualisation provides subtle 
indicators of co-location – offering a choice of synchronicity by revealing availability 
without the need for intervention or interruption – in the same way that being in the same 
place does. Interviews will invite reflection on the visual data generated by the prototype, 
personal photographs of workplace(s), and include possible discussion of digital 
screenshots and how the nature of work relates to place. 
 
 

Conclusion 
In his article Managing Design After the ‘Death of Distance’ Director of Design 5 Stephen 
Brookhouse suggested: 
 

Designers and facilities managers will need to innovate “outside the box”, predict and 
plan alternative scenarios, remove professional barriers and take risks. They will need 
to lead rather than respond to innovation. In a world where the virtual and built 
environments rub shoulders, design and facilities managers will learn not only to find 
new uses for redundant building shells but also to design and manage environments 
that may never exist. [13] 

 
As experimental research currently in progress, this project will be used as leverage for 
discussion that sits ‘outside the box’. Propositional in nature, it seeks to reignite dialogue 
surrounding the relevance of time-space geographies to the digital realm; reflect on the 
design of ambient digital tools that not only promote ‘connectedness’ but are compelling 
enough to embed in everyday routines; and generate a series of speculative design 
guidelines for digital ‘connectivity’. With the research scheduled during Summer 2013 we 
use this paper and accompanying presentation as platforms for this dialogue, 
responding to our preliminary research findings and proposed design solution. 
Documenting one visual response to the issue of ‘connectedness’ in digital public space, 
it is hoped this paper will inspire further design innovation. 
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GIS-Participation: An Inclusive Design 
Approach 
 
Professor Graeme Evans, Middlesex University (Art & Design) and 
Steve Cinderby, York University (Stockholm Environment Institute) 
 
Abstract 
Participatory Geographic Information Systems (GIS-P) have been developed over the past 
decade from their origin as a highly specialist and inaccessible digital mapping software 
application, to wider usage in web based data visualisation, wayfinding, inter-active mapping 
and spatial research. Digital maps are now ubiquitous on PCs and mobile devices with 
added features allowing inter-activity, however their use in design has been less developed, 
despite the opportunities for co-creation and inclusive design. The following article will 
review the evolution of GIS and GIS-P with examples of GIS-P application as an inclusive 
design tool based on design-led research by the authors into accessible transport and urban 
environments for older, younger and more diverse groups. Through applied case studies this 
will indicate how an inaccessible technological application can be transformed into an 
accessible research and engagement tool through user-led approaches with a range of age-
groups and hard to reach users who are usually bypassed in urban and facility design 
planning and decision-making. 
 
Keywords 
Geographic Information Systems for Participation (GIS-P), Inclusive Design, Accessible 
Urban Environments, Cultural Planning & Sustainable Communities  
 
 
Introduction 
The 1960s prepared the ground for the ‘birth’ of GIS. Some geographers began to quantify 
data, with statistics and matrices as tools, whilst others resisted this. As computers became 
more powerful in the 1970s and 80s, the possibility of displaying maps provided more 
opportunities to those outside of the geography field to develop the idea of a system 
handling geographic data. The early 1990s saw positions being taken in order to ‘discredit’ 
GIS as a proper intellectual aspect of geography, but others saw its positivist benefits to the 
field, as cartography itself was deemed to be ‘non-theory neutral’ [1]. As [2] more recently 
claimed, it is an intellectually interesting method, as it can process geographical information 
that can raise intellectual questions: ‘like generalization, abstraction, compression or 
discretion’, processes going further than simply handling data. GIS is not a simple mapping 
system, it goes into the database structure and spatial analysis, and can be used in a wide 
variety of situations - from resource allocation, population, cluster and crime analysis and 
scenario-building [3] to cultural planning, inventories and risk and hazard assessment (e.g. 
flooding, heritage).  
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Qualitative GIS in several guises emerged in response to these critiques that saw 
GIS as rooted in positivist epistemologies (‘spatial science’). The difficulty of including non-
cartographic spatial knowledge into conventional GIS in particular highlighted a concern for 
exclusion and disempowerment [4]. GIS applications therefore began to incorporate multiple 
data and forms of knowledge, to extend representational capabilities - including non-
cartographic information - and support quantitative and qualitative analysis. Thus multiple 
epistemologies could be part of GIS-based research. Approaches and methodologies that 
emerged included Public Participation and Participatory GIS (PPGIS/GIS-P). These sought 
to disengage some of the linkages that continue to inform assumptions about the 
technology, i.e. GIS as a quantitative method, GIS as rooted in a positivist epistemology, or 
GIS as necessarily supporting rational knowledge claims or technological determinism [5].  
The power offered by GIS spatial data analysis and visualisation (in both 2D and 3D) has 
increased exponentially as the availability of digital data and a more visual culture has been 
accelerated by Web 2.0 [6]. Here O’Reilly clarified the original formulation of their concept 
and its evolution (my addition):  
 
Web 1.0  Web 2.0 
Ofoto   Flickr 
Britannica Online Wikipedia  
personal websites blogging 
evite   upcoming.org and EDVB 
screen scraping web services 
directories  tagging 
(taxonomy)  (“folksonomy”) 
publishing   participation 
GIS   GIS-Participation 
 

This evolution can be characterized as a shift from static knowledge to dynamic 
knowledge and in GIS terms, a move from pre-determined to multiple knowledge and a 
more inter-active and participatory engagement with geo-data.  Sites such as 
OpenStreetMap (2004), GoogleMap API (2005), GoogleEarth and WikiMapia (2006) and 
numerous inter-active mapping and journey planning sites have become popular amongst 
particular users via PCs, PDAs, SatNav etc. At the same time designers - including 
architects, urban, industrial and landscape designers - have adopted and developed CAD 
and 3D environments in order to design and visualise buildings and spaces with computer 
graphics (CGI), fly-through and VR technology (e.g. Second Life). This has offered a kind of 
visual prototyping where virtual scenarios can be presented to potential users, clients and 
other stakeholders without expensive and limited physical models. At the same time, GIS 
applications have been adapted by community and cultural planners and designers working 
with particular target user groups. These include ‘hard to reach’ groups, those less able to 
access or comprehend 2D designs, maps, or access ICT facilities [7]. GIS-P is in some 
respects a legacy of ‘Planning for Real’ proponents [www.nif.co.uk/planningforreal] who from 
the 1960s developed community planning approaches to local development through board 
games, models and large scale maps - pre-digital precursors to GIS-P. 
 

In view of its spatial data analytical and visual capability, GIS-P is particularly 
applicable to the design of urban environments (although its first development was in large 
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land areas in Africa), including transport & mobility, ‘wayfinding’, crime & community safety, 
the design of buildings and facilities, open space, and in capturing and presenting scenarios 
around a range of environmental scenarios such as flood risk and pollution (e.g. air, noise). 
It has also been applied in the process of determining the optimum location of particular 
amenities (e.g. cultural, community) and services (e.g. health, education, retail) - and 
importantly, reconciling conflicts between different interest groups such as shared 
access/space.  
 
Case studies 
Two extracts from case studies are discussed here, the first addressing a more common 
inclusive design challenge – that of accessibility and mobility in the urban street environment 
amongst mixed (age, ethnicity) and particularly elderly residents. The second case engages 
primarily ethnic minority families including very young children, in an internal historic building 
environment. Both have benefited from the use of GIS-Participation methods and techniques 
through consultative engagement with users. 
 
AUNT-SUE 
Accessibility and User Needs in Transport (AUNT-SUE) was a large scale sustainable urban 
environment (SUE)  research project which sought to integrate urban design, social 
inclusion and mobility through the development of inclusive design toolkits and co-produced 
evidence. A number of intensive area based test beds were exhaustively studied in London 
and St Albans with the development of a detailed Street Design Index (SDI). This drew on 
good practice and guidance on urban design, accessibility combined with user profiling and 
consultation [8].  Following comprehensive street audits and digital data analysis, leading to 
the creation of the Street Design Index, small group meetings and postal questionnaire 
surveys were also conducted with residents, and accompanied ‘map-walks’ organized with 
participants as an experiential exercise to consult on their predetermined journeys [9].  
 
Limitations to pedestrian access and more frequent journeys included ‘fear of crime’ and 
‘road safety’ as prime barriers, as well as problems with walking surfaces and amenities, 
with specific problem features and areas annotated on maps. These participant comments 
were overlaid with problematic streets, routes and features delineated from the prior street 
audit which showed both close correlation, but also divergence.  
 

Focus groups were also held with the use of large scale maps, through the GIS-
Participation (GIS-P) technique. Here participants - young children and parents, residents, 
workers and older people were able to annotate these using text and colour-coded stickers 
on the local area map, to mark their home and journey routes, problem areas and amenities, 
and intermediate features such as bus stops and facilities, e.g. public toilets, benches.  
 

Figure 1 shows the combination of street design audit and comments arising from 
the GIS-Participation focus group with older residents (aged 60-80+) in a residential area 
known as Elm Village, and from a survey questionnaire of all residents. These highlighted 
both routes and features/sites with which participants had negative associations or 
experiences, and useful details of journeys undertaken (e.g. local shops, supermarket, 
cinema), their frequency and problems in the journey chain. These included the re-siting of 
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bus stops separating bus services (where once they shared a single stop), inadequate 
crossings (islands too narrow for safety, controlled pedestrian crossing times too short), 
treacherous ‘designer paving’ (sculpted, with weeds/grass growing through) and anti-social 
behaviour and areas with poor surveillance.  
 

  
Figure 1: GIS-P and residents survey analysis overlaid with urban design analysis 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 2: Barriers to Public transport access survey; Older residents in GIS-P workshop  
 

Fear of crime was also the barrier that was ranked by far the highest by residents, 
followed by road safety, pavements and distance to amenities (Figure 2). The walk to the 
bus was the most problematic. A growing concern was the effect of new housing 
development on adjoining infill/brownfield sites which reduced pedestrian access (routes 
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closed or made longer/unsafe) and also reduced views and sight lines. Major alterations to 
the streetscape present particular problems to older and dementia sufferers for whom 
familiarity and landmarks are important for confidence in undertaking regular journeys [10].   
 

The annotated maps were then analysed, together with focus group and 
questionnaire surveys, and mapped data digitised in GIS. These were then integrated with 
spatial data on demographic, land-use, facility/amenity (e.g. bus stops, WCs), as well as 
recorded crime data for the area, producing a synthesis between the primary, qualitative 
information and spatial data. For instance, areas of high street crime density were overlaid 
with participant’s own experience and perspective of safe(r) and unsafe areas. These 
revealed both convergence, but also divergence between where recorded crime was 
concentrated, where street audits revealed problematic routes and areas - and other areas 
where particular groups felt safe, unsafe or ‘feared’ crime (and anti-social behaviour).  
 

Some factors were functional and physical such as narrow streets, dangerous 
crossings - islands too small for wheel/pushchair chairs - lighting and poor surveillance, 
while others were social such as noise, pubs/alcohol (muslim young men). Fear of crime 
also depended on prior incidents (including those reported in the local media), reputation 
(e.g. gangs) and other local community knowledge. This highlights the importance of not 
relying solely on street/environmental design and crime analysis without participant input 
and observation. In this sense, space is socially produced, with local knowledge and 
practice influencing movement behavior and choice which may vary across different user 
groups at different times of the day.  
 

The triangulation of comprehensive mapped digital data, with observational - human 
and environmental - and systematic street design analysis, combined with user consultation 
on needs, aspirations and perceptions, is an ambitious process. But we believe this is a 
required approach given the complexities and ‘wicked problems’ [11] that the urban 
environment presents. One that moves beyond, but also draws upon, the physical access 
audit, street and place design toolkits and consumer survey regimes, that are currently used 
in quality of life assessments and performance indicators, and accessibility benchmarks. A 
more inclusive design process and accessible journey environment has been the goal. This 
urban design approach which provides a menu of spatial factors and visualisations layered 
to produce combinations of linear and cluster analysis in both 2D and 3D, thus offers a 
powerful tool which can be used in community consultation and planning; urban design 
modelling and scenario-building; and in creating an inter-active spatial database as a 
resource for the wide range of users and decision-makers in the urban environment and 
transport fields. In so doing, this has also sought to bridge the divide between the socio-
medical (‘evidence-based’) and environmental-technological (‘deterministic’) approaches to 
access and disability, through the development of an inclusive design approach to the 
whole journey environment, from a community perspective.  
 
 
Sutton House, Hackney 
The second case study involved the UK National Trust’s ‘Parent Power’ pilot scheme which 
was designed to improve understanding of what makes a historic house or museum a place to 
be enjoyed by families, especially those from disadvantaged and culturally diverse 
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communities. The scheme worked with local families, the London Borough of Hackney and 
Hackney Museum, where parents and children were encouraged to explore and discover the 
wealth of opportunities available for families in this borough. This is important in both access 
and cultural policy terms since ethnic minority groups have significantly lower participation 
rates in cultural facility usage. In discussion with National Trust staff, the case study was 
designed to investigate  visitor movement and preferences around an urban historic 
museum, Sutton House (a listed building) in order to determine: 
 
 

 How long they spend in every room? 
 

 What they like in each room?  
 

 What they remember about the spaces? 
 

 
 
 

The National Trust had encouraged the managers of its historic houses to arrange family 
trails to help visitors maximise their enjoyment of exploring their properties and in the case of 
Sutton House, information received from using GIS-P was intended to be used to design 
such a trail. By experimental use of GIS-P at a micro level to map the perceptions and 
enjoyment of the historic building on a room to room basis, it was anticipated that the 
process would inform the physical facilities and resources available to families at Sutton 
House, especially those that had little commitment, to ensure that these initiatives would 
benefit local users as well as visitors. By involving the selected families that were already 
participating in the Parent Power initiative, the case study provided practical means of 
furthering this work. In particular it would enable the families to express their responses on 
large-scale paper plans of Sutton House.  

 
 

 
Figure 2: GIS-P workshops with Under-5s/parents  

 
At Sutton House, room  plans  rather than maps were used in GIS-P sessions (Figure 

3). These proved workable but suffered from a lack of detail – particularly of furnishings 
and objects. They suffered the additional drawback of not capturing the third dimension. 
This did not prove too problematic for the participants – but further investigation of using 
more detailed resources for capturing GIS-P data on room interiors (e.g. 3D, VR model) is 
required in order to assess the impact on participation of plan detail. 
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Figure 3: Sutton House GIS-Participation comments 
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Conclusions 
One finding from the use of GIS-P at this scale is that large scale maps and detailed 

aerial photographs of urban areas do not require high degrees of literacy to interpret. 
Indeed the activities with children during the Sutton House focus group indicate that young 
children (approximately six years) can locate themselves on a map if orientated, guided and 
encouraged through the process by facilitators. During all case study activities none of the 
participants (ranging from young children, through teenagers to pensioners) failed to 
identify the locations they wished to talk about on the maps. Some required assistance from 
their peers or facilitators, but once guided to key landmarks they managed to successfully 
identify their desired locations. The novel approaches to GIS-P mapping (stickers, flags 
etc.) has also encouraged participation from people who were not confident or capable of 
drawing on the map. The facilitators were able to help less able participants to add their 
comments and information to the mapping tools. The use of such resources and sensitive 
facilitation removed the necessity to draw or write thereby allowing less literate groups 
(children or adults) to communicate their knowledge effectively.  

 
The digital nature of the GIS-P database means that information obtained from specific 

types of participants can also be extracted for assessment in isolation or used to compare 
specific group’s perceptions with those of another. The same physical space can sometimes 
illicit a wide variety of conflicting viewpoints, and mutually exclusive opinions on improvements 
from different stakeholder groups. The use of GIS-P allows these conflicting viewpoints to be 
captured, characterised and compared between different stakeholder groups. 

 
Like Planning for Real and other  spatial  participatory methods, GIS-P utilises maps as 

much more than a simple piece of paper to write upon. The map is the focus, the 
attraction and to a certain degree, the facilitator. Unlike other spatial participatory methods, 
GIS-P produces high quality, digitized maps held in a GIS database as output so the output 
can be readily accessed and used by professionals. However, in common with other 
social research methods which have their origin in participatory development, GIS-P 
emphasises the participants’ own framing of the issue(s) and utilises a wider rather than a 
closed scoping of the issue.  Further, like other participatory methods, GIS-P is designed to 
be flexible to different situations – therefore, GIS-P should be considered an ‘ approach’ 
rather than a toolkit. This is in contract to many self-styled design ‘toolkits’ promoted in the 
inclusive and urban design fields [9, 12]. 
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Can a crowd sourcing app, for those with chronic 
conditions, lead to innovation design solutions? 
Lisa Austin and Professor Christopher Eccleston. 
Centre for Pain Research, The University of Bath. 
 

Abstract 

Introduction: 

Given the rise of long term conditions [6], and focus on living independently in the 
community, we launched a crowd sourcing community app called ‘ifOnly’ to encourage 
people with disabilities to share the problems they encounter in everyday life.  People 
record, upload and share videos and audios that demonstrate everyday problems they face 
at home. 

The videos have been shared with designers who are asked to come up with innovative 
design solutions via a competition hosted by the University of Bath.  The designs were 
considered by a panel of stakeholders; including representatives from the NHS, social care, 
creative industry and the third t sector and members of the public.  The goal is to bring 
together emerging designers and users to make things better. 

Methods: 

After consultation with users, version 1 of ‘ifOnly’ was produced and tested by a patient 
panel consisting of carers of those with dementia; all new to smart phone technology.  The 
consensus was that the video function was easy to use but the upload time was 
unsatisfactory and connectivity problematic, when relying on 3G rather than Wi-Fi.  The high 
costs of iPhones were also highlighted by the panel.   

Accordingly version 2 was developed, overcoming the technical and usability problems and 
released in apple and android stores.  In response to feedback that smart phones were not 
accessible to all, a Research Assistant co-ordinated events to meet local people and patient 
groups, and conducted home visits with University smart phones, to make filming open to all.  
In total, over 100 films were uploaded.   

A community of interest was developed with designers via the ifonly webpage, 
http://www.ifonlyitworked.com/, which displays the films and also via social media; Facebook 
and twitter accounts to connect with new and emerging innovators and designers with an 
interest in inclusive design.  To enter the competition we encouraged design students to 
draw upon creative talent and utilise novel ideas, materials and techniques to design a 
product that would be suitable to be sold to members of the public.  The challenges 
presented on our You Tube channel should help inspire innovative design solutions. 

This competition focuses on the challenges faced by older and disabled people and we 
encouraged the widest possible range of ability (universal design) when creating solutions.  
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We will present the award for the winning entry at an inclusive design (called UX matters) 
event held on the 10th May 2013,in Bath. 

Discussion: 

Given the engagement with the competition by designers, the quality and relevance of the 
entries, the number of films made and viewing statistics, the ifOnly app appears to be a 
promising tool to provide the infrastructure for crowd-sourced collaborations.   The concept 
of ifOnly could be part of a toolkit which would help foster innovation and connection 
between designers and those with chronic conditions, and facilitate participatory design. 

Methodologically, this approach is linked to the open innovation business model, where 
companies outsource the collation of ideas [12].  This is normally in a commercial context 
and continues on to co-development of products [13].  IfOnly has the potential to be 
expanded into co-design and co-creation with users and offers scope to mine this user 
driven intelligence.   

Conclusion 

This project has shown that an app can be used to engage with people in order to gain 
insight into the problems and difficulties they face each day and inspire product designers to 
provide innovative solutions.  In particular, ifOnly demonstrates the potential fruitful 
connection between user centred design and open access movements [2], through it use of 
YouTube.    

With the ifOnly crowd sourcing technique, we gain an insight into users, into their needs and 
therefore gain a broader understanding with how products relate to users, potentially, in a 
globalised setting to which the app can easily be applied. This technique also generates 
critical information for industry who risks losing the customers, if they don’t keep closely 
engaged.  It also helps focus the energy and talents of their designers and innovators and 
gives users a real voice.   

Introduction: 
Given the rise of long term conditions [6] and focus on living independently in the 
community, we launched a crowd sourcing community app called ‘ifOnly’ to encourage 
people with disabilities to share the problems they encounter in everyday life.  People 
record, upload, and share videos that demonstrate everyday problems they face at home 
through the free downloadable app which are then posted on the ‘ifonly; website -
 www.ifonlyitworked.com.   

The videos were shared with designers who were asked to invent innovative design 
solutions via a competition hosted by the University of Bath and supported by the local UK 
National Health Service Research Office. The designs were considered by a panel of expert 
stakeholders, including representatives from business, advocacy, the design industry, health 
and academia, and the third (voluntary) sector.  The goal was to bring together emerging 
designers and users to foster innovation.   

In this paper we describe our ifOnly case study in the light of opportunities provided by social 
technologies to enhance design for those most affected by neglected or poor design.  We 
harnessed the benefits provided to engage two communities, designers and those with 
chronic conditions, which would not traditionally connect on a large scale.   
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Designers were encouraged to view the ifOnly videos, and then to develop an original 
product that could solve any of the issues demonstrated or related problems.  We 
encouraged designers to draw upon their creative talents using novel ideas, materials and 
techniques to design remarkable products.  Designers were asked to send their blueprints, 
plans and descriptions via the ifOnly website.   

The most innovative product designed, as decided by the judges, will be awarded a £5,000 
prize and the achievements of the four other finalists will also be recognised at an ifOnly 
award and User Experience event.  This competition provided student designers an 
opportunity to test their design thinking and make a difference to real life problems.   

Population 
Recent statistics indicate that the population of elderly people in our society is rapidly 
increasing. The largest category of increase is the “oldest old” which includes people who 
are aged 85 and over [25]. Further statistics, released by AgeUK estimate that by the year 
2025 there will be over 6 million elderly people in the UK suffering from some form of chronic 
illness or Long Term Health condition [26]. 

Christensen et al [7] show that the rise of long term conditions related to the ageing 
population is not only the situation in England or the UK.  If trends continue, then most 
babies born since 2000 in France, Germany, Italy, USA, Canada, Japan, and other 
countries, will celebrate their 100th birthdays. 
 
Researchers are currently exploring ways to facilitate the self-management of healthcare 
and to encourage independent living in older populations and those with chronic conditions; 
to facilitate independence [22].  In order to facilitate self-management, researchers have 
looked to new ideas and approaches such as the utilisation of mobile and social technology 
for innovative solutions. 
 
Social technologies 
 
Social technologies have gathered enormous pace over the last 10 years, in particular smart 
phones, which have been adopted at a rate faster than any other technology in history [12].  
Companies such as Nokia, Google, Microsoft, and Apple have all introduced smartphone 
operating systems (Symbian, Android, Windows Mobile, iPhone OS) and enabled open 
application development on smartphones, which all allow users to generate and access 
multimedia content [9]. 
 
According to Massimi and Baecker [20], 60% of men and women in the UK, aged between 
60 and 64, own a mobile phone. This drops to approximately 30% for men and women who 
are over 80 years of age [14].  We anticipate that the future generations of older adults will 
be habituated mobile phone users who are comfortable and familiar with smartphone 
devices such as iPhones and BlackBerrys. 

 
Smartphones offer a variety of functions, including the capability to connect to the internet 
virtually anywhere with a wireless internet and 3G. In addition to this, smartphones often 
include features such as cameras, video cameras, voice recorders, and GPS hardware. It is 
said, ‘a smartphone provides an essential any time, any place portal into the entire world 
wide web of knowledge’ [1].    
 
DiSalvo et al [10] points to the possibilities offered to community groups for ‘mutual, fruitful 
connections’ and participatory design from free and open source software (FOSS).  We 
wanted to explore whether smart phone apps with video capability and access to open 
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source platforms such as YouTube can provide a suitable infrastructure for crowd-sourced 
collaborations.    
 
Crowd sourcing refers to emerging forms of social participation which are supported by 
social technologies [18].  Hagen et al [17] highlight social media as a new arena for 
participation and dissolving boundaries. These technologies are a valuable tool for designers 
as they allow for user input and feedback to be scaled up to ambitious levels and allow 
access to communities with long term conditions, which might be marginalised due to lack of 
mobility, co-morbidities or geography.   
 
Methods: 
 
App development: 
 
The IfOnly App has been developed on two platforms both in native code. The first was 
developed for Apple’s iOS, using Xcode (Xcode is the complete toolset for building Mac OS 
X and iOS applications) and the second - for Android, Android applications are written in the 
Java programming language. The Android SDK tools compile the code—along with any data 
and resource files—into an Android package. 
 
The IfOnly application accesses the internal camera functionality to enable users to make a 
short 60 second time limited video clip. The video clip can then be uploaded to a private area 
on the ifOnly YouTube account where it will be previewed and released for public viewing. 
All public set video contact is then accessible through the IfOnly Application; videos are 
categorised into: Household, Garden Products, Electrical Goods, Tools/Machinery, Personal 
Products and Miscellaneous.  Videos are searchable or can be viewed in the order of the 
most popular or the latest uploads.  Both Applications are available through the relevant app 
stores for download.  
 
The interface has been developed for future scalability with the possibility to add new/more 
categories and expand the sharing options, bringing together both product designer and 
those faced with chronic conditions through a very simple to use interface. The application is 
consistent on both platforms and reaches the widest possible audience with iOS and 
Android, leading the way in app downloads and hardware capabilities.  
 
The usability of the applications ensures the user has quick access to recording and 
uploading content, taking into consideration the vast differences in the user’s technical skills 
both with mobile technology, but also creating and uploading video content, as this may be a 
first for some users. Clear buttons with few screens and fast navigation make the app easy 
to get in and out of - a key to making sure the app is used and comes with minimal barriers 
for the user. 
 
Public and patient involvement: 
 
Version 1 of ‘ifOnly’ was produced and tested by a patient panel consisting of carers of those 
with dementia; all new to smart phone technology.  The consensus was that the video 
function was easy to use, but the upload time was unsatisfactory and connectivity 
problematic, when relying on 3G rather than Wi-Fi.  The high costs of iPhones were also 
highlighted by the panel.   
 
Accordingly, version 2 was developed, overcoming the technical and usability problems, and 
released in apple and android stores.  In response to feedback that smart phones were not 
accessible to all, a Research Assistant co-ordinated events to meet local people and patient 
groups, and conducted home visits with University smart phones to make filming open to all.  
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Local advertising was also placed in the media, and the app was part of a public 
demonstration of research in the University, called ‘Images of Research’. 
 
User participation: 
 
In total, over 100 films from the public were uploaded.  Their content is wide ranging, from 
people diagnosed with/experiencing arthritis and find it painful to pour a heavy kettles, to 
those who cannot push operate a vacuum cleaner due to back pain.  Members of the public 
either submit their recording themselves, using the instructions in our demonstration video 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8vOyqZg7Hlo&feature=youtu.be and on the app, or via 
organised events, which we co-ordinated.  In some instances, members of the public had a 
carer who spoke on their behalf.  Our established relationship with the Carer’s Network in 
Bath and our own Bath R&D public and patient carers research panel, were valuable in 
reaching the target population.  We also established relations with other carers groups, such 
as the Care Forum in Bristol and promoted the app at the local Age UK and local Pain and 
other patient group meetings.   
 
Social media: 
 
A community of interest, to promote the competition and app, was developed with designers 
via the ifOnly webpage, http://www.ifonlyitworked.com/, which displays the films, and also via 
social media, using Facebook and twitter accounts (Ifonlyitworked) to connect with new and 
emerging innovators and designers with an interest in inclusive design.  
 
Competition: 
 
To enter the competition we encouraged design students to draw upon creative talent and 
utilise novel ideas, materials and techniques to design a product that would be suitable to be 
sold to members of the public.  We suggested they study the challenges presented on our 
YouTube channel to help to inspire innovative design solutions.   In addition, our Research 
Assistant visited Universities offering relevant product design courses to promote the 
competition, and provided a simulation exercise for students to illustrate how the design 
process affects the needs of different stakeholders.  

We stipulated that entries must include visual representation. This could be hand-drawn or 
the designer could use computer software and submit the design electronically as a PDF.  
We also required written documentation, which discussed how the unique design features of 
your product might assist and improve users’ day to day life.  Lastly, we asked for a 
consideration of what kind of people might use this product, what materials might it be made 
from and what the designer had done to make the product aesthetically appealing and user-
friendly. 

The judging criteria considered the following aspects: universal design– we welcomed 
products which can be used by people with a wide range of functional and cognitive abilities.  
Cost – we asked students to design their product so that it can be produced and purchased 
affordably. 
Aesthetics – we stressed: whilst your product should clearly be functional, aesthetics are 
also important.  Usability – we asked that the product should be effective, simple and easy to 
use.  Lastly, we highlighted innovation – we requested that the design should be unique and 
imaginative. 

The competition was open to all UK residents over 18 years of age who were in higher 
education.  Multiple entries were allowed.  The University of Bath granted ownership of any 
intellectual property rights in submitted design to the originator. 
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Over 70 applications were received and the five strongest entries, as decided by the author 
with advice from a business expert, were selected for ultimate consideration by our judging 
panel.  We will present the award for the winning entry at an inclusive design (called UX 
matters) event held in Bath, UK, on the 10th May 2013. Also, trophies will be given to all 
finalists. The day will feature relevant talks from researchers who have practised user 
centred design, a commercialisation expert and an author in product design plus stands from 
the Design Council, research groups, and industry representatives.  The day will end with an 
opportunity to network over lunch.   
 
ifOnly event: 
 
All finalists were invited to a film making session on the 13th April in Bath, where we 
discussed what led them to their ideas, the challenges they faced while developing their 
design and their experience of the competition generally.  We also asked about their course, 
their place of stay and hopes for the future.  The film will be screened at the ifOnly event of 
the 10th May and will also feature on our website.   
 
In addition, we have invited all finalists to an ifOnly pre dinner, where they can meet with the 
judges and competition organisers in an informal and more relaxed setting and take advice 
on the best way to promote their design concept, protect the intellectual property and 
commercialise their product.   
 
Results 
 
Although The University of Bath agreed to keep all entries confidential for the purposes of 
protecting intellectual property, the 5 finalists have provided vignettes which give a flavour of 
their concept without revealing technical details.  The competition was won by Simon Lyons, 
who conceptualised a simple yet elegant cutting device for people with arthritis and other 
grip problems.  Simon is a 4th year student at the Loughborough University studying Product 
Design Mechanical Engineering.   
 
Other finalists included Leanne George, who is in her first year of a BSc in Product Design in 
Nottingham Trent University.  She invented the key hole catcher which provides a simple but 
highly useful solution for those struggling to unlock their door with a key, due to hand 
tremors.   
 
Samuel Clarke, a first year student in Product Design from Brunel University developed the 
‘Steady Write’.  With the proposed design, Samuel suggested an ergonomic design which 
helped those with poor grip and thus difficulties with writing.    
 
Martynas Gailiusas is in his second year, again in Product Design, at University of Bradford 
and designed ‘Easy Boil’.  He was inspired by one of the videos in the app and responded to 
the difficulties encountered by people who have problems using a traditional kettle due to its 
heavy weight.   
 
Lastly, James Bristow, studying in his second year of 3D Design at Falmouth College, came 
up with his Counterweight Cutlery design.  James entered the competition with a thoroughly 
tested and highly aesthetically pleasing cutlery concept which was designed to minimise 
hand tremors and allow for independent feeding. 
 
In terms of access, we have had over 50 downloads of the app and 19, 976 hits on 
YouTube, so the material and resources were utilised.  Our Twitter channel was also 
popular, with re-tweets to significant design groups with high membership. 
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All judges agreed the level of entry was high, and the 5 finalists all demonstrated novel and 
feasible ideas, which all addressed self-management and independent living in the 
community.  At the filming event, all finalists agreed that the competition experience had 
been a positive and valuable one. 
 
Discussion: 
 
Given the engagement with the competition by designers, the quality and relevance of the 
entries, the number of films made and viewing statistics, the ifOnly app appears to be a 
promising tool to provide the infrastructure for crowd-sourced collaborations.   The concept 
of ifOnly could be part of a toolkit which would help foster innovation and connection 
between designers and those with chronic conditions, and facilitate participatory design. 

Methodologically, this approach is linked to the open innovation business model, where 
companies outsource the collation of ideas [5].  This is normally in a commercial context and 
continues on to co-development of products [23].  IfOnly has the potential to be expanded 
into co-design and co-creation with users and offers scope to mine this user driven 
intelligence.   

In traditional participatory design, practitioners and researchers are encountering limitations 
with user focused methods [16], so success stories from consumer businesses who have 
created virtual innovation groups are of interest [13].  For example, businesses such as Nike 
have developed open source forums on the web, where new basketball shoes are debated 
and developed by users - http://niketalk.com/f/ 

The advantage of ifOnly is that it allows virtual participation from a wide range of users, 
though active engagement with community groups.  This should avoid perceived needs to be 
dominated by a few strong voices, or a one dimensional concern, such as utility.  Although 
there was no deep quality control of the submitted films, only the most relevant films need be 
studied by designers.  In the same way, open innovation company, Apache server software, 
only incorporate the best suggestions from consumers into its revised IT products, which are 
then distributed [21]. 

IfOnly also offers an ethical solution.  When a community is faced with a problem, it needs a 
method to communicate these shared concerns and interests.  Community activity groups 
have successfully used the web to engage with multiple users for town planning 
consultations [3].  Other self organised groups, such as radio amateurs’ hobbyist have also 
found ways to make innovations available to others, through their broadcasts [2].  IfOnly 
provides a communication route for those with chronic conditions. These activities are in the 
spirit of advancing interests of those marginalised or resource poor, and also have the 
potential to enrich the scope and depth of participatory design [11].   

Manufacturers are also beginning to see the commercial advantage of designing for those 
with disabilities and chronic conditions.  As many older adults in the West have average 
disposal incomes, this is an important consumer target [19].  In addition, many adults are 
looking at older age as a time for fulfill personal ambitions [8], so products which make the 
management of older age, and finding ways to remain independent, become increasingly 
important consumer needs [15]. Carroll et al [4] confirms that the chances of successful 
design is much higher if consumer input is directly included.   

Some limitations of ifOnly are noted.  The author was contacted by several designers who 
wanted to meet with members of the public who had posted films.  However due to their 
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vulnerable condition and other sensitivities, this was not possible.  Instead advice was 
provided by a local Occupational Health Therapist with awareness of user involvement and 
participatory design, who worked for a local medical engineering charity. 

It is acknowledged that an evaluation of the merits of the design was managed through the 
judging process, including a consideration of fit for purpose, for the users.  Indeed one of the 
users was from a disability advocacy group.  However, the extent to which ideas were 
triggered by the films of other experiences from the designers was not known.  But since the 
spirit of ifOnly was to increase awareness of user issues and difficulties faced, this was not 
felt to be a significant issue.   

It is also noted that this project is not resource free as it required a champion to promote the 
competition in Universities, to manage the competition and interact with community groups.  
We were fortunate to have funding support from KT-EQUAL (www.kt-equal.org.uk) and 
Health Innovation Technology project, both Engineering and Physical Sciences Research 
Council research projects led by Professor Eccleston.  However once established, given that 
platforms such as YouTube is open source and the app is freely downloadable, the ifOnly 
project could continue under its own steam.   

Conclusion 

This project has shown that an app with video capability and access to open source 
platforms such as YouTube can be used to engage with people in order to gain insight into 
the problems and difficulties they face each day and inspire product designers to provide 
innovative solutions.  In particular, ifOnly demonstrates the potential valuable connection 
between users and designers via social technology.   

With the ifOnly crowd sourcing technique, we gain an insight into users, into their needs and, 
therefore, gain a broader understanding with how products relate to users, potentially in a 
globalised setting to which the app can easily be applied. This technique also generates 
critical information for industry which risks losing the customers if they don’t keep closely 
engaged.  It also helps to focus the energy and talents of their designers and innovators.   

The last words to Bruce Mau [24] – ‘Collaborate. The space between people working 
together is filled with conflict, friction, strife, exhilaration, delight, and vast creative potential’. 
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Towards an Empowering Tangible 
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Abstract
The seven principles of Universal Design, such as ”4. Perceptible Information” and ”5. 
Tolerance for errors”, are formulated from the design’s or system’s perspective. The 
principles focus on the qualities of the system or design, not on the value of use, the 
long time experience and use by many different people. Nor do the principles embrace a 
cultural and social understanding of the value of things, designs and situations.  
In this paper we argue for the necessity to broaden this narrow system or product design 
perspective, when designing to empower diverse users. Our field of study is musical and 
cross-media Tangible Interaction Design, where multimedia computer capabilities are 
included in everyday objects. Our goal is to motivate social and musical co-creation for 
families with disabled children to improve their health and quality of life. To extend our 
design thinking, practice and understanding of a design’s value, meaning and 
empowering potential, we build on a humanistic health approach, resource-oriented 
thinking, Positive psychology and Empowerment philosophy. In the paper we present 
and discuss how we design cross-media, interactive, tangible and musical things to 
motivate and empower a variety of users in our on-going RHYME project.  

Keywords 
Universal Design, Tangible Interaction, Musical interaction, Multi-sensory environment, 
Empowerment, Resource-Oriented 
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Introduction 
The seven principles of Universal Design, like ”4. Perceptible Information” and ”5. 
Tolerance for errors” is formulated from the design’s or system’s perspective. The 
principles focus on the qualities of the system or design, not on the value of use, or the 
long time experience and use of many people. In this paper we will argue that this 
narrow system or product design perspective overlook important aspects of design like 
the diversity of the users and uses, but also of the value and culture of designs and 
things. By broadening the perspective and focus on users’ diversity, long time 
experience of many users and use, we will argue that it will change our way of 
“designing for all”. Things and technology might empower or disempower the user 
depending on the designs thoroughness and use in the situation and over time.  

Figure 1: Family Musicking in Wave Carpet 
 
Designing empowering things is much more demanding than what “Intuitive Use”, 
“Perceptible Information” and “Tolerance for Error” express, because it demands a 
deeper understanding of why and how we use and relate to things over time, insight in 
the value and culture of designs and things from knowledge fields like sociology, social 
anthropology and health related fields.  
In this paper we argue based on practical Research by Design cases from our ongoing 
research project RHYME [29]. Our project goal is to create tangible interactive 
multimedia things that motivate families with disabled children to co-create together. We 
build on a humanistic health approach, and use Resource-Oriented thinking, Positive 
psychology and empowerment philosophy to expand our design thinking and practice.  
Our design field, Tangible Interaction [25], where computer capabilities is included in 
everyday objects is a fast developing design discipline and is of great importance for the 
Universal Design field [7]. It is closely related to fields like Assistive Technology [7], and 
combines both physical aspects, typically designed by industrial designers, with interface 
design, typically designed by interaction designers. It is a challenging area for Universal 
Design because it can and should not be divided into hardware and software, because it 
is the combination and hybridisation that represent unique possibilities for the Universal 
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Design community. Tangible Interaction Design represents sensorial, narrative and 
social possibilities by its hybridisation of hardware such as materials, structures and 
sensors and software that can remember, learn and respond intelligently. And that are 
networked to other cultures and communities of things and people through the Internet. 
These possibilities are easily overlooked if we divide the design challenge into physical 
industrial “shell design” and the interface software design, and leave out the service de-
sign dimensions. 
Working with physical interactive technology we also build on an actorial understanding 
of technology inspired by sociologist Bruno Latour, and his hybrid understanding of the 
relation between people and technology [16]. Latour points out that things and tech-
nology are not only tools with functions for specific predefined tasks as Heidegger and 
his followers focus on [15], but rather complex mediators of power and meaning [16]. 
Empowerment philosophy developed on the same ground as Universal Design, the 
human rights movement, where participation and equality is common ground [20]. 
Resource-oriented thinking has learned us to focuses on people’s abilities not on their 
diagnosis, weaknesses and special needs [2, 22]. Things that have the goal to empower 
should not only “tolerate errors” as the 5th UD Principle demands, but provide the users 
with positive challenging experiences. Further it should make the user able to develop 
his knowledge and capabilities to act and master over time. Empowerment thinking also 
emphasises the right to participate and build equal social relations over time. So 
empowering things should offer the users the ability to create, collaborate and 
strengthen relationships. Here the hybrid thing, the Tangible Interaction Designs, that 
combines cultural things with network and computer capabilities (also called Internet of 
Things), offers new and exciting possibilities for empowerment in the Universal Design 
community as we have discussed in earlier papers [4, 7]. 
The paper is structured in the following way: First we present the approaches we 
consider relevant in order to expand the design perspective. Secondly we present the 
RHYME project, its goals and methods. We present 3 cases and generations of designs 
in our project, and because of the limited space here, some examples of how we reason 
and design to make them empowering for diverse users. Lastly we summarise the 
current stage of the project and our design suggestions pointing towards an Empowering 
Tangible Interaction Design for Diversity.  

Extending the Perspective 
What is a Designed Interactive Thing? 
Things are not only physical objects with shape that offers and affords functionality or 
beauty. Things also structure actions, relations and are defined by and define the user 
mutually by the cultural and genre competence the user possesses, like social 
anthropologist Appadurai points out in his book “The social life of things” [1]. Things are 
also complex mediators of meaning, relations, actions and power that sociologist Bruno 
Latour has shown in his work within sociology and technology [16]. His work has been of 
great importance for the HCI and Interaction Design fields, in particular his Actor 
Network Theory and theory of mediation [16]. Latour shows how things can act, not only 
as neutral objects or tools, but as active actors, or actants, as he calls them, with abilities 
to influence scientific results and everyday life. So based on this insight we should take 
all these perspectives into consideration when designing, not only focus on shape and 
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use of a single isolated thing, like industrial designers often do. Service Design usually 
takes into account experiences that develop over time, but seldom the cultural 
perspective and consequence of their design. Their business oriented background and 
goal, seldom focus on the consequences on ethical value, meaning and power 
structures the design creates and maintain, but rather on the market potential and return 
on investment. But like Latour points out we negotiate meaning and relation through use 
of things [16]. Again, things are not only efficient and functional tools like Heidegger and 
his followers focus on [15].  

Expanding the Role of the Thing 
In an earlier paper we have discussed how tangible interactive things containing both 
materials such as textile, computer components like sensors and speakers controlled by 
“intelligent” software, have many more layers of possibilities than physical things and 
computers isolated [4]. They can be programmed to react immediately and strongly on a 
weak action, like an electronic instrument, and just therefore offers great possibilities for 
the Universal Design community [7, 18, 19]. But the interactive things can also be 
programmed to answer intelligently and delayed like a human being in a communication 
situation, in a close by or in another room, just to give an example. Computers can be 
programmed to listen, learn and remember, and here lies great empowering possibilities 
for the Universal Design community and Assistive Technology [7]. Interactive things can 
be programmed for instance to motivate interaction, stimulate initiative, development of 
mastery and social interaction [4]. 

Empowerment thinking, Positive psychology and Resource-Orientation 
The Empowerment concept and thinking grew out of the civil rights movement in the 
1960s-1970s, and is connected to political, democratic and humanistic values [20], the 
same ground that the field of Universal Design is grounded on. In psychology, empower-
ment is related to preventive thinking, which is anti-medical and anti-psychiatric [7]. The 
focus is on self-actualisation, concentrating on the abilities and strengths of the person, 
not on their diagnosis or weaknesses. The goal is to improve vitality, self-esteem, social 
relationships and participation, through mutual and equal, positive relation building 
experiences [7, 18, 19]. Empowerment is always situated in a context, and is happening 
and unfolding in culture, where every situation is different.  
From resource-oriented thinking we have learned to focus on peoples abilities, not on 
their diseases, weaknesses or special needs [2, 22]. From Positive psychology we know 
that stimulation of positive experiences motivate interaction [24], while failing ends up 
with demotivation and fatigue [19].  

The relational concept of Musicking 
Within music the famous musicologist and composer Christopher Small has developed 
the concept of “musicking ”, which is a very interesting concept for design. With the word 
“musicking” Small moves music from being an Art Work to an equal meaning making 
and relation building activity. Play, listen, sing, dance, clap and shake are for Small 
equal meaning making and relation building activities, where one expresses one’s 
identity in and with music and music related activities in everyday situation. This concept 
has been used by health related fields like Music Therapy. Interesting from a design 
point of view is that Small incorporates both the power structures of the architecture of 
the concert hall, but also the whole service journey as part of the musical meaning 
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making activity, and how physical and virtual “touch points” maintain and produce 
meaning and culture. 

Designing for Musicking 
In the humanist health approach we build on health as an experience of wellbeing rather 
than cure from illness [2]. Music in an empowering health context, then becomes a 
resource for health promotion. The music therapist and researcher Randi Rolvsjord has 
thoroughly presented and argued for a resource and empowerment oriented perspective 
in Music Therapy [21, 22]. The focus is on the abilities and strengths of the person, not 
on their diagnosis or weaknesses. The goal is to improve vitality, self-esteem, social 
relationships and participation through mutual and equal, positive relation building 
musical experiences [23]. To design empowering tangible interaction designs with such 
goals, the challenges shift from the interface design and Universal Design principles’ 
perspective, to the relation building potentialities of the interactive things. The focus 
shifts from controlling the interface to motivate social interaction, co-creation and 
“musicking” [26]. Tangible interaction designs that motivate “Musicking” between people 
with different competencies, abilities and motivations to interact and communicate 
together on equal terms. To achieve our health goals the interactive things must evoke
positive feelings, be able to master and be challenging over time, create and strengthen 
social relations and offer a shared experience of meaning.  

The extended Design Challenge 
When designing, and specially when designing for people with special needs, we have 
to take all this knowledge and these perspectives into consideration when designing: 
How does the thing we design mediate the negotiation of meaning, actions and 
relations? Does the designed thing open up for negotiation, or does it give one user the 
right to define what it is or how it should be used? Does it invite to many ways to use it 
and relate to it? Or does it encourage a “right” way to use it, for instance described in the 
user handbook, the way the designer has decided to use it right. By describing a way to 
use it in a user hand book the designer takes the role to define the right way to use it, 
and thereby other uses to be secondary or wrong. The designer thereby sets herself in 
the position to define what is right. This definition power as we have learned from Michel 
Foucault [13] is an important power position we have to understand the consequence of. 
Do we want to promote this power position and is it in line with empowerment and 
resource-oriented thinking? We will argue that the answer is no. How the designed thing 
structures actions, choices, relations and power in a Foucauldian sense, is something 
we as designers have to take deeply into consideration when designing and 
acknowledging diversity. Consciously rejecting words like Universal and Inclusive, 
because of the insight in the definition of power. Focus on the persons strengths and 
abilities, not their special needs, weaknesses and diagnosis the designed thing has to 
offer: many positive experiences, no wrongs or failing, many ways to vitality and self-
expression, the ability to act and build competence (mastering), many ways to 
strengthen mutual social relations, diverse ways to share and participate and create 
meaning to be empowering. In the following we will present some practical examples of 
how we try to answer this design challenge. 
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The RHYME project 
Background and Goal 
The framework and basis for this paper is our ongoing RHYME project, financed by The 
Research Council of Norway through the VERDIKT programme [29]. The project is a 
multidisciplinary project between the Centre for Music and Health at the Norwegian 
Academy of Music, the Institute of Design at Oslo School of Architecture and Design 
(AHO) and the Institute of Informatics at the University of Oslo. The goal of the RHYME 
project is to improve health and life quality for persons with severe disabilities, with the 
use of tangible and musical interactive things: These interactive things are computer 
based, networked and multimodal things, which communicate following musical, 
narrative and communicative principles. They are interactive, social, intelligent things 
that motivate people to play, communicate and co-create, and thereby hopefully reduce 
passivity and isolation, and strengthen health and well-being. 
Through the five years (2010-2015) the project will last we will develop new generations 
of tangible interactive things every year focusing on different user situations. The first 
year we started testing an older installation [28] to create a common ground in the 
project. The second year and generation we worked with all thinkable multimedia 
possibilities and wired solutions. The third year and generation we focused on mobile 
technology with the limitation wireless and current battery possibilities offered. The last 
year we will build social media solutions and distributed solutions connecting interaction 
between different places such as at home and on the street, or between homes. [29] 

Method – Multidisciplinary, Research-by-Design and Action oriented 
The RHYME project is multidisciplinary, joining competences from Music Therapy, Music 
and Health, Psychology, Industrial Design, Interaction Design, Musicology, Music 
Composition, Computer Science and Universal Design. 
Our design research methodology is user-centered and practice based, where we 
develop knowledge through design of new generations of interactive things discussed in 
earlier papers [3, 27]. Our user studies are action oriented and multidisciplinary. We 
work together with 5 families that test, discuss and suggest solutions and changes. 
During the test period we make changes based on our observations and discussions in 
the project and with focus group members. During 2nd Generation we observed 5 
children interacting together with their care persons. We made 4 different actions over a 
period of 1 month at a school for children with special needs. From one action to the 
other, we made changes based on the previous action, weekly user surveys, 
observations and multidisciplinary discussions. All sessions were video recorded from 
three angles to get as rich material and understanding as possible. From the last mobile 
3rd Generation of interactive things was tested by the five children’s families, including 
grand parents and siblings. 

1st Generation – ORFI 
The first empirical study in the RHYME project was of the ORFI installation (Fig. 2), 
created earlier by three project members [28]. ORFI consists of 20 pyramid shaped soft 
modules and a dynamic video wall. The modules are made in black textile and come in 
three different sizes from 30 to 90 centimetres. Most of the soft black pyramids, the 
ORFI modules, have orange origami shaped “wings” mounted with an orange 
transparent light stick along one side. The “wings” contain bendable sensors. By 
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interacting with the wings the user creates changes in light, video and music. Two 
orange modules contain microphones. The black wing-less modules contain speakers. 

ORFI – Empowering Design Choices 
ORFI is shaped as a hybrid, a hybrid between furniture, an instrument and a toy, in order 
to motivate different interpretations, interaction forms, activity levels and relations [4]. 
One can sit down in it as in a chair or play on it as on an instrument, with immediate 
response to interaction. Or one can talk, sing and play with it, as with a friend and a co-
musician in a communicative way, where ORFI answers vary musically after some time, 
what we call shifted response [5]. Every module contains a micro computer and a radio 
device, so they can communicate wirelessly with each other. The modules can be 
connected together in a Lego-like manner into large interactive landscapes, both as a 
possibility for self expression and to mediate different interaction forms (interior design, 
sleeping to sound). Or, the modules can be spread out in a radius of 100 meters. So one 
can interact with each other sitting close or far away from each other. There is no central 
point in the installation, instead it is like a field [8] of many potentialities. The users can 
look at each other or at the dynamic video they create together. Or one can just chill out 
and feel the vibrations from the music sitting in the largest modules as an immersive, 
ambient, experience. There are many ways to interact, focus and gain sensorial 
stimulating positive experiences. The ORFI installation contains 8 different genres of 
music and related dynamic video tapestry to choose between from more traditional Jazz, 
Funk, Noise to Disco, Classic music, Film sounds and possibility to create your own 
music with your voice and change and play with it in the ORFI landscape. So there are 
many ways to express one self and develop social relations in ORFI. But also develop 
relations to ORFI itself: competence in playing a genre, different ways to create the 
physical landscape or tag the modules physically in order to personalise ORFI. Just to 
mention three examples. Shape-vice ORFI’s pyramid shape is open to many 
interpretations, from being a traditional pillow, a birdlike toy, a boat with sails, to an 
instrument to control with high precision, or just a modular soft landscape to rest on and 
with. Every corner of the pyramid has a rubber hook to be buildable as building blocks.  

Observations, Findings and New Challenges for Generation 2 
In our many observations of ORFI we have seen very many ways to interact with and in 
ORFI described in earlier papers [4, 6, 7]. Some treat ORFI like an electronic instrument 
to perform advanced sound synthesis, some use it for pillow war and treat and talk about 
it as a toy. The many music genres to choose between becomes an important source to 
chose, decide and perform power and self regulation [23]. We observe over and over 
again how softer music is chosen after some time with louder and faster music types.  
From our action oriented, multidisciplinary user study we found several weaknesses with 
ORFI, and many desired qualities, that we wanted for a new generation of interactive 
things; In particular the music therapists and music and health professionals wanted the 
sound source to be close to the interaction place, similar to how acoustic instruments 
work. Equally, we wanted a closer relation between the interaction place (sensor) and 
the light output. For interactive objects, it means to place the input sensor close to the 
speaker. This is a complex design challenge regarding wireless objects, object size and 
weight, sensor qualities, sound quality and wireless sound transmission. We also wanted 
to explore more sensory stimulation like vibrators and stronger speakers, and create 
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more easily enabled input sensors. Finally we wanted to be able to integrate 
microphone, speakers and camera for new cross-media interaction possibilities. 

2rd Generation – Wave 
As an answer to the described challenges we created the Wave Carpet (see Fig 1). It is 
a seven-branched carpet of the size 3.5 x 3.8 meters. Two branches or “arms” contain 
digital bend sensors. Two “arms” contain accelerometers, which register movement in 
three directions. One “arm”, in the middle, contains a microphone, and the last two 
contain projector and web camera. All arms have orange velvet tops that light up during 
interaction. To activate the camera and projector, the user holds on the orange, soft, 
velvet touch sensors, and the light on the microphone lights up, reacting to the sound 
level, and records when activated by relatively higher sounds. The carpet is filled with 
different kinds of fill that gives it a “landscape” structure. The carpet “body” contains 
speakers, vibrator, camera, pico projector and computer. It doesn’t run on battery power 
since it is connected to a wall socket [29].  

Wave – Empowering Design Choices 
To offer empowering qualities in Wave we made a lot of design choices that in several 
ways differ from traditional functionalistic and “less is more” design ideals. We wanted to 
offer many different ways to interact and get positive experiences for diverse users; One 
can sit or lie on it and just experience the musical vibration of the speakers and strong 
vibrator. One can sit opposite each other and operate it like a game control device. Or 
just concentrate on one arm and develop competence. For instance, just move the 
accelerator arm in any way, play on the two synthetic voices with the arms containing 
bend sensors, or use the microphone and play back the recorded input dynamically with 
the accelerometers. Or one can use the camera to capture the players, use the camera 
and microphone, interact socially with two microphones and projecting what the camera 
records, just to explain some possibilities to play alone, develop competence to play with 
mastery and co-create with others [29].  

Observations, Findings and New Challenges for Generation 3 
During the test period we observed that users interpreted and explored the carpet in very 
different ways. We have earlier presented these in more detail [3]. Here we will only 
summarise some of our findings. The most important was that we observed very diverse 
use of the Wave carpet. Some sat on it gently and treated it like a creature and often 
talked about it as an octopus. Others jumped around on it and treated it as a trampoline. 
Some were inspired by interaction with the camera in one arm, and projected on the wall 
by holding the other arm containing the pico projector. Many were occupied by talking to 
the microphone and letting the carpet answer in a turn-taking manner. And others just 
relaxed and felt the vibration onto the body. 

3rd Generation – Reflect 
Reflect is the name of the 3rd Generation of interactive things. The current version 
consists of two mobile interactive things containing a computer (iPod Touch), sensors 
(bend and touch), speakers, LEDs and a RFID reader. One thing is shaped as an 
abstract creature with a “head” and “trunk” or like a soft banjo with body and a long neck 
(see Fig 3). The “trunk” or “neck” contains the RFID reader and a bend sensor, while the 
head or body contains most of the lights and sensors. Further, Reflect includes a system 
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of RFID-tags that is connected to different common and more abstract things, like 
slippers to wear, kitchen pots, tools and music instruments to use or play on and toys to 
play with. Further there are more abstract objects like fury balls to cuddle and smell to 
evoke arousal and expand the sensorial experience. Currently we have around 100 
different things with RFID tags to play on and with by using one of the Reflect tangibles. 
They all play differently relating to what Scene the user has chosen with the RFID 
reader. We currently have 8 different Scenes such as ABBA’s Mamma Mia, and we 
continuously create new ones [29]. 

Reflect – Empowering Design Choices 
The Shape and physical design of Reflect designed to be as ambiguous as possible to 
open up for many interpretations, interaction forms and ways to relate. To offer the user 
many positive experiences we use several media (light, sound, tactility), structures 
(round soft head sized and grip sized long bouncing “trunk”), materials (contrasting 
textile such as white silk, yellow velvet and black wool) and responses, both direct and 
shifted [5]. To offer many ways for self-expression we use several media, many ways to 
relate (e.g. playing on and sleeping with), many tagged objects to choose and Scenes to 
express and self-regulate emotions with, and narrative music paths to follow, just to give 
some examples of how we designed Reflect to motivate co-creation and to empower.  

Observations, Findings and New Challenges for Generation 4 
During the test period of Reflect there were many family constellations that joined the 
test. Some for example came with the father and grandmother on one occasion, and 
father and siblings on another. We observed many interaction forms, intensity levels and 
use sequences that varied over the hour they played with Reflect every time. One girl 
used the Reflect creature both like a tool to activate the RFID tags connected to all the 
objects, just to see what and how they sang. Later during the test she used Reflect as a 
sleeping and glowing companion, as a guitar to hang over her head and play on, as a 
stretching fitness machine and as a co-musician. Many of the children talked into 
Reflects trunck, expecting it to be a microphone there, since both Wave and ORFI had 
microphones (the reason for not including a microphone this time was technical only). 
The many RFID tagged objects made the children explore in many ways both musically 
by developing a complex musical choir, physically by the differences in shape, material 
and ways to interact with them in diverse ways and socially by engaging the whole family 
in various ways. The earlier mentioned girl showed her grandmother how to interact with 
the trunk to make the different things sing together, while the father played on the 
maracas drum activating the RFID tag to add an electronic maracas sound to his own 
drumming. The tagged things were used for wondering about what it had to say or sing, 
but also in a traditional manner as mentioned with the drum. But they were also used to 
develop mastery in pace by speedy activation of the tags to develop the music faster 
and thereby develop musical competence. The children very fast became surprisingly 
competent to handle the most of the basic possibilities and very fast took on the role of 
teaching the rest of their family, a role they didn’t get to have very often.  
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Figure 2: Father and Girl in ORFI                               Figure 3: Man interacting with Reflect 

Conclusion – Empowering Qualities and Design for Diversity 
Our goal with this paper is to contribute to the field of Tangible Interaction Design related 
to Universal Design and Inclusive Design challenges with our perspectives and practical 
experience from the field. By focusing on the empowering potential of interactive things 
when designing, we have argued for a need to broaden our focus compared to the 
narrow product design perspective the Universal Design principles represent. As we 
have a goal to empower our users we have to incorporate a deeper understanding of 
how things mediate social and cultural meanings, actions, our narratives and relations 
for diverse users over time. Based on this goal we have presented and argued with 
practical design examples from an on-going research project for design qualities 
interactive things should have to be empowering. We have presented several examples 
of such design qualities to argue for our view. We have suggested that tangible 
interaction design should have the following qualities to be empowering. The tangible 
Interaction Design should offer the users: 

• Many roles to take, interpretations to make of the design, and the design must 
be consistent with its character to create adequate expectations. 

• Many positive experiences to make in every situation, where there are no
wrong actions or failing possibilities, where there are few dependencies and no 
closed paths and there are many ways to experience vitality and self-expression. 

• Many ways to act and build competence and mastering in every situation 
based on the role and the interpretation the user take and make. So there have 
to be many paths to take, many sequences to perform and many narratives to 
build, therefore it should have few dependencies in sequences. 

• Many ways to develop and build relations to things, people, actions (e.g. 
mastering) and experiences (expectation based on narrative structures and 
competence). In other words many ways to share, relate, participate and create 
meaning over time. 

These design qualities’ ideals point towards an ambiguous, open and relation oriented 
design, where there are multiple possible relations to physical, visual, spatial, temporal 
and role based relations the user can choose and realise through use (improvisation) in 
every situation. In our opinion these design demands expand the perspective of the 
Universal Design principles with a more complex understanding of the relation between 
people and design. 
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Abstract 
India has one of the worst rates of maternal and infant dates in the world. While 
government initiatives and extensive work by NGOs have reduced the Maternal Mortality 
Rate (MMR) in the past decade, actual targets for achieving UN’s millennium 
development goals remain far from sight. Under the Rural Health Mission established in 
2005, there is a focus on building last-mile capabilities by training local women as health 
workers. This paper describes the learning gained from a design project which aimed at 
designing systems using mobile technologies that promote well-being by looking at the 
ecosystem from the perspective of the community. 
The paper introduces the current macro-level scenario of maternal health in India. 
Findings from field research which conducted with health workers, the would-be mothers 
they serve and the communities in which they work are discussed next.  This is followed 
by the delineation of the multi-step iterative process that was followed to develop 
emotionally resonant solutions for the well-being of would-be mothers and health 
workers. The paper concludes with how this inclusive approach created a new solution 
at multiple touch points and discusses how designing for communities is a viable 
approach for tackling the holistic well-being of an expecting mother in rural India.   
 
Keywords 
Maternal Health, community health, ASHA workers, ICT4D,  
 

Introduction 
India along with Nigeria accounts for 1/3 of the total maternal deaths across the world. 
While the maternal mortality rate has dropped from 400 in 1990 to 210 in 2010, there is 
a maternal death every 10 minutes in India. 56,000 mothers die annually while 309,000 
babies die within the first 24 hours of being born in India every year.  
Improving maternal health is one of the eight Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) 
adopted by the international community in 2000. Under MDG5, countries committed to 
reducing maternal mortality by three quarters between 1990 and 2015. Since 1990, 
maternal deaths worldwide have dropped by 47%. The Maternal Mortality Rate (MMR) in 
India recorded a 38 per cent decline in maternal deaths between 1999 and 2009. The 
current (MMR) of India is 212 per one lakh live births, whereas the country`s Millennium 
Development Goal (MDG) in this respect should be 109 per one lakh live births by 2015. 
Under such circumstances, India is likely to miss the MDG related to maternal health. 
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There is a high disparity in the survival rates of the rich and the poor in India. Lack of 
access to primary care, insufficient infrastructure, scarcity of trained personnel and huge 
distances makes it almost impossible for people in rural areas to access timely and 
proper medical care. If all new-borns in India experienced the same survival rates as 
new-borns from the richest Indian families, nearly 360,000 more babies would survive 
each year. 
National Rural Health Mission (NRHM) is an Indian health program for improving health 
care delivery across rural India. The mission, initially mooted for 7 years (2005-2012), is 
run by the Ministry of Health. The scheme proposes a number of new mechanism for 
healthcare delivery including training local residents as Accredited Social Health 
Activists (ASHA),[1] and the Janani Surakshay Yojana (motherhood protection program). 
NRHM aims to reduce the ever-burgeoning mortality rates and advocates ensuring 
quality maternal and child health in a village through a community-based approach. By 
selecting health workers from the community to focus on the health and nutrition of a 
mother and the child, the government aims to create a cadre of front-line health workers 
for delivering last mile care to villages.  
Under the Accredited Social Health Worker Activist (ASHA) initiative, young women from 
a community are chosen to focus on pre-natal care of a mother in order to reduce child 
and maternal mortality rates. Each ASHA is between the ages of 24-45 years with a 
minimum of 8 years of formal education. Each ASHA is made to regularly undergo 
training and continuing education. Their mission is to empower women in their own 
communities to make healthy decisions and understand determinants of health, such as 
nutrition, sanitation and hygiene. The ASHAs ensure timely use of existing services by 
acting as a connector to the available health services in times of emergency. The health 
focus for ASHAs is diverse but has a major focus on women and maternal health.  The 
ASHA worker is adequately informed to provide advice on labor, delivery, breast-
feeding, immunizations, contraception, prevention of common infections, and care for 
newborns and young children. These community health advisors are also a resource for 
tangible items like oral rehydration therapy (ORT), iron folic acid tablets, and 
contraceptive materials, items that are invaluable to newborn and child health, maternal 
health, and family planning methods. The ASHA program has great potential to improve 
key maternal health indicators and pilot studies have been extremely successful.  
 
Ever since the introduction of ASHA workers, there have been multiple research projects 
using handheld mobile technologies for better functioning of the system. However, most 
of these projects aim to make the connection between doctor and patients efficient 
without considering the needs, wants and desires of the ASHA worker. While the 
government mandate of ASHA workers paints them as motivated and capable workers, 
the reality on the field is much different.  
 
The current system designs for introducing mobile technologies fail to consider the deep-
rooted and socio-cultural prejudices of the community in which the ASHAs operate. The 
current way of working does not empower ASHAs and they are often left to fend for their 
own selves with substandard training, inadequate medical inventory support and no 
access to medical facilities on field.  Consequently, expectant mothers in rural India have 
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no understanding of what to expect from the ASHA worker and they are unable to 
effectively utilize their presence.  
This paper describes the research and design of a system by beginning to understand 
how things happen in from the point of view of expectant mothers and ASHA workers. 
The designers used a participatory frame-work and ethnography tools to collect and 
understand the issues face by the health workers on the field and to understand the 
emotions and mental models of patients being serviced by these health workers. The 
analysis of this data gave rise to the broad framework under which design explorations 
were made.  
 

Field Immersion 
To become more aware of the ground realities of the situation, the team visited Primary 
Health Centres, Sub Centres and other government centres in and around Mumbai and 
Ahmedabad which are located in the Western part of India. They also spoke to domain 
experts to get a realistic view of the situation on ground. After the initial research, a 
decision was made to conduct field research from a base which had institutional support 
and proven record in improving the situation on-ground. The success of ASHA workers 
depended heavily on the health establishment and the motivation levels of the doctors 
and specialist staff. The goal was to enable design solutions that could be leveraged first 
at a place which had a proven successful record before moving to areas which had no 
support from the Government/NGOs. Such areas need institutional support first before 
technological interventions can be made.  
 
After the initial scouting, the team set upon SEWA Rural as the NGO to work with. 
SEWA is a voluntary development organization involved in health and development 
activities in rural tribal areas in Gujarat, India.  In 1981, they initiated a project to use 
community workers for ensuring better health of mothers. The SEWA Rural project used 
a structure similar that is similar to the structure created later by the Government of India 
with their ASHA project.  The project was so successful that the Govt. of India entrusted 
Jhagadia PHC to SEWA Rural for more than 10 years. The SEWA Rural experiment was 
due to end in March 2011 and the entire community health worker force that had been 
created by them were absorbed to the newly formed ASHA cadre in Gujarat. This gave 
us a good opportunity to compare SEWA trained ASHAs and government-trained 
ASHAs in the same district. SEWA rural was also looking at using mobile phones with its 
ASHA workers and this gave us a tremendous opportunity to carry out design 
explorations on the field.  
 
The field research was divided into following categories which were carried out over a 
duration of 6 weeks: 
• Group Interviews with ASHAs: (n=4) This method involved talking to a group of 5-6 
ASHAs who were new to the job and were being trained at SEWA Rural. Instead of 
directly questioning them, the aim of a focus group interview was to elicit responses and 
thoughts regarding the situation of ASHAs on field, the various problems faced by them 
and the strategies to deal with different situations. 
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• Expert Interviews with Doctors involved with community: (n=6) The doctors 
associated with SEWA Rural have been involved in managing and watching over a 
community of health-care workers for more than 6 years to 18 years in some cases. 
Interviewing them gave us an insight into the exact flow of activities and an idea about 
the key stakeholders of the system and the challenges/breakdowns. 
• Contextual Inquiry with beneficiary mothers/families: (n=12) The area covered by 
SEWA Rural is extremely poor and was very apathetic towards maternal health care at 
the start of the initiative. Also, the region is tribal and extremely backward. 
Interviewing people on the field gave us an idea about the challenges faced by an 
ASHA, the expectations of the people from a community health service and the various 
problems that they see in the system. 
• Fly on the wall Observations of patients at field hospitals, ASHA meetings, field 
visits and training: These observation sessions involved being a silent participant by 
following a master-apprentice model with old ASHAs and young doctors involved in the 
process. This gave us  chance to directly observe the situation on-field. Also, this gave 
me a chance to meet government ASHAs who were not being trained by SEWA Rural to 
create a direct comparison over what was working and what was not. 
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Challenging the Standard: 
designing schools for women in Afghanistan  
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Abstract  
The education system is changing rapidly in Afghanistan, and while certain restrictions have 
eased enough for women and girls to attend school, there is still much to be done in terms of 
creating a gender inclusive school environment. During this time of transition, schools can serve 
as place for community building and socialization–between women, and the greater community. 
Using research generated during the design of a school located in northern Afghanistan, the 
author demonstrates how the Afghan Ministry of Education standard school can be modified to 
better serve female students, and used as an agent in the effort to integrate women and girls 
into contemporary Afghan society. 
 
Keywords  
Gender, Afghanistan, Pedagogy, School Design, Development, Architecture 
 
Introduction 
Providing women access to education has been a difficult undertaking throughout Afghanistan’s 
modern history. Since the US led NATO invasion in 2001, and the subsequent end to Taliban 
rule in the country, the Afghan government–with the help of various international organizations–
has made great strides in establishing an educational infrastructure that is more inclusive of 
women. Previous restrictions forbidding women to attend school have been slowly lifted in some 
parts of the country, while in other areas, women are still discouraged from attending, or worse, 
threatened and subjected to violent attacks. As education for women becomes more widely 
accepted, there are further challenges to be addressed, such as the increased demand for new 
schools across the country. 
 
Major cities in Afghanistan have experienced unprecedented population growth in the past ten 
years due to the return of refugees, soaring birthrates, and the migration of people from the 
countryside to urban areas. Increasingly dominated by youth, almost half of the country’s 
population is under the age of 14. [1] The Afghan Ministry of Education (MoE) estimates that by 
2020, 8.8 million children will require access to primary education; this is an increase of 4 million 
students over a period of ten years. [2] The demand for schools is high in Afghanistan, causing 
overcrowding, and the necessity to operate on a shift schedule in order to educate more 
students using limited space. This problem is further exacerbated by the practice of closing 
schools during the coldest times of the year, in response to a lack of funds for fuel and poorly 
insulated classrooms. 
 
Several international aid organizations are working with the Afghan Ministry of Education to 
meet the need for schools around the country, and while many of these projects follow the 
standardized construction documents provided by the government, the actual performance and 
construction of these buildings leaves much room for improvement. [3] The standardization of 
details and form attempt to impose a uniformity of product and mitigate life-safety hazards, but 
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the school typology does not require a response to community needs or to environmental 
factors such as local climate. (Figs. 1 and 2) Furthermore, schools constructed for female 
students are identical to those constructed for males, although the needs of Afghan women are 
currently quite different than their male counterparts. This “equal” treatment of females ignores 
privacy, security, and public acceptance–issues critical to the success of female educational 
institutions in Afghanistan. In short, the MoE schools meet some very basic requirements, while 
others are not considered. Despite its shortcomings, the standardized school typology in 
Afghanistan has been an important tool for facilitating school construction across the country in 
recent years, and will most likely be the primary model used for future educational infrastructure. 
  

 
Figure 1: Typical Afghan Ministry of Education school.        Figure 2: Afghan Ministry of Education school plan. 
Source: Ayni Education International    Source: Afghan Ministry of Education  
 
The research presented in this paper sheds light on the benefits and advantages of design in an 
area of development where architects typically do not participate. Moving beyond the bare 
necessity of providing a roof over students’ heads is a challenge, but even small improvements 
and additions to the standard school typology could allow MoE schools to better serve their 
female students, and advance the integration of female educational institutions into Afghan 
society. Sensitivity to cultural norms is critical in this endeavor. Although gender roles are 
changing in Afghanistan, it is important to understand the context of custom and culture that 
defines them, and seek solutions that promote the acceptance of women within the framework 
of contemporary Afghan society, with an acknowledgment of established practices. This paper 
proposes several gender sensitive interventions, as well as other design strategies for schools 
that are inclusive of children in general, regardless of their gender.  
 
Project Background 
The research outlined in this paper uses the standard Afghan Ministry of Education school as a 
point of departure for new school designs featuring critical improvements. Architecture students 
at the University of Washington–using an actual school project as a subject of design research–
have devised inclusive design strategies for the soon-to-be constructed Gohar Khaton Girls’ 
School in Mazar-i-Sharif, Afghanistan. Seventeen graduate students participated in the “Afghan 
Studio” during the ten-week autumn quarter of 2012. While the work presented here is 
hypothetical, there have been several opportunities for the student design work to influence 
decisions made by project stakeholders involved in the design and construction of the actual 
school.  
 
This project was made possible by the collaboration between the department of Architecture at 
University of Washington in the United States, the Afghan architect Salim Rafik based in Kabul, 
Ayni Education International (Ayni)–a US based aid organization committed to building schools 
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for women in Afghanistan–and the architect Robert Hull, from the Miller Hull Partnership, also 
located in the US. This unique partnership between an aid organization, practice, and 
academia, was conceived as a strategy for leveraging improvements to the MoE standard 
school plans.  
 
Gohar Khaton Girls’ school is located in the center of Mazar-i-Sharif, Afghanistan’s fourth 
largest city. Not far from country’s most famous and holy shrine of Hazrat Ali, the school is 
tucked at the end of a dead-end street, in a courtyard next to the Balkh Ministry of Education. 
The existing school is currently in a state of disrepair, and long overdue for major renovation 
and maintenance. For this reason, and its prominent position next to the Ministry of Education, 
government officials gave Ayni special permission to construct a new school on the site that 
departs from the MoE standard plans. In order to create schools that are viable and accepted 
institutions, Ayni places great emphasis on building ties with community leaders, and the 
organization only constructs schools where they are invited.  
 
After its construction, the new Gohar Khaton School will be run by the Afghan government, and 
integrated into the existing education system. The complex is to provide classrooms for K-12 
classes, serving at least 3,500 students or more a day. To achieve such a high enrollment, the 
school will be used on a rotation basis, with groups of students coming to class at different times 
throughout the day. The population in the city is growing rapidly, creating an urgent need for 
education facilities. It is expected that the enrollment will grow well beyond the expected 3,500 
students, and the school must be designed to accommodate this rapid expansion. The students 
attending the school represent all ethnic backgrounds found in the region: Tajik, Pashtun, 
Uzbek, Hazara, Turkman, Arab, and Baluch. As girls are customarily not permitted to walk very 
far from home, most of the school’s students will come from nearby neighbourhoods. 
 
The Need for Inclusive Design 
In Western societies, the visibility of people in public space is considered key to promoting 
security. In Afghanistan, however, the visibility of women in public space is deemed to 
encourage insecurity. [4] The institution of Purdah–the practice of secluding or concealing 
women from public view–is deeply entrenched within the culture, and dominates the daily life of 
most Afghan women. Although women may appear in public, they must be veiled, and if 
unaccompanied by a male relative, they are often subject to harassment.  Women are 
discouraged from gathering in public places, and are typically restricted to working and 
socializing from within the confines of their homes. These customs are slowly changing, 
depending on the locale, but the realities of these cultural standards still have a direct influence 
on the status and acceptance of women’s education within Afghan society.  
 
Although the practice of Purdah is often criticized, especially in the West, it is a fact of life for 
women in many countries. Designers ignoring the context of Purdah ignore the needs of those 
individuals who follow it, especially the needs of women. Afghan schools typically follow a 
“separate but equal” methodology, by providing either separate schools for girls and for boys, or 
by sending boys and girls to the same school, but during different times of the day. On the most 
superficial level, this strategy respects the rules of Purdah, by separating female from male 
students. This strategy appears to be fair, as it is meant to provide the exact same facilities for 
both sexes–a seemly egalitarian treatment of all students. Upon closer inspection, however, it 
becomes clear that women and girls–attending school in a conservative society defined by the 
dictates of Purdah–have very different needs than their male counterparts.  
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Students participating in the design studio worked under the premise that the recent rise in the 
number of girls’ schools being constructed in Afghanistan provides an excellent opportunity to 
consider how the design of these institutions might become more inclusive of the women and 
girls that attend them, and the communities that surround them. The fact that more women and 
girls are now permitted to attend school confirms that practices are indeed changing, and girls’ 
schools are increasingly considered as an accepted space for females to occupy outside of the 
home. This places schools in a unique position to offer women and girls new possibilities for 
socializing, playing, and learning in ways that they could not have previously, and the school 
proposals–generated by the studio–capitalize on this by providing private, secure outdoor 
spaces for these activities.  
 
Fostering ownership and promoting a positive public perception of female educational 
institutions is also important. This is already occurring through the establishment of community 
School Management Councils. [5] These efforts could be furthered by encouraging community 
participation–during the school design process, and in the use of the school, by providing 
spaces for adult education classes, or for public gatherings. A holistic approach to elevating the 
role of female educational institutions within the wider community would also consider utilizing 
local labor and materials in the construction of schools, as doing so would stimulate the local 
economy. And finally–although not specifically inclusive–designing climate responsive buildings 
that deliver a baseline level of comfort for the building’s occupants contributes to an 
environment that is more conducive to learning. The following sections elaborate and develop 
each of these strategies, and uses examples generated by the design studio to illustrate how 
they could be physically realized.  
 
Designing for Protection, Privacy, and Inclusion  
Schools have the potential to “serve as architectural beacons for society.” [6] Girls’ schools, in 
particular, are already considered to be major contributors in Afghanistan’s push toward 
development. [7] Schools are the setting where women and girls will negotiate this transition, 
and schools are also situated to become powerful mechanisms for inclusion within Afghan 
society. To design a school that considers the cultural standards of Purdah against the changing 
backdrop of societal norms, means taking on the dual (and often conflicting) requirements of 
privacy and inclusion of women within the public realm.  
  

 
Figure 3: Traditional instruments of privacy: the compound wall and the veil.  
Sources: Hull, Warsame 
 
In the article Redefining Public Spaces through Developmental Education for Afghan Women, 
Nahed Aaftaab argues that the “site of education for women must be constructed to reflect the 
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integrities of private spaces in order to be socially accepted.” [8] As a product of standardization, 
and devised as an autonomous entity, the standard MoE school building lacks the levels of 
privacy afforded by much of traditional Afghan architecture. The traditional compound wall that 
surrounds most Afghan dwellings has been described as the architectural equivalent of the veil, 
creating a space within where women can move freely, without being seen by strangers. (Fig. 3) 
If this important feature is absent from establishments frequented by women, the users are 
limited to occupying the space within the building proper, and in addition, the building (and its 
occupants) are left exposed to the outside, leaving them vulnerable to external forces. Exposure 
limits movement, and in many cases, is a security risk. The World Bank has identified the lack of 
school boundary walls as a major concern for parents wishing to send their girls to school, and 
recommends that international aid organizations plan and fund the construction of boundary 
walls when building girls’ schools in Afghanistan. [9]   
 
Promoting community ownership of schools is another way to reduce security risks and to raise 
the status women’s education within Afghan society. [10] Girls’ schools must be designed for 
safety, yet also offer permeability between the school and the community. One of the ways of 
achieving this is by providing educational facilities that can be used both by the students and 
community, without compromising security or privacy. 
 

 
Figure 4: The school library becomes a point of community engagement. 
Source: UW architecture students, Crider and LeCompte     
 
Figure 4 illustrates how a school library is strategically located to engage with the public at the 
school entry. The library acts both as a boundary and a gateway into the school grounds, 
permitting the use of a portion of the school by the residents in neighbourhood. The library is 
visible from the street, and giving the school a public presence without compromising the 
privacy of the students. Students can access the library when school is in session, and the 
community can use the space after school, and during school vacations. Computer rooms, 
libraries, classrooms, or neighborhood meeting spaces are all examples of amenities schools 
could provide the greater community and students alike. 
 
When considering community participation and ownership on a much wider scale, employing 
local labor and industry in the construction of critical infrastructure is also important. The 
selection of building materials is essential to this process, but is not a straightforward 
endeavour, however. Most industrially produced materials such as steel and the minerals 
needed for producing concrete are imported into Afghanistan, and at the same time, indigenous 
materials that were previously plentiful, such as wood, are now scarce. (Figs. 5 and 6)   
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The MoE plans allow for local materials such as mud brick and poplar to be used in rural 
projects, but these allowances could be further developed if international aid agencies and 
NATO reconstruction programs funding projects in Afghanistan supported the establishment of 
material resource systems that are solely local and sustainable; encouraging these efforts would 
promote self-reliance rather than dependence on outside sources. [11] Using local labor and 
materials brings many positive benefits to MoE school projects, from stimulating the local 
economy, to decreasing construction costs, and reducing transport induced CO2 emissions. 
Though no guarantee of public acceptance, school projects that visibly benefit the local 
economy have a better chance at establishing a positive reputation than those that do not. 
 

  
Figure 5: Local labor and materials.      Figure 6: Map of imported building materials. 
Source: Ayni Education International  Source: UW architecture student, Esmaili 
 
Designing for Interaction, Learning, and Healing 
In addition to providing security, school boundary walls permit the freedom of movement for 
female students, and offer a private place for outdoor physical activities. Volleyball, for instance, 
has long been a national pastime in Afghanistan, and was traditionally played by both boys and 
girls. During the Taliban regime, girls were restricted from playing, but in recent years, more 
girls are again taken up the sport. The addition of outdoor activity spaces for volleyball or soccer 
on school grounds provides a socially acceptable place for physical fitness and offer 
opportunities for students to socialize. (Fig. 7)  
 

  
Figure 7: Outdoor activity spaces for volleyball or soccer on school grounds.  
Source: UW architecture students, Merlet and Schwartz 
 

Furthermore, larger cities such as Kabul and Mazar-i-Sharif are currently witnessing the 
disappearance of outdoor green space due to urbanization; schools there could offer children 
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much-needed access to fresh air, plants, and trees. [12] Educational gardening has a long 
tradition in Persian culture, and including green spaces on school grounds affords students 
psychological benefits, as well as revenue generating opportunities. Afghan children are the 
most vulnerable to the psychological repercussions of war, and stand to gain the most from a 
stable and nurturing school environment. [13] Studies have shown that children with 
connections to a “high-nature environment” suffer less psychological stress than those who do 
not. [14] In addition, learning agricultural skills offers economic incentives both for students and 
the school. There are already established programs, such as the Global Partnership for 
Afghanistan, that are revitalizing the cultivation of useful plants–like those used for dying wool. 
(Fig. 8) If given space on school grounds, these types of organizations can initiate gardening 
projects with students. (Fig. 9) Sparks Academy in Kabul is an example of a school that has 
already successfully integrated gardening as part of their learning curriculum. [15] 
 

  
Figure 8: Global Partnership for Afghanistan.  Figure 9: Landscape concept for school grounds. 
Source: Global Partnership for Afghanistan   Source: UW architecture students, Esmaili and Kamara 
 
For many girls, school is the only place where they are able to socialize with others outside of their 
family circle. Socialization is critical not only for building relationships between girls, but also 
between ethnic groups. The standard Ministry of Education does not provide spaces for gathering 
or socializing in their schools, and these activities are made even more challenging in that many 
schools must serve extremely large numbers of students during a school day. To respond to 
these factors, opportunities for sitting and gathering should be provided. These small-scale 
interventions encourage social interaction between students–figures 10 and 11 illustrate how 
seating can be integrated within the structure of the building to provide spaces for gathering.  
 

  
Figure 10: Wide stairs provide seating opportunities.     Figure 11: Gathering spaces integrated in exterior walls. 
Source: UW architecture students, Garland and Thies      Source: UW architecture students, Wilhelm and Brooks 
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Designing for Comfort, Resilience, and Self-reliance  
Many children going to school in Afghanistan must do so in less than comfortable conditions. 
Schools are often connected to a limited, or unstable power supply, and these institutions 
operate on little or no budget, leaving no surplus funds for heating fuel. The Ministry of 
Education Schools do not take advantage of environmental strategies, such as solar orientation 
or wind direction, nor are the schools required to be insulated. As a result, the MoE classrooms 
are often dark and cold during the winter months, and hot and stuffy during the warmer times of 
the year. Establishing a baseline level of comfort for all schools, serving both boys and girls, can 
improve the quality of the learning environment, and the health and wellbeing of all students.[16]   
 
To achieve a baseline for comfort, Afghan schools must be designed to operate essentially off 
the grid. Balancing daylighting with solar gain becomes crucial to this endeavor, and 
architectural strategies for achieving optimal climate control must be carefully considered. For 
example, Figure 12 illustrates how a locally produced masonry screen can be used to control 
the classroom environment. Using masonry not only supports local industry and labor but as a 
screen, it shades the building, and serves as a “thermal mass” for storing heat and coolth– 
regulating daily temperature swings.  
 

  
Figure 12: A masonry screen design as a built-in strategy for controlling daylight, regulating temperature, ventilating classrooms.  
Source: UW architecture students, Esmaili and Kamara 

 
School designs that include similar “built-in” strategies for heating, cooling, and lighting, foster 
autonomy and self-sufficiency, and allow schools to perform under difficult circumstances with 
few resources. Designing schools that capitalize on low-tech climate responses result in 
dependable institutions offering students and staff shelter and comfort for the long term. This is 
an important aspect to consider at a time when aid to Afghanistan is dwindling, and NATO 
troops are beginning to leave the country. 
 
Conclusion 
The education system is changing rapidly in Afghanistan, and while certain restrictions have 
eased enough for women and girls to attend school, there is still much to be done in terms of 
creating a gender inclusive school environment. During this time of transition, schools can serve 
as a place for community building and socialization–between women, and between women and 
the rest of Afghan society. Architectural design can encourage gender inclusion, and there are 
many ways spaces in and around schools can be planned to achieve this. Creating educational 
institutions that are inclusive of women and girls in Afghanistan requires that they operate at 
several scales and that they are designed to be part of larger cultural, social, environmental, 
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and market systems. Most importantly, schools need to provide stable, nurturing conditions that 
are inclusive of all children. Schools should also be designed to achieve a baseline level of 
comfort–providing an environment that is conducive to learning. Designing for the long-term is 
critical, and despite current political pressure to build schools quickly, important considerations 
such as achieving public support, and building sustainably should not be overlooked in the rush 
toward development.  
 
It is important to reiterate that the design research presented here is purely hypothetical, and is 
intended only as a recommendation–pointing to areas requiring further study. The proposals 
provide glimpses of what the MoE school designs could look like if they were allowed to adjust 
and adapt to their local context and user needs. There are other design considerations–beyond 
the scope of this paper–that are significant to creating gender inclusive schools, such as 
providing childcare facilities, and gender appropriate restrooms facilities. The next phase of the 
project will be to realize the actual school, and this will become the site for testing many of the 
recommendations described in this paper.  
 
Architecture alone cannot solve all of the problems currently facing the education system in 
Afghanistan, but simple, economic solutions, local participation, and sustainable measures can 
make a difference. By designing to respond more robustly to the needs of the local population, 
the necessities of climate, and the realities of daily life, the potential of schools to be instruments 
for change is enhanced–both for the students and the wider community. School design can also 
contribute to elevating the status of women’s education, and improve day-to-day experiences for 
Afghan women. Ayni Education International estimates that for every girl educated in their 
schools, seven to eleven family members are also positively affected. Schools touch the lives of 
many people, and the opportunities offered by these institutions should be designed to reach 
their greatest potential. 
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Abstract 
This paper attempts to explore the temporal dimension in inclusive design by addressing 
concepts of collective memory and design heritage. This attempt seeks a certain 
perspective of inclusive design that incorporates past and future generations and 
exceeds temporal boundaries. Through a metaphoric use of Henry Dreyfuss’ anatomical 
drawings of society’s average man and woman, Joe and Josephine, the paper 
introduces the developing social emphasis on human factors in design decisions. In this 
context, the collective memory is shown as an inspiring and insightful perspective from 
which to employ social identities with a temporal background in inclusive design. Icons, 
due to their cultural significance and durability, are shown as an efficient framework to 
analyse heritage’s role in the embodiment of collective memory and its intergenerational 
transmittance to social forms of identity.  
 
The theoretical part is followed by the heritage management practices of the iconic 
Finnish furniture design company Artek. Establishing a link between the notion of 
product longevity and inclusive design, these case practices are presented as an 
operational platform to present the paper’s main concern. According to this, placing 
inclusive design in a broad temporal context leads to the emergence of unprecedented 
interdisciplinary theoretical and methodological enhancement of inclusive design.  
 
Keywords 
Temporal context, collective memory, design heritage, design icon, sustainability  
  
Introduction: Joe and Josephine  
When Dreyfuss (2003, [1955]) was describing the job of an industrial designer in the 
mid-20th century, he referred to a “hero and heroine” called Joe and Josephine [1]. They 
were not incarnated creatures of Greek mythology, but the outcome of extensive 
research based on the anatomical measurements of a great diversity of physical 
attributes of people, including their extremities. For Dreyfuss, Joe and Josephine were 
not only the anatomical drawings of a man and woman; they were a reminder that every 
design is used by members of the mass public, each person having different physical 
dimensions as well as sensual demands [1]. To put it simply, Joe and Josephine 
constituted the key criteria in design to not exclude users with certain characteristics. 
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Therefore, when one looks at the story of Joe and Josephine through the lens of 
inclusive design, Dreyfuss’ line of approach is a clear demonstration of how the 
recognition and categorization of the diverse characteristics of users within a design 
practice took shape in the post-war era, changing the notion of inclusivity forever.  
 
Since then, in light of scientific and technological advances, inclusivity within design can 
be seen as an ever-expanding phenomenon alongside other emerging landscapes 
within design. In this context, for example, as Norman (2005) realized, the scientific 
recognition of the close link between emotion and cognition contributed to the 
development of a particular focus on emotion within design research [2]. Emphasizing 
emotional satisfaction in design as well as the conventional notions of utility, usability, 
and function has enabled designers to acknowledge new psychological user dimensions 
and needs. Certainly, this has implications on the broadening of the horizon of inclusive 
design. To put it differently, Joe and Josephine are still under scrutiny. This time, the 
focus of the scrutiny is not directed at physical dimensions, but rather at emotions and 
their related complex brain mechanisms.  
 
This integration has reached such a degree that Joe and Josephine have become active 
participants within the design process. The growing popularity and implementation of 
emphatic design practices within today’s design world promise unprecedented methods 
and capabilities for inclusive design. Due to these methods, Joe and Josephine are no 
longer silent anatomy drawings attached to the walls of design offices. Adapted to the 
democratization of design, they are the up-to-date “hero and heroine”, raising their 
voices in direct communication with designers. A simple conclusion can be drawn at this 
point: the more we interact with, explore, and understand Joe and Josephine, the more 
capable and inclusive our design culture will be. This also changes what we understand 
about inclusive design and engages mechanisms for its self-development. 
 
That is to say, within roughly half a century, Joe and Josephine have evolved from a 
bundle of sensory and motor organs to social individuals that think, judge, and act within 
social settings according to an established identity. Hence, they do not only possess 
emotions, but also cultural attitudes generated by various stages of intergenerational 
collective experience within a given society. Referring to Halbwachs (1992) – a 
prominent figure in memory studies within the field of sociology – collective memory is 
not a given concept. It is socially constructed and forms our identities [3]. This constant 
progress of construction means that the growing social and cultural functionality of Joe 
and Josephine within design eventually brings out a temporal background – a 
perspective that reflects the collective construction of culture over time. In this sense, 
any conception that accepts Joe and Josephine as representations of a mere present-
moment existence may be inoperative, failing to reflect and include the rich temporal 
foundation of culture and collective memory. Stuck in the present moment, such a 
conception would isolate Joe and Josephine from the duration of time and break off the 
continuity of shared knowledge and experience. This would clearly hamper Joe and 
Josephine’s social functionality and limit any broader potential for inclusivity. From this 
point of view, the present situation of inclusive design necessitates navigational control 
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in the sequence of time addressing memory as an active social arrangement of 
meaning-making and identity.  
 
What makes Joe and Josephine the “hero and heroine” within design is their ability to 
portray design sensitivity towards inclusivity for human factors, including extremities. In a 
related manner, when the memories and identities of Joe and Josephine are engaged, 
they do not appeal to individual forms, but to the larger body of a collective foundation. 
This foundation may offer a new space to explore how inclusive design can thrive on a 
collective memory that has a prominent and everlasting position linking the past with the 
present and the future. Focusing on a design interest in the relationship between the 
past and the future may turn the collective memory into various modes of seeking 
benefits - namely, heritage. 
 
Embodied Collective Memory: Icons 
As Howard (2003: 21) put it, heritage’s major interest covers the means of “how the past 
might be conserved and interpreted for the benefit of the present and the future.” [4] This 
raises a question as to how a designed artefact that holds a place in the collective 
memory can become the subject of fresh design interest with an orientation towards the 
future. The common re-design practices can address this question to a certain degree. 
The car industry is a renowned example that presents how commercial concerns can 
lead to the re-design of once-popular car models. Volkswagen America, for example, 
relied on the legendary status of the car model called the Beetle in the U.S.A. to recover 
from bankruptcy-threatening sales numbers. Reaching its nadir with less than 50.000 
sales in 1993, Volkswagen America introduced the New Beetle’s full-size model, 
Concept 1, at the Detroit Auto Show in January 1994. Public response was so positive 
that it played a key role in putting the concept model into production.  As Kiley (2002) 
reports, although 1979 had seen Volkswagen sell the last Beetle in the U.S.A., when the 
new one came to the market in 1998, sales reached 56.000 between May and 
December, and in successive years the New Beetle sold 83.000 and 81.000 [5]. As 
DeLorenzo (1998) indicates, the New Beetle attracted the public’s interest to such an 
extent that it promoted other Volkswagen models, too. After the sensational launch, 
overall sales increased by 50 per cent in the following months [6].  
 
The above success story illustrates thoroughly that Joe and Josephine are highly bound 
to collective memories centred on an artefact, and that the arousal of these memories 
triggers purchase behaviour. Volkswagen America managed to activate the present 
memories of people through re-designing and communicating the iconic status of the car 
model and making new value propositions to the public. In other words, the relatively 
subtle structure of collective memories was translated into tangible forms of design 
heritage and this generated a number of benefits for the company and consumers. The 
car model has embodied consumers’ memories and become the tangible evidence of a 
complex set of shared values. Certainly, such an embodiment of the nexus of memories 
catalyses desired commercial results for businesses and encourages designers to 
consider the temporal dimension of culture. However, pursuing only business interests 
does not meet the broader humanitarian aspect of inclusive design. The inspiration that 
inclusive design may take from Volkswagen’s story could be the potential history and 
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collective memories in the cultivation of social identities as well as the prominence of the 
role of a designed artefact (tangible evidence) in the construction and transmittance of 
these memories. Thus, an analysis focused on this role may provide an alternative 
framework to establish a link between collective memory and the further development of 
inclusive design. Volkswagen’s story also shows that tangible evidence, which holds a 
place in the collective memory, bears cultural significance and endures the erosion of 
time. When considering the dynamics of the predominant consumer culture, this requires 
a highly challenging set of characteristics. However, it is essential in order to foster a 
sense of inclusivity on the basis of different generations, and to break temporal 
boundaries imposed by fashion-oriented business and social mechanisms.  
 
As it is in Volkswagen’s story, when one looks at the tangible evidence, one can see a 
level of consensus-based symbolic value with social functions. These functions may 
express culturally significant concepts and ideas as a means of social communication. 
Hence the tangible evidence possesses a key position in the network of social 
communication. This position can be described in different forms. Holt (2004: 1), for 
instance, points to the term of cultural icons:  “… cultural icons are exemplary symbols 
that people accept as a shorthand to represent important ideas.” [7] From this point of 
view, one may claim that as long as these “ideas” are relevant to current social interests, 
icons can keep their status in the collective memory. This also indicates that icons may 
encounter a meaning-shift in line with changing social interests. In this vein, the notion of 
social interaction and construction in collective memory addresses a never-ending active 
process and a close link to the present. Blondel (2011: 152) defines this phenomenon as 
the following: “The collective memory, like the individual memory, does not preserve the 
past precisely; it is constantly reconstructing and reformulating in light of the present. 
Remembering is always a process.” [8]  
 
A design icon is indeed a cultural icon. It symbolizes “important ideas” for people and 
embodies the collective memory as tangible evidence. Moreover, its connection to the 
present provides the perfect platform to bring the above theoretical discussion into 
practice, resulting in hands-on knowledge. Before this, the concept of the temporal 
boundary necessitates some more explication in order to realize the development 
potential for inclusive design.  
 
Recognition of Temporal Boundaries in Inclusive Design 
The current focus of the discipline of inclusive design is on the creation of accessibility in 
light of various social and geographical boundaries as well as physical restrictions. 
However, the current sustainability crisis, which is demonstrated by alarming ecological 
studies and projections, calls for the recognition of a temporal boundary as well. A 
growing body of literature shows that the increasing popularity of wasteful Western 
consumption patterns is giving way to perplexing social and ecological problems on a 
global scale. Considering the great variety of issues, from slave labour practices to 
exposure to industrial waste, the essential purposes of inclusive design should employ 
people in poverty-stricken, underdeveloped economies; although these people are 
mostly not involved in commercial design agendas as potential users. In this context, 
any design activity that excludes people who are subject to side effects of production 
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and consumption may be seen as discriminative in a way that contradicts the principles 
of inclusive design. This seems to be a highly challenging and idealistic demand when 
considering the fact that design commerce is based on wealthy economies or, at least, 
prioritizes wealthier economic classes. Nevertheless, people, regardless of their wealth 
status, are all in the same “Spaceship Earth”. 
  
At this point, the suggestion of this paper regarding the temporal perspective may 
provide opportunities for designers, businesses, and the inclusive design community to 
satisfy commercial concerns and reduce the ecological footprint by a considerable 
amount. In addition to this, in pursuit of greater capabilities of inclusive design, it shall be 
placed in a larger temporal context. An understanding of inclusivity based on the needs 
of merely the present generations does not only contradict the imperative of 
sustainability, but also the social evolution of Joe and Josephine.  
 
It has already been discussed in this paper that Joe and Josephine cannot be 
conceptualized within a framework that is isolated from their past. On one hand, they are 
intuitively bound to a collective body of memories. On the other hand, the active nature 
of memory shows that the present, and eventually the future, are always involved in the 
process of remembering. This means that Joe and Josephine are not only tied to their 
past, but they show concern for their future too. In other words, they are capable of 
representing past, present, and future generations simultaneously (it becomes more 
meaningful then, that Dreyfuss’ original drawings depict Joe and Josephine with their 
child).  
 
In conclusion, one may claim that inclusive design is mainly concerned with the future 
and this orientation inherently embraces the collective memory. Subsequently, this future 
orientation generates an essential relationship between inclusive design and 
sustainability. In line with this conclusion, it becomes clearer that wasteful consumption 
patterns create a fundamental contradiction to inclusive design. By contrast, slower 
modes of consumption and related approaches to product longevity comply with the 
temporal context of inclusive design. Hence, temporal boundaries can be seen as the 
entire set of business and social mechanisms that reduce the life span of products and 
stimulate obsolescence.  
 
Cultural icons once again enter the picture at this stage due to the aforementioned 
relationship with collective memory, cultural durability, and the temporal context of 
inclusivity. Deeper investigation into the nature of this relationship and the characteristics 
of icons may reveal invaluable knowledge that could help enable product longevity in 
alternative ways and strengthen the discipline of inclusive design. Cultural icons can be 
found in many forms in everyday life. Hence, the investigation should start questioning 
which form to investigate in order to achieve efficient results that may have implications 
for inclusive design. In this realm, architectural icons can be useful due to their 
thousands of years of history and their durable presence at the very heart of social, 
spiritual, and physical life. Compared to the merely decades-old history of design icons, 
the literature of architecture provides a more holistic level of understanding for longevity 
with the potential for further interdisciplinary applications.  
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Pallasmaa (2012: 21), for example, states that “Great works possess a timeless 
freshness and they present their embodied enigma always anew as if we were looking at 
the work for the first time: the greater a work is the stronger is its resistance to time.” [9] 
Whereas Pallasmaa describes the greatness in architecture through timelessness that 
refreshes itself continuously, Kuran (2012 [1961]: 619) points out four factors whose 
“balanced relationship” generates “good architecture”. [10] The creation and sustainment 
of this relationship may explicate the timelessness and resistance concepts that 
Pallasmaa refers to. Kuran describes “social factors” such as economic conditions as the 
“prevailing ways of life”. “Intellectual factors” encompass more abstract concepts such as 
dreams, faith, and aspirations on a social level, whereas “technical factors” comprise 
only technical and scientific progress in the construction field. “Aesthetic ideals” bring up 
artistic notions in architecture.   
 
Pallasmaa’s concept of the “embodied enigma” may express a similar meaning to this 
paper’s “embodied collective memory”. Hence, a design icon can be seen as an artefact 
with the potential to become timeless. However, the “enigma”, according to Pallasmaa, 
shall present itself “always anew” in order to reach a level of timelessness. This may 
necessitate constant efforts to sustain Kuran’s concept of a “balanced relationship” 
between the four factors. These factors are in a constant state of change due to the 
relationship of the collective memory with the present and with technological progress. 
Hence, in an ever-changing environment, keeping a “timeless freshness” imposes a set 
of design management methods that accomplish product longevity and related meaning 
construction in a wide socio-cultural and temporal context. In consideration of the link 
between product longevity and inclusive design, the engagement of design management 
may open new avenues to the theoretical and methodological enhancement of inclusive 
design involving both educational and business frameworks. 
 
In pursuit of this enhancement, design icons and their heritage provide an actual 
operational platform to analyse the dynamics of the above socio-cultural and temporal 
context, engaging the other elements of this paper’s subject matter such as 
sustainability, collective memory, and design management as a whole.  
 
Design Heritage Management as a Tool for Inclusivity 
Modern design icons from the 20th century, with a growing possession of cultural capital, 
have a peculiar position today in respect to the concepts of inclusivity and exclusivity 
and their relationship with the present and the future. When setting up the guidelines for 
“a new way of living”, modern design defined “real human needs” or “real necessities of 
life” in the paradigm of serial production and mass consumption. This view shaped Joe 
and Josephine and constituted a new set of principles that gave birth to the emergence 
of inclusivity in the 20th century. This is very much crystallized in Eero Saarinen’s design 
motto: “furniture for everyman”. For Lutz (2012: 13-16), this does not reveal the mere 
intention of the rationalization of production, but rather, in Saarinen’s words: “the 
impersonal character” of mass produced items that goes beyond the “romantic” 
dimensions and becomes “… a classic, in the sense of responding to an oft-recurring 
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need, both practical and visual.” [11] Obviously, these strong views on the character of 
design and mass production must have had strong implications for the foundation of an 
understanding of “design for all” in the following decades. Sotamaa (2006: 6), for 
example, draws a parallel line between the Greek philosophy and the “thinking” of the 
globally celebrated Finnish modern designers and architects [12]. The similarity is based 
on the intention “… to create conditions for a happy life and create a better everyday life 
for everybody.” In line with this, for Sotamaa, “putting peoples needs first” stands for 
“design for all” [12].  
 
However, this inclusivity principle has not resonated fully in the market due to a number 
of complex cultural, social, and economic reasons. The iconic designs of the era, 
irrespective of their inclusivity intention in principle, have become a tool for exclusivity 
that resembles an advantageous lifestyle or societal power in competitive forms of social 
relations. The achievements of modern design have constituted a strong cultural capital; 
however, the very same capital, which fuels the iconicity of the modern design today, 
has strengthened an exclusivity-seeking consumer culture.  
 
This phenomenon clearly depicts the above theoretical discussion regarding how the 
present – needs of society and business – shapes the collective memory. The 
consensus of both society and business sustained Kuran’s “balance” and rendered 
these modern design pieces timeless. The touchstone of this consensus was the need 
for distinction by consumers in the soaring consumer culture and mass consumption of 
the 20th century. However, the next century has brought with it new ideals. It is a new era 
with growing sustainability awareness and new popular movements that seek 
meaningful ways of life that challenge the old era’s ideals. These changing factors create 
the new present and necessitate a new “balance” formula. In this context, the 
aforementioned relationship between product longevity and sustainability provides a new 
key element for this formula. It also allows a meaning shift that turns the exclusive ethos 
of modern iconic design into an inclusive one. Observing this process in a real life case 
may serve the main aim of this paper.  
 
The Finnish Case 
Finland, which has a long and distinctive design tradition, today inhabits the cultural 
capital of 20th-century modern design and its iconic aesthetic. This capital is seen as a 
symbol of national identity and a source of national pride, and turns to a visible aspect in 
everyday life and to a form of heritage in the business environment. Along with this 
significance, the design heritage management practices of the well-established furniture 
design company Artek bring the Finnish case to the central interest of this paper. What 
makes this company the subject of this paper’s focus are their practices, which engage 
the concept of product longevity within the context of the sustainment of the “balanced 
relationship” of Kuran’s aforementioned factors. Strengthened by an anti-fashion brand 
philosophy, Artek’s product range relies heavily on iconic designs from the 20th century 
modern era. Founded by Alvar Aalto in 1935 – a leading Finnish architect and designer – 
the brand involves only iconic furniture design from a limited number of designers who 
also achieved an iconic status within international design history and culture.  
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Most of Artek’s products available on the market are in constant production without 
undergoing any design changes since their first production date. The Stool 60, for 
instance, is one of Artek’s best-selling products, and enjoys global fame. At its 80th 
anniversary, the Stool 60 was subject to the company’s celebration activities that 
received considerable public attention last year. The uninterrupted production of the 
same design for 80 years is an important success story when considering the harsh 
nature of consumerism and the predominating fast-fashion mechanism. This can be 
explained by referring to Pallasmaa’s notion that the stool has been able to keep its 
“timeless freshness” so far. Moreover, the design can be seen as tangible evidence of 
the aggregate collective memory throughout the past 80 years.  
 
Instead of a story of historic achievement, adopting a critical approach, Artek can be 
seen as a company that orients brand values on elitist and exclusivity-seeking 
consumerist values. A simple look at the price policy can easily stimulate such an 
approach. At Artek’s web shop, the Stool 60 can be bought for 170 euros, whereas an 
IKEA product with the same main visual characteristics, the Frosta Stool, is on sale with 
a ten euro price tag across the globe [13]. This price policy inevitably symbolizes the 
economic status of the owner in a competitive social setting and this can be attributed to 
consumption motives based on exclusion and distinction. It is not surprising then that 
other Artek models, with higher prices, are the popular furnishing elements in luxury 
hotel lobbies where such an economic exclusivity is the major normative element.   
 
However, the above critical approach may be abandoned when one looks into the 
company’s heritage management. The design pieces are marketed with an orientation 
that puts emphasis on the cultural durability and timelessness of design icons. This is 
well illustrated in the brand slogans, expressed on product packages, such as “One 
Chair is Enough”, “Timeless Content Inside”, and “Buy Now, Keep Forever”. Another 
illustrative sample is Artek’s “2nd Cycle and Vintage” store concept. The store allows the 
used iconic furniture pieces to be collected from the market and offered to new 
customers. The store’s price policy prioritizes older designs in contrast to the novelty-
based fashion idea. Thus the second hand design pieces become more expensive than 
the new production pieces. This communicates the patina of time as an additional value.   
 
In light of the link between wasteful consumption and sustainability problems, stressing 
product longevity could play a role that transforms the consumerist pursuit of distinction 
into the expression of sustainability. This view may reflect Artek’s case better than the 
critical elitist approach if sustainability is regarded as a representation of the major ideals 
of the current era - in other words: the present moment. Referring to the active nature of 
collective memory, these ideals must be imposing some effect on memory, shifting the 
meaning of the ethos of tangible evidence. Hence, it becomes more convincing that the 
exclusivity-seeking consumption motive can be transformed to an environmentally 
conscious one if the tangible evidence - the design icon - is communicated as the agent 
of durable consumption. The link between sustainability and design icons breaks the 
elitist consumerist design consumption mentality and creates an all-inclusive ethos on 
design. This ethos encourages consumers to join a growing subculture that contributes 
to a more sustainable life. Challenging the novelty-driven fashion mechanism, the very 
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same modern design pieces serve once again as the “real human needs”, based on the 
imperative of sustainability. However, this time they incorporate a global context through 
cultural characteristics rather than the modern sense of utilitarian features. Saarinen’s 
design motto is able to once more become valid and operatively embrace “everyman” 
not only among users, but also, much more inclusively, the entire human population. 
 
Consequently, Artek’s case reflects that the management of design heritage can imbue 
design with inclusivity. This reflection takes place along with the rise of service 
economies, where design practice has become more familiar with the design of 
intangibles such as systems and values. Under these circumstances, the temporal 
context of inclusive design employs heritage management as a source of 
multidisciplinary active instruments. 
 
Conclusion 
This explorative paper has proposed that the employment of a temporal dimension in 
inclusive design may strengthen its operational and strategic capabilities and help to 
create new design-oriented ways to address social issues, which involve ever-growing 
complexity. Positioning inclusive design within a broader temporal context, first of all, 
can offer a stronger platform to engage the notion of social identity within design 
activities. This can be seen as a critical step when considering the social evolution of 
design in pursuit of a broader social, cultural, and ethical circle of inclusivity. As it is 
shown in the introduction section, the perception of the user in design has evolved from 
a conception of anatomical measurements and sensual domains to psychological and 
social aspects seeking empathy and collaboration. In this context, this paper has 
suggested that collective memory could serve as an insight into social identities that 
involve self-concepts of individuals and relationships with other members of social 
groups. The active and social mechanisms of the collective memory establish a strong 
link between the past, the present, and eventually the future. According to this paper, 
this link can be used to broaden the temporal horizon of inclusivity; furthermore, it can 
equip inclusive design with a greater social perspective of sustainability approaches.  
 
Product longevity may constitute a key understanding for these approaches that allow 
the collective memory to be translated into a form of heritage, seeking benefits for the 
present and the future. To this end, this paper has pointed to the concept of cultural 
icons as the tangible evidence of embodied collective memory. This concept has helped 
to transform the subtle structure of memory to concrete forms of designed environment. 
This is followed by a discussion of timelessness and the presentation of the factors 
whose “balanced relationship” in an artefact could reduce the pace of cultural 
obsolescence in design. The sustainment of this relationship is defined as heritage 
management and, finally, the paper has analysed related management activities of the 
Finnish furniture design company Artek from the point of view of this paper’s conceptual 
perspective.  
 
It should be underlined that the foundation of the temporal context enables a great 
number of application possibilities. This paper has investigated design heritage 
management as one of these possibilities. In conclusion, the theoretical and 
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methodological development potential through the incorporation of heritage 
management within the framework of inclusive design can be discussed here. Firstly, 
this incorporation enables design practitioners to develop a deep strategic perspective 
where past context is transformed to a rich set of socio-cultural resources and valid 
design instruments in the pursuit of a sustainable future. These resources also allow the 
practitioners to have a better understanding of the social identity of different generations 
and their interrelationships. It is clear that such an understanding plays a key role for the 
qualitative and quantitative development of inclusive design. The sustainability 
perspective, in addition, creates a better sense of inclusivity that embraces the whole 
globe.  
 
Secondly, the embodiment of management practices in inclusive design activities offers 
a multidisciplinary set of instruments for the designers’ toolkit. The great diversity of 
instruments and methods from marketing to communication provides a deeper sense of 
understanding and increases inclusivity. This may have strong implications not only for 
the operational capabilities of current designers, but also for the education of future 
practitioners. Heritage management, at this stage, can be seen as a network where 
business interests are interlinked with social and design interests. 
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Abstract 
 
How is it possible to create an inclusive playscape that enables integration of the needs and 
aptitudes of various children within the design? This paper presents a research design project, 
the product of interdisciplinary collaboration between interior design and occupational therapy, 
which expands the principles of universal design with a performance approach by means of 
mapping, surveying, and analysing public playscapes with the purpose of understanding their 
"typical profile". The project proposes a new profile of an "accessible and inclusive playground" 
that promotes a common ground for the playing activity of children suffering from disabilities 
together with typical children of the same age. The paper presents new perceptions and spatial 
concepts based on this profile, which relate to playgrounds as a universal outdoors.  
  
Keywords 
Inclusive Design, Inclusive Playscape, Urbanscape, Mapping, 
Measurement and Evaluation Tools, Universal Outdoors, The Common Playground 
 

A quality play and learning environment is more than just a collection of play equipment. 
The entire site, with all its elements – from vegetation to storage – can become a play 
and learning resource for children with and without disabilities.[1]  

 
Introduction 
This paper deals with the question of how to create inclusive playscapes that enable the 
integration of the needs and aptitudes of the various children for whom the playscape is 
designed. First, we claim that for many children, the experience of playing in the neighbourhood 
playground is self-evident; however, many children with disabilities have difficulty joining in this 
activity. A national survey, conducted by the NII (National Insurance Institute) and the Brookdale  
Institute, showed that in the year 2007, 314,000 children ages 0-17 (about 22%) suffered from 
some type disability, such as children in wheelchairs, children with a visual or auditory disability, 
and children with a mental or cognitive disability. For many children, the neighbourhood 
playground is a place of joy and laughter, self-expression, and exploration; for others, some of 
them with a physical disability, it is a place of frustration and disappointment due to their inability 
to reach the facilities and the lack of an appropriate environment required for them to use these 
facilities. Children with a cognitive disability often lack the motivation to take part in playground 
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activities, while some children deficient vision have difficulty in finding their way to the playing 
facilities or to safely move between the different activity stations.  

Whatever disabilities they may have, all children are entitled to play in a safe, motivating 
environment that is adapted to their needs. In order to achieve a condition of a healthy society 
that allows freedom for its children, it is important to assimilate in everyday life the experience of 
play for children with disabilities. This means that we should abandon the attitude assuming that 
this experience restricts only a few of our children and consequently is not a central issue for the 
rest of the society. The expansion of efforts towards a universal inclusive design approach will 
lead to an outcome in which every child, including those with disabilities, is able to enjoy a safe 
and continuous playing experience. The importance of this issue emerges from discussions with 
many other users of these spaces; if you ask almost any parent with a baby in a carriage, the 
response will be one of frustration and anger at the low priority of the needs of these children in 
urban planning. 

The project presented here was carried out in the framework of collaboration between two 
different disciplines: the first, the Department of Interior Design, the College of Management, is 
concerned with designing the built environment in which we live. The second is the School of 
Occupational Therapy of Hadassah Mount Scopus and the Hebrew University of Jerusalem.ii 
This is a therapeutic-rehabilitation-educational centre that is concerned with understanding the 
functional problems of its patients, with the goal of creating functional therapy frameworks that 
enable people to be involved in various environments while engaging in activities that are 
meaningful for their sense of social belonging and welfare. From this perspective of the two 
disciplines, the project proposes to expand the principles of the universal design from a 
performance approach that perceives our physical environment as part of a more inclusive 
environment, with social, psychological, economic, political, technological, cultural, ecological, 
and other aspects.  
 
Universal Design and Universal Outdoors 
The project proposes an operational framework for the design of universal outdoor spaces that 
are an inclusive environment adapted for all users.[2] [3] The concept of universal design 
constitutes a landmark in the discussion regarding social responsibility and the built 
environment. However, while this concept suggests the possibility of finding a solution for any 
design challenge, the concept of "inclusive design" raises the question of the possibility of a 
design suitable for everyone, and thus raises the question of the responsibility of the designers 
to aspire to the maximum, while recognizing the needs of the various users. “Whatever the 
preferred term used, is that the designer must work with users and not expect to be the expert 
who knows all the answers.” [4] 

The report by the public committee examining the legal rights of disabled person’s states:"A 
person's accessibility to his environment is for him the key for real integration in society 
and for equal opportunities!" But the actual conditions in Israel are very dismal. There are 
about 450 playgrounds scattered among the eastern and the western parts of Jerusalem in both 
secular and orthodox neighbourhood; however, there is not a single playground that is 
completely accessible to children and adults with disabilities.[5] 

What is an accessible and inclusive playground? It is a high-quality playground where the 
accessibility experience consists of both of the psychological (behavioural) dimension and the 
physical one, with physical accessibility applying not only to the concentration of playing 
facilities in one place[1], but also to the entire space with all its components, from entrances, 
walking distances, slope angles, handles for grasping, drinking facilities, toilets, benches, 
walking paths, signs, up to ground covers, thresholds, edge stones, etc. Psychological 
accessibility is the knowledge that there is an outdoors that can be used, in which people can 
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spend time, and that, thanks to these characteristics; constitutes an inclusive and integrative 
focus of attraction for all of its users. 

Interior designers in particular deal with the sensory connection between man and his 
immediate environment of activity. In this perspective, the playground can be related to as an 
interior room of the garden where it is located, and the playing facilities may be considered the 
items around which this interior space develops, by means of which the play is created. It is also 
the intimate sensory connection between the child and other children in the same space, a 
connection that is indispensable for the development of responsibility, solidarity, and a sense of 
belonging. These aspects are part of a complicated interaction that also includes the particular 
characteristics of the individual, and in this interaction, the means through which his/her quality 
of life is created. This is not a question of a direct and simple effect on any of these aspects, not 
even that of the physical environment. There is always an interaction and it stands to reason 
that the relative weight of any aspect differs under different conditions for various individuals.  

The connection between the physical environment and the individual behaviour is a 
connection of possibility or probability. The environment can facilitate or hinder certain activity or 
can increase or decrease the chances of the activity’s actualization. In this sense, the role of 
architects and designers in designing the physical environment is mainly to enable its users to 
achieve their goals as much as possible, and to realize the potential inherent in this goal. 

In the framework of this discussion, the objectives of this project are to redirect the attention 
of designers and municipal policymakers to the need for adopting the approach of a universal 
outdoors that is designed to be beneficial for everyone as well as promoting new design 
concepts that make the space more accessible to everyone. The first part of the paper presents 
the study part of the project dealing with the typical problems arising in public playgrounds that 
repeat themselves time and again. These problems are elucidated by mapping, surveying and 
analysing these spaces with the purpose of understanding their "typical profile". This part 
proposes a new playground profile, accessible and inclusive, constituting a common ground for 
playing activity for children with disabilities together with typical children of their age. The 
second part of the paper proposes new design and spatial concepts based on this profile 
relating to playgrounds as universal outdoors.  
 
Method: Mapping, Meaning, and Making 
Mapping: A visibility analysis: an analysis of the quality of the open 
areas and the extent of their accessibility. 
The project started with the choice of about twenty-five various gardens around the city of 
Jerusalem by a team consisting of the representatives of both disciplines, of which five gardens 
were ultimately selected. (Figure 1). 

 
Figure 1: Aerial Map of The Five Selected Gardens in Jerusalem 
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The gardens that were selected are part of the urban fabric and have topographic conditions 
and local parameters constituting an integral part of their spatial character. Initially, these 
gardens were examined by known information systems, e.g., urban maps, topographic maps, 
data stored with various GIS and CAD software (Figure 2). 
 

 
Figure 2: “The Snake Garden” Panoramic View from the Centre of the Garden – Designer: Amichai Reif  
 

Subsequently, we examined and mapped the physical size of the gardens, passages, 
vegetation, borders, the number of foci of interest in them (more than one), the type of 
neighbourhood and its location in the city, and its various users. The mappings of each garden 
were depicted by the designers in an analytical and phenomenological fashion and enhanced 
the possibilities of visual representation of the space in a manner that does not disrupt the 
contents of the space itself (Figure 3). 
 

 
Figure 3: Mapping Movement of People throughout the Garden Space, Designer: Amichai Reif 
 

For the next stage, four measurement and assessment tools (Figure 4), were developed for 
the space in collaboration with the School of Occupational Therapy. These tools were based on 
questionnaires, observations, and interviews and they were used for examining the accessibility 
regulations in the physical environment of the garden, for surveying the various playing facilities 
according to the accessibility regulations, and for conducting observations and interviews with 
children and parents using the space. The data were collected, measured, and sorted in 
comparative Excel tables by an independent team of surveyors from each discipline numbering 
5-10 persons in each garden. 
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Figure 4: Examples of Measurement and Survey Tools  
 
The data collection and sorting led to an interdisciplinary dialog that emphasized the 

importance of enabling all of the users of the space to benefit from improved accessibility, by 
designing these spaces using a universal approach. Only after measuring, assessing and 
mapping the existing environmental conditions, it became possible to understand the effect of 
these conditions on human behaviour in the space and how they facilitate or hinder social 
encounters, conversation, shared play, etc.  

The findings of the garden surveys indicate the following problems in the profile of the 
"inaccessible" garden: 
 A lack of a sense of belonging.  
 The presence of children with special needs in the gardens is almost invisible or 

transparent.  
 A lack of freedom of choice and control of the children in the space that causes an almost 

absolute dependence of the children on accompanying parents or caregivers.  
 A lack of an accessible, protected and safe spaces.  

 
The combined findings at these stages led to the creation of several diagrams constituting a 

comparative mapping of the gardens examined. The data of the level of accessibility was sorted 
according to categories of Playscape and Urbanscape, where each category is related to 
various parameters. Playscape related to the number of foci in the garden, the type of playing 
facilities, paths, the size of entrances, etc., while the parameters for the Urbanscape 
examination include the type of neighbourhood, the population, the number of entrances, the 
foci of the presence of an urban passage in the garden, proximity to important public buildings, 
and communal and social activity in the garden.  

From the series of diagrams, a profile emerges of the inaccessible garden, both at the level of 
the urban system of connections (Urbanscape) and the level of the internal activity of the 
playground (Playscape) (Figures 5,6).  

 
Figure 5: Playscape Comparative Diagram of the Five Gardens 
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Figure 6: Urbanscape Comparative Diagram of the Five Gardens  
 

A view of three different mappings carried out in one garden (“Saint Simon” Garden) reveals 
how these mappings constitute a visual, quantitative, and qualitative expression and the various 
aspects that were located in the same space, while pointing to possible solutions at the design 
level (Figure 7).  

 
Figure 7: “Saint Simon” Garden – Comparative Diagram 
 

In this case, the various mappings and the analysis and survey tools revealed three different 
spatial scenarios: 'Wrapped in Space', Inside-Out' and 'New Look,'iii These arise from the 
identification of the problem of separation and isolation in space due to the great number of foci 
in the garden (22 foci versus 6 to 9 foci in other surveyed gardens), and the great number of 
public buildings (6) located within the limits of the garden. The distribution of the garden over 
space causes a great dependence of the child on the parent and causes restriction of the child’s 
motor movement in space.  
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Because the environment itself generates a sense of dependence, in order to facilitate a 
transition from dependence to independence by the child, the environment must be changed. 
The design solution in such a case would be the creation of an environment enabling the parent 
to accompany the child from dependence to independence. In addition, another problem that 
emerges is the separation and isolation that is created because the elderly and disabled are 
relegated to the periphery of the garden, in contrast to the population of the young children and 
adults who are located at the centre of the garden. The design solution in this case points to the 
need to create integration and intermingling by designing the expansion of the walking paths 
and creation of new spaces that will serve as foci for various activities. Another mapping that 
focused on the question of "the look" from inside and towards the garden pointed out that two 
public buildings, "Saint Simon Hostel Alyn House", a hostel for the disabled, and the home for 
the aged "Neve Horim", both located on the outskirts of the garden, are anaesthetic, uninviting 
and seem of-of-place in the garden. The design solution in this case is t to extend the garden’s 
look into the public buildings (Figure 8). 
 

 
 
Figure 8: “Saint Simon” Garden Diagram of the Internal and External View of the Garden – Designer: 
Liran Moore 
 

Based on the new information and knowledge, the second stage of the project focused on 
developing a new design approach for the design of playgrounds, an approach that perceives 
the environment as a whole and is not satisfied with simply placing new facilities in the space.  
 
An accessible and inclusive garden as a "common playing space" for 
children with and without disabilities.  
 
How can we create a meaningful encounter between the various children? Designers, teachers, 
professionals, and others are seeking various ways for the creation of meaningful 
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communication between children with disabilities and children without disabilities, so that every 
child gets the opportunity to participate in activities without hindering the activity. Psychologists 
and caregivers wonder whether and how is it possible to have social relations between the 
various children and "vacillate" between opposing attitudes, one maintaining that we should let 
them play in spaces adapted to their particular needs and the other saying that there is no need 
for special adaptation. Social workers grapple with the question of how is it possible to create a 
meaningful encounter and promote efficient, immediate communications that will bring about the 
creation of continuous, stable and meaningful social relations for the children's future. We, the 
designers/planners of the built environment, ask ourselves how to be considerate of children 
with disabilities without harming their social integration into this space so that the integration 
itself does not lead to stress and anxiety and is most natural to them? What are the aspects that 
should be taken in consideration apart from the disability itself; how can this be done so that a 
meaningful and non-artificial encounter is achieved In order for such an encounter to take place, 
it should be held within what may be called "the common playing space" (Figure 9), a space that 
does not entirely belong to children with disabilities or to "typical" children but is not strange or 
artificial to any of them. 
 

 
 
Figure 9: The Common Playing Space in the “Snake Garden”– Designer: Rachel Freidman 
 
This is a new space, "a location", where a dialog can be held, common play, a conversation, or 
simply a successful meeting, one that brings a sense of mutual enrichment and whose outcome 
will also lead to the development  of each of the children, both regular and disabled.  

One of the basic guiding principles of creating the design model of an accessible and 
inclusive garden relates to "appropriate design", which acknowledges that each child as such, 
whether with or without disabilities, has abilities. "Activity-oriented design" (Figure 10), can 
create a system in which all children can take part jointly in the playing experience. "Appropriate 
activity-oriented design" is about a variety of physical components related to the developmental 
and social uses, which any space as such is supposed to provide an answer." [6] 
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Figure 10: Activity-oriented Design Diagram- Designer: Rachel Freidman 
 

The design solutions will include proposals for these problems on such a level that enables 
physical activity and motor development, taking decisions, learning, dramatic play, social 
development and joy.[1] In addition, the garden domain is part of a wider environment 
(neighbourhood), and therefore, the design should adapt to the environment where it is located 
and provide an answer to components such as parking lots, boarding and alighting of 
passengers, public transport, access paths to the garden and inside it, an entrance gate, and 
signs of direction and orientation.  

The proposed solutions take into consideration the land slopes and the particular 
characteristic topography of the garden, the existing paths of the domain, the distribution of the 
facilities, and the foci on the ground, according to age, attractions, shade, shaded and adapted 
sitting corners, water fountains, signs, lighting, and similar considerations. Every proposed 
solution addresses the issue of the quality of the facilities, safety and stability, adaptation for 
children with various needs, durability, maintenance ease, resistance to vandalism, various 
levels of challenges, and the possibility of enable several children to engage in an activity at the 
same time.  
 
Summary 
The project followed up the manner in which children with and without disabilities interact in the 
examined spaces, and it thus proposes a planning-designing-operative concept of space. This 
concept is in keeping with what David Leatherbarrow calls "the topographical premises of 
landscape and architecture", according to which there is no way to separate the planning-
designing-operative procedure from the landscape itself: "The task of landscape architecture 
and architecture, as topographical arts, is to provide the prosaic pattern of our lives with durable 
dimension and beautiful expression." [7]  

It seems evident that the process of designing inclusive gardens has been completed; that 
new standards have been established, and a new profile has been developed for "an accessible 
and inclusive playground". The next step is to begin a process that takes into account the 
information obtained, and guidance on the utilization of the user profiles in the designing and 
planning procedures of playgrounds and open spaces. In this context, it is important to 
emphasize that the proposed profile constitutes "a springboard" for the creation of the "inclusive 
playscape". Children without disabilities will have to overcome various psychological and other 
processes that they undergo upon accepting the different and the other in order to be able to 
vacate "space" for the other who seeks their company. Thus, at issue is the creation of a 
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common playscape that enables interactive and reciprocal learning by the children in it, without 
a passive and an active side. There is not a participating side and an observing side; there 
should an experience whose principle is an active encounter between children with various 
needs and who differ from each other. Otherwise, as Goldman [8] points out, "the right to be 
outdoors" becomes meaningless for many children and people. 

While this is a long and complex process, I believe that, when the space allows it, the 
probability that this goal will be realized is much greater, and that this project will make a 
meaningful contribution to the creation of an active environment that it is not made up only of 
children with various needs but one that implements a universal inclusive concept by designed, 
educational and social action. 
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AbstractAbstractAbstractAbstract

This paper is to study the persuasive effects and user experience of persuasive systems
for diabetes self-management of Chinese older adults in Hong Kong. Two kinds of
persuasive systems were used in the study: a web-based multi-media diabetes
management course and some mobile logbook systems. The paper discusses the
concepts of motivation theories in health system design, and conclude that far more
sensitive to context and to concepts of well-being need to be built into the design of
health systems for chronic disease patients in self-management. The paper ends by
detailing some criteria that might develop more inclusive health systems that can
enhance self-efficacy and well-being of chronic disease patients while helping to
persuade and motivate them to engage and adhere in health behaviour over a longer
term.

KeywordsKeywordsKeywordsKeywords
Design for well-being, diabetes self-management, motivation, persuasive technologies,
use context, user contexts, user experience

1.1.1.1. IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction
Diabetes Mellitus is the second most common type of chronic disease in Hong Kong [1]
and it is estimated that about 700,000 people (around 10% of total population) have
diabetes but half of them are being undiagnosed [2]. It is particularly common for elderly
who aged 65 and above and about 20-30% of them are suffering from the disease.
Nevertheless, the trend is growing among the younger populations [3]. In China, the
diabetes populations are among the highest in the world [4], and it is estimated that the
diabetes cases will increase from 20.8 percent in 2000 to 42.3 percent in 2030 (ibid).
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People with diabetes mellitus need to manage their health in many aspects in their lives
in a day-to-day, ongoing and long-term basis. Self-care or self-management today plays
a pivotal role in chronic care, since effective self-management schemes for chronic
disease patients are reported to reduce hospital readmissions, decrease the risks of
developing complications, and achieve healthier outcomes while improving quality of life
[5, 6, 7]. For many people, however, to engage and adhere to self-management over the
long-term is challenging [8].

Many researchers consider that the goals of developing self-care health systems should
not just concern managing diseases but should also focus on increasing self-efficacy [9],
promoting health behaviour [10], as well as enhancing positive well-being [11].

Persuasive computing is “an interactive technology that attempts to change attitudes or
behaviours in some way" [11]. Using digital and persuasive technologies to motivate,
persuade, and elicit health behaviour change has been studied extensively in its
application in health care and self-management (including diabetes management) and is
of growing interest in the western countries. Many of these studies have shown that it
can help to improve self-efficacy and therefore the health conditions of diabetes patients
[13,14].

However, many researchers criticize many of these behaviour change systems were
taking too much control [15] or only achieve short-term success but that they are not able
to sustain behaviour change over the course of intervention [16,17]. One reason of the
high attrition rate of system use is that many of these systems often lacking an
understanding the connection between the user, the "persuasive strategy" they offer and
contexts (socio-economic, cultural, physical and psychological) in which they are taken
up and adopted [18]. Moreover, not only is the effectiveness of different strategies not
well known, but also these technologies often do not sufficiently meet the needs of the
intended users and not able to build relationships with them [19, 20]. So the users feel
frustrated or stressful in using them and they abandoned the systems eventually.

These problems suggest that a more human-centered approach in designing and
developing these systems is necessary. This can probably best be accomplished by
thoroughly understanding the interdependencies between user contexts and their
characteristics, the socio-economic environment, as well as the infrastructure of the
technologies and its use. It should also be required to comprehend how these persuasive
designs are able to motivate or inspire health behaviour change, how these technologies
meet the needs of the users and match with the users' lifestyle and capabilities, as well
as how these technologies can create structure to deliver health care in new and
innovative ways [18].

Since these concepts have not been widely studied in the Asian context, particularly
people with chronic disease, this paper reports on an initial contextual study examining
user-experience in the take-up of these digital technologies in diabetes self-management
of Chinese older adults in Hong Kong. The paper discusses the concepts of health
behaviour theories in health system design, and concludes on the basis of the results of
this initial study that far more sensitive to context and to concepts of well-being need to
be built into the design of health systems for chronic disease patients in self-
management. The paper ends by discussing some criteria that might develop more
inclusive health systems that can enhance self-efficacy and well-being of chronic disease
patients while helping to persuade and motivate them to engage and adhere in health
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behaviour over a longer term.

2.2.2.2. LiteratureLiteratureLiteratureLiterature ReviewReviewReviewReview
2.1.2.1.2.1.2.1. UnderstandingUnderstandingUnderstandingUnderstanding motivationmotivationmotivationmotivation andandandand healthhealthhealthhealth behaviourbehaviourbehaviourbehaviour change:change:change:change:
somesomesomesome theoreticaltheoreticaltheoreticaltheoretical modelsmodelsmodelsmodels

A large range of frameworks and concepts of persuasive technologies has been
developed in the last decades. For example, Fogg [21] develops a behaviour model for
persuasive design. He considers that a person performs a targeted behaviour depending
on the fulfilment of three factors: motivation, ability and triggers. The person needs to
have sufficient motivation and ability to perform the behaviour and under the influence of
an effective trigger for target behaviour to happen. All three factors must be present at
the same moment or the behaviour will not happen [21].

Oinas-Kukkonen and Harjumaa [22, 23] have also developed a Persuasive Systems
Design (PSD) model as a comprehensive framework for designing and evaluating
persuasive systems. The PSD model regards that analysing use context and user
context are important in understanding the process of persuasion. Use context refers to
the relevant information of a user's given situation, whereas user context relates to a
larger context of the users such as their needs, attitudes, motivations, abilities and
cultural factors. They also suggest to analyse the persuasive message and techniques of
a system to recognize their effectiveness or problems.

To study the theories of health behaviour can help to understand behaviour change. For
example, Prochaska and his colleagues [24, 25] had previously noted that behaviour
change is a process where people pass through stages, which have different needs and
psychological processes. First, a person needs to be aware that there is a problem in the
initial stages and has an intention to change. This is usually generated by a trigger, which
could be an event, a message, or a personal experience, etc. Second, reflection is
important in this stage since it helps the person to evaluate one's own being and actions,
leading, ideally, to a third stage where the patient or individual adjusts their thinking and
behaviour, both in relation to their health issues and as a response to the environment or
social system they are part of [26]. The development of self-reflection is considered
central by most researchers, as it leads to more enduring behaviour change.
Nevertheless, change will occur only when the person thinks that there are significant
perceived benefits of the intended action and the perceived self-efficacy is high [26]. Self-
efficacy refers to the confidence of a person perceived to have the ability to perform the
intended behaviour and to maintain it without return to unhealthy behaviour. People with
higher self-efficacy tend to have stronger intention to attend goals, and higher degree of
persistence when aversive experience occurs.

In Self-Determination Theory (SDT), Ryan and Deci [27] suggest that maintenance of
behaviour change over time is more likely to be successful if the patients internalize
values and process the skills to change, and experience self-determination.
Internalization is a process of taking on a value or regulation, it relates to the sense of
self. Autonomy, competence and positive social relations are vital to the process of
internalization. Autonomy is the desire of the experience of freedom to perform self-
organize behaviour and activities that congruous with the person's sense of self.
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Competence, similar to self-efficacy, refers to the wish to have an impact on the
environment and capable to achieve desired outcomes. Relatedness is the need to feel
an interconnection with others that can care for and cared by others. These needs are
also argued as universal and essential to one's psychological well-being.

Moreover, SDT regards that motivation can be classified into three main types: intrinsic
motivation, extrinsic motivation and amotivation [27]. Intrinsic motivation refers to the
performing of an activity for its own inherent satisfaction rather than for some separable
consequence. That is, a person who is intrinsically motivated to act for the sake of fun or
challenge of the action itself rather than by external forces or rewards. Extrinsic
motivation, on the other hand, is characterized by external influence, and the action is
often affected by external rewards or pressures. Amotivation refers to the person finds no
meaning of the action itself and is not willing to get involved [27]. Activities that possess
intrinsic values such as providing autonomy, perceived competence, novelty, aesthetic,
optimal challenges, as well facilitate feedback and social connection are most likely to
achieve intrinsic motivation and well-being [27].

All these theories consider that behaviour change and maintenance involve different
stages and psychological processes, the key determinants are reflection, perceived self-
efficacy and motivation.

ReflectionReflectionReflectionReflection can be generated by effective persuasive and communication strategies, the
most commonly use in persuasive systems include games [28, 29] storytelling [30] and
online diary [31]. Content information is an important part to help people develop self-
reflection through different persuasive communication strategies. It is also significant to
increase self-efficacy of chronic disease patients in self-management [32, 33]. Narrative
or storytelling form has been found to be a highly effective way to influence people since
they are more likely to evoking emotions, providing role-models and generate lesser
counter-arguments [33]. Graphical forms such as graphs and pie charts can also be
effective since they can communicate risks [34, 35].

However, Petty and Cacioppo [36] in the Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM) suggest
that the effectiveness of a persuasive message depends on how it makes sense to the
receiver [37]. People with high involvement tend to be influenced by the central route of
persuasion that relies mainly on rational information, facts and evidences, and arguments
to support a claim. In contrast, people with low involvement are mainly influenced by
peripheral route of persuasion such as attractive images or promotion. They consider that
the central route of persuasion is more robust since it involves cognitive efforts to
evaluate the persuasive message. Hence, it suggests that the same persuasive
strategies may not have the same effects to all people.

Motivation.Motivation.Motivation.Motivation. Finally, experience also affects the motivation of performing and
maintenance the behaviour over time since past experience can determine repeat and
future experience. Experience is a result of an interaction between the user's personal
internal state of being, the product attributes and characteristics, the environment or
context where the user is using it, and the activity in this context. These components are
intertwined and may affect one another [38]. For instance, Sharples et al [39] discover
that the context of use and perceived values of testing are decisive factors of the use and
adherence of glucose meter than the device design [39]. Audulv et al [40] also found that
self-management integration involves several phases that are influenced by the
individual's unique context.
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This paper is focused on examining the user experience of two persuasive systems in
three areas: reflection, motivation, and contextual factors. The objectives include
examining:
1. how different kinds of persuasive strategies can develop internalization and achieve
greater motivation in behaviour change;
2. the motivational problems; and
3. how contextual factors affect the user experience and motivation to change

3.3.3.3. MethodsMethodsMethodsMethods andandandand ProcessesProcessesProcessesProcesses
3.1.3.1.3.1.3.1. TheTheTheThe systemssystemssystemssystems usedusedusedused inininin thethethethe studystudystudystudy

In order to understand how different persuasive strategies have different effectiveness in
the context of use, two different types of common systems of persuasive design for self-
management were used in this study - a web-based multimedia diabetes management
course and some mobile logbook systems. These two kinds of systems have some
similar functions but differ in their forms and the persuasive strategies they employ.

The web-basedweb-basedweb-basedweb-based course was developed by the Rehabilitation Society of Hong Kong for
teaching and education purposes and puts emphasis on content including
comprehensive information about diabetes and self-management. The course includes
information about such as the complications of diabetes, medications and their side
effects, food converter, stress management and extends to information about exercise
and videos of exercise demonstrations that are connected to Youtube. The information is
delivered through multi-media, multi-model, and multi-format consisting of interactive
games, quizzes, videos, short stories, descriptions and a discussion forum, to make the
information interesting and easy to understand. It also provides some forms for patients
to set their own goals, record blood sugar level as well as exercise or activities. However,
the forms are only available in print format and users have to download and print out the
forms to fill in the data.

By contrast, the mobilemobilemobilemobile applicationapplicationapplicationapplication systemssystemssystemssystems include two diabetes management
systems, and a weight management system. All three were developed by Mainland
Chinese enterprises since none of these kinds of applications were developed in Hong
Kong at the time of research. Three mobile applications were used, they included an
application for recording blood glucose (Kiwi Glucose Assistant), one application for
weight management (Weight Loss Assistant), and a comprehensive diabetes application
(Little Diabetes Nurse). The former two applications were used in the Android system
and the latter was used in the IOS system, they could be downloaded free-of-charge.
These mobile applications were selected in this study since some of them were not only
allowed the users to enter the health data, or diet and exercise data, but also include
information for diabetes, or information about food and exercise.

The mobile applications required users to enter data and record them on the systems for
reference so that they could keep track of their health and weight with their activities. The
data were presented in numerical and graphical formats for a period of time provided that
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the users entered the data manually in the systems. The Kiwi Glucose Assistant allowed
users to enter blood sugar level and other vital signs data including blood pressure, pulse,
temperature, HBA1C, and other information such as dizziness or medication intake if
necessary. It also offered information about diabetes in text format. The Little Diabetes
Nurse was mainly a logbook type of diabetes system with more features such as insulin
intake and medication recording, but it had no diabetes information and only provided
numerical presentations. The Weight Loss Assistant could record the users' Body Mass
Index (BMI) and suggested appropriate calories and body weight with respects the
personal information such as gender, age and height. It helped the users to record the
diet intakes and activity periods, and provided abundant information about food and
exercises, for instance nutrition, recipes with healing effects from the concepts of
Traditional Chinese Medicines, as well as the benefits of the activities and their
precautions, etc.

FigureFigureFigureFigure 1:1:1:1: MultimediaMultimediaMultimediaMultimedia Web-basedWeb-basedWeb-basedWeb-based DiabetesDiabetesDiabetesDiabetes
managementmanagementmanagementmanagement coursecoursecoursecourse

FigureFigureFigureFigure 2:2:2:2: KiwiKiwiKiwiKiwi GlucoseGlucoseGlucoseGlucose AssistantAssistantAssistantAssistant FigureFigureFigureFigure 3:3:3:3: WeightWeightWeightWeight LossLossLossLossAssistantAssistantAssistantAssistant
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3.2.3.2.3.2.3.2. ProcessesProcessesProcessesProcesses

The research was mainly exploratory and qualitative approach was used to examine the
persuasive and motivation effects of these persuasive systems in the natural setting for a
period of time. The methods used for data collection and analysis include questionnaire,
individual interviews, diaries and observation.

The research was divided into 4 sections: 1) the participants answered a questionnaire
about the general information of their disease and self-management; 2) the participants
were introduced to the systems and were taught how to use them; 3) they used the
systems for about 6 to 10 weeks in their own environment and came back for a post-use
evaluation to describe their experience and motivational problems if any; 4) they were
shown to a design prototype as a 'prop' to understand their needs and desires in these
kinds of systems. Due to the scope of this paper, this paper is focused only on the
system use experience, the results of the questionnaire and the prototype section will be
discussed elsewhere.

Due to the intention of the research was to discover the persuasive effects and
motivations of these systems in people's daily lives in their natural setting, no extra efforts
were required from the participants. The researcher called the participants one week
after the introduction section to check if they have any problems or concerns in using the
systems, then she called the participants in about 4 weeks later to confirm the interview
meeting.

Total 18 patients aged 40 to 70 including 10 males and 8 females were invited from three
patient self-help organizations for the study. In order to understand how user contexts
impact on system use and experience, people with diverse demographics (age, gender,
education level and employment status) and clinical stage (duration of diabetes) were
selected from the questionnaire. The participants were assigned randomly in different
groups according to their use of the device and they have been using that kind of device
for at least more than 3 months. All the participants were explained the purpose of the
research and consent forms were obtained before the research. In order to provide
incentive, each participant was offered a HK$100 (around US$12.80) supermarket
coupon after the research was completed.

In the pre-use evaluation, 6 patients (3 males and 3 females) used the online course
since they did not use smart phone, computer was their primary use. One female patient
was withdrawn later in the study since she could not be reached for the post-use
evaluation, so the total participants in this group was 5 (3 males and 2 females). In the
mobile application group, 12 patients (6 males and 6 females) were invited. However, 4
female patients aged around 50's were later withdrawn so there were only 8 patients (6
males and 2 females) returned for the post-use interviews. So the total number of
participants in this research was 13 (9 males and 4 females).

The post-use research was conducted in in-depth semi-structured interview, which took
about 1 to 1.5 hours each,. It focused on understanding the user experience of the
systems; if the systems was able to initiate reflection and motivation to behaviour change;
as well as any contextual factors affect the system use. All the interviews were
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audiotaped recorded and transcribed in Chinese then translated to English for data
coding and analysis.

The data analysis was employed a deductive content qualitative analysis approach since
the deductive approach is used for validating or extending the theoretical framework or
theory [41]. This approach could help to provide a more in-depth understanding of the
subject matter and extend the existing knowledge of the proposed framework.

4.4.4.4. FindingsFindingsFindingsFindings
The research findings were mainly focused on three areas - promote reflection,
motivation, and contextual factors. Under reflection, the research mainly attempted to
understand the persuasive effects of different persuasive strategies and techniques in the
content: multi-media with narrative and game versus numerical, graphical and expository
information. In motivation, the research mainly intended to find out if the systems provide
autonomic, competent and social related experience in system use. Finally, it is also
important to identify the contextual factors influence motivation in system use.

4.1.4.1.4.1.4.1. Reflection,Reflection,Reflection,Reflection, persuasivenesspersuasivenesspersuasivenesspersuasiveness andandandand increasedincreasedincreasedincreased awarenessawarenessawarenessawareness

Two factors stand out from the research to date:

4.1.1. The importance of content information

Almost all users (n12) from both groups found that content information was important to
them. They especially concerned the information about foods and medications. The
website group thought that the use of games and quizzes were interesting and useful for
them to understand the content information and remember it deeply. Most of the patients
(n4) said it enhanced the knowledge of diabetes and self-management and it helped
them to reflect more when eating. Two participants said it encouraged them to do more
physical exercise; one said he checked blood sugar more after using it. Almost all of them
(n4) said they were more confident in self-management and managing their disease.
However, one patient thought that it was boring since she had already known the
information and the website did not motivate her to do more exercise as she thought that
she had already practicing them in her daily life. She said the website was useful for
patients do not have much knowledge but it was not for her. Given that, all patients said
they would visit it again in the future if they wanted to refresh their memory or check out
some information.

4.1.2. Problems with the "apps"

The mobile application group have rather negative comments on the systems and they
have a high attrition rate - most of the patients stopped using them after a few trials. One
patient just read the information and did not want to enter any data. One patient even did
not use the Weight Loss Assistant application at all. One patient said he would not use
the systems again. Most of the participants (n6) thought that the information about food
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nutrition and exercise were good and important for them, however, there were some
cultural issues such as food names and terms affecting their motivation to use. The
graphs and charts did not generate reflection to them and they were not motivated to
change their behaviour since they did not understand the meaning of them (n1), not
perceived as significant (n3), or not have enough data to create them (n2). Only one
patient said the graphs helped him more aware about his dietary intake and health. The
patient using the IOS system found the blood sugar averages (in numerical form) could
have some alertness for her but she questioned about the accuracy and found that it was
tedious to use.

4.2.4.2.4.2.4.2. MotivationMotivationMotivationMotivation andandandand UserUserUserUser ExperienceExperienceExperienceExperience

The following is to analyse the motivation related to autonomy, competence and
relatedness of the user experience. It showed that the website provided more positive
autonomic and competent experience contributing to higher engagement and more
repeat visits.

4.2.1.4.2.1.4.2.1.4.2.1. AutonomyAutonomyAutonomyAutonomy

All the users in the website group regarded that it was easy and simple to use and gave
more positive comments about it. They liked the aesthetics of the website regarding the
colours, visual images, big icons and cartoons, as well as music. They also liked the
games and quizzes and they felt "relaxing", "happy", "concentrated", and "enjoyable" to
use. It shows that those are intrinsic motivation attributes important for achieving positive
experience. One patient even designed his own forms and set his own goals, which
motivated him to meet his own targets. However, two participants thought that it did not
provide customized features and the information could be more detailed and updated
regularly, it was particularly emphasized by a patient who was mainly using diet control to
maintain her blood sugar level.

However, the self-monitoring was found troublesome and problematic in both groups,
particularly the mobile application group. The major problems involve time issues,
accuracy, and usability problems. The former two related to the autonomic problems, and
the usability problems related to competence.

Time issues
Almost all of the participants except one complained that it was tedious to enter data with
their diet and exercise every time. They thought that it was too time-consuming,
redundancy and wasted time for them to do so.

P6: "To be honest, if I have to work, I won't do these things. If I know that I can burn
how many calories in one hour, then I won't do it everyday (record and check it). I'd
rather do something else ...." (Mobile group)

Accuracy
Accuracy was another problem affects the motivation of using the system, especially
regarding to the Weight Loss Assistant application. The accuracy problems mainly
derived from incomplete data entry, skeptical about the system measurement and
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information source, and unsure about the food count.

P6: "The most difficult one is diet, since I don't know how many grams the food area.
I feel it's not accurate, so I just give it up and don't do it." (Mobile group)

P9: "I also tried cleaning. I entered the time as about 15 minutes; it showed that it
costs a few hundred calories. I entered cleaning floor .... I think, "Is it really?" ...I
asked myself, "Is it accurate?" Then I have some queries ... I stopped doing it
because I felt I was being cheated! Because it didn't reflect the truth! So I think it's a
bit ... Fake!" (Mobile group)

P13:"If just check it occasionally, the average number may not accurate." (Mobile
group)

Participants felt controlled in performing the actions leading to lower motivations and
resistant to use. They also did not think that the actions provided substantial benefits and
were meaningful to them.

4.2.2.4.2.2.4.2.2.4.2.2. CompetenceCompetenceCompetenceCompetence

The perceived competent problems are mainly related to the mobile applications, which
stemmed from the systems themselves and the contextual factors. The problems
regarding the system include: difficult to enter the data, difficult to find the food names,
design problems and culture problems, particularly refer to theWeight Loss Assistant
application. The contextual factors related to the difficulty to count the food quantity and
food weight, and they did not willingly to check blood sugar regularly every day.

Many of the patients complained that they found entering data difficult since they could
not find the food they wanted in the large food database, the names of the food may also
different culturally. They were also not certain how many calories they ate per meal
especially when eating outsides. Some of them also found that it was difficult for them to
count their steps or they were unsure which exercise type was most suitable for them to
record.

On the other hand, although the Kiwi Glucose Assistant was regarded as quite easy to
use, many of them did not willingly to check their blood sugar every day. They thought
that it was not necessary to check it everyday, they usually only checked 2 to 3 times per
week. Some of them checking blood sugar was only when they did not feel good or they
wanted to check if the food would cause high blood sugar so they could be more cautious
about it next time. Some patients (n3) also thought that checking blood sugar costs
money so they barely did so. Moreover, some of them also thought that it was not as
convenient as recording it down on booklet.

P13: " But since I don't have many problems so I use it less, not use it many times. I
check it usually when I was not feeling well, otherwise, if I feel OK, then I'll just
leave it. .... If I feel like my blood sugar is high, or when I feel dizzy, then I'll check
it." (Mobile group)

Other problems consist of cultural problems: do not like to read Simplify Chinese, should
have English and Chinese version, should be more international, some food names and
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use of the terms were different from Hong Kong. Design problems include small fonts,
small buttons, problem with registration, too many texts, unsound organization and lack
of interactivity. One patient with about 10 years diabetes also regarded that it should
provide more flexibility for patients to define and record their health situation since each
diabetes case is individually different.

It shows that the usability problems affected their perceived competence therefore the
self-efficacy to perform the tasks. The contextual factors also significantly influenced the
usability problems and motivation in system use. Autonomy and competence are also
interrelated as already suggested by Ryan and Deci [27].

:4.2.3.4.2.3.4.2.3.4.2.3. SocialSocialSocialSocial connectionconnectionconnectionconnection

Although peer influence and social support are considered important in self-management
[42], many studies and system design have promoted social supports by using blogs or
discussion forums in the systems [43, 44], most of the participants (n10) in the website
and mobile application groups did not use the discussion forum. The reasons include: no
time; no need; not useful; do not like to share with strangers; feel not the same with the
others, reliability and trustworthy issues, cultural problem, and difficult to type in Chinese.

For instance, regarding the reliability issues, one patient (P9: male, around 40 years old,
university level) said:

"I won't use the discussion forum, it's not reliable. Because everyone is different. If I
put a message on the forum, then there're 'N' numbers of solutions, then who will
you trust? I won't use discussion forums to get the answers, I'll find some reliable
sources such as government, or I'll only listen to some people with a genuine
scientific background. You can find some weird ideas on the discussion forum, but
how many of them are trustworthy? It's not reliable. Because these people are only
ordinary people and they're not professionals, how do you justify the truths of these
information?" (Mobile group)

Two participants said they would read the discussion forum. One participant (male, aged
69) said that he would read it because it can help him to gain more new knowledge.
However, he seldom used Facebook and there were only a few close-friends in his
account. Another participant (female, age around 40) liked to read the discussion forums
and use Facebook, however, since she thought that the community in the discussion
forum of the applications were mainly from Mainland China, so she only read it, and she
was also skeptical about the answers of the discussion forum. She said she will use it if
the community is in Hong Kong.

This study shows that social supports from virtual community have very limited effects for
Chinese older adults who prefer interacting physically with closer friends and people they
can trust rather than strangers. The more difficulty in typing Chinese is also a reason why
they use less virtual community. It may also imply differences in gender and age, which
requires further investigation.

4.3.4.3.4.3.4.3. ContextualContextualContextualContextual factorsfactorsfactorsfactors

Many of the persuasive systems do not consider the contextual factors in system use.
This research found that contextual factors such as the physical and emotional problems
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of the users, as well as the use context such as technical infrastructure can affect the
motivation of the system use. It is also worth noticing that medication information is
important for diabetes patients.

4.3.1.4.3.1.4.3.1.4.3.1. PhysicalPhysicalPhysicalPhysical problemsproblemsproblemsproblems
Some of the patients reported that they have physical problems when surfing the website,
it was particularly problematic when people using the mobile applications since the fonts
and buttons are too small to read and to press. The physical problems mostly include:
eye problems, cognitive decline, physical movement problems.

P2: "Usually I watched TV at night, and watched it (website) after 10pm. I watched a
bit, then I got up and walked a bit. Then I watched a bit TV. Because I have
problems with my back, I can't sit for a long time. Moreover, my eyes are also not
good, they're quite tired. Because I have presbyopia and astigmatism, my eyes are
tearing when I watched it for a while. Furthermore, my computer is quite small, I
brought a wrong one." (Website group)

P8: "I feel bored because there are too many texts, I need to read with
concentration and my eyes are tired." (Website group)

P3: "Usually I just walk. My feet are sore, I can't run, no exercise. ..... I can't do
exercise to reduce weight."(Mobile group)

Cognitive decline is another problem. For instance, one participant forgot the user name
and passwords on the website even though she had written it down on the booklet. Her
son helped her to re-register again but she still quite confused and the researcher helped
her to find it. Some of the participants forgot the features introduced in the pre-use stage
so they did not use them, and they found that the navigation of the applications were not
easy to comprehend.

4.3.2.4.3.2.4.3.2.4.3.2. EmotionalEmotionalEmotionalEmotional problemsproblemsproblemsproblems
Several emotional problems were found such as fears, worries, and guilty. Many of the
patients were quite concerned about the medication information such as the effectiveness
and side effects of the medications. It seemed that knowing the information about their
medications can increase their self-efficacy and their sense of hope of their disease.
Since diabetes could develop dreadful complications that affect the patients' life, many of
them felt worried and stressful. The disease could also affect their sense of self and
develop depression.

P: "It's like squeezing orange juice, at the end you need to take injections. ..... I think
insulin injection is the simplest way. After insulin injection, the complications will
almost be .... It should be better to take injections. No need to bother that much -
problems with eyes, foot amputation that kinds of complications, is that right? Do
you think it's true?" (Mobile group)

Nevertheless, one patient did not adhere to the diabetes medication because she thought
that if she took the medication, then she needed to take it all her life. However, she took
hypertension drugs on time since she thought that hypertension was more serious
because it has a risk of stroke. She thought that the complications of diabetes seem to be
"far away", and she could control it herself. However, she felt guilty when she thought that
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she could not control herself well.

P12: "Sometimes I feel quite guilty, I feel weird. (Researcher: Why is that?) I don't
feel guilty when I was eating, but feel guilty after eating, very strange." (Mobile
group)

4.3.3.4.3.3.4.3.3.4.3.3. TechnicalTechnicalTechnicalTechnical infrastructureinfrastructureinfrastructureinfrastructure problemsproblemsproblemsproblems
The technical infrastructure problems found during the research include:

� Difficult to find the applications and download them in some brands of smart phone
� The Chinese fonts were distorted in some smart phone systems
� Difficult to type the Chinese texts
� Do not have the necessary equipment at home, for example, printer

Most of the older adults in the website group did not have printers at home, so one patient
said he needed to go to print the forms at the library, but he forgot where to put the filled
forms when he came back to post-use evaluation. Two website users do not have the
printer and the researcher needed to print the forms for them. Other technical problem
includes the different configuration in different smart phone devices causing some defects
and troubles in use.

5.5.5.5. DiscussionDiscussionDiscussionDiscussion
The use of qualitative interview in this study provides rich and in-depth understanding of
the patient’s needs and contextual effects on system use. It demonstrates that systems
with intrinsic motivation attributes can promote reflection and internalization resulting in
behaviour change and higher engagement and sustained motivation.

5.1.5.1.5.1.5.1. ImplicationsImplicationsImplicationsImplications totototo DesignDesignDesignDesign

Several design principles for the future design and development of persuasive systems
are proposed based on the research findings. Although the principles suggested here are
based on the culturally specific case, the older Chinese adults with diabetes in this case,
many of the principles are believed to be essential and applicable for other types of
chronic diseases and in persuasive systems in general to promote desirable behaviour
and sustain motivation over time.

1.1.1.1. ContentContentContentContent informationinformationinformationinformation isisisis importantimportantimportantimportant forforforfor chronicchronicchronicchronic diseasediseasediseasedisease patientspatientspatientspatients butbutbutbut itititit needsneedsneedsneeds
totototo bebebebe delivereddelivereddelivereddelivered inininin appropriateappropriateappropriateappropriate formatsformatsformatsformats andandandand onononon thethethethe rightrightrightright channelschannelschannelschannels
Information is important for diabetes patients in self-management since it helps to

promote self-reflection and provide meaning to change. Gaining more knowledge and
skills can also increase self-efficacy of the patients to tackle problems and manage their
disease. However, the information should be delivered in more interesting ways for easy
to absorb and to understand, particularly for people with newly diagnosed disease or with
low health literacy. It should also update regularly to provide new information for
developing new knowledge and maintaining interest to use. Persuasive systems for
chronic disease patients should provide sufficient information, guidance and suggestions,
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and assistance with helps when needed.

2.2.2.2. PersuasivePersuasivePersuasivePersuasive isisisis moremoremoremore effectiveeffectiveeffectiveeffective ifififif itititit promotespromotespromotespromotes reflectionreflectionreflectionreflection andandandand autonomousautonomousautonomousautonomous
motivationmotivationmotivationmotivation

This study shows that persuasive strategies with intrinsic motivation attributes such as
fun, pleasurable, autonomy, competence and aesthetics can promote reflection and are
more likely to initiate behaviour change. Moreover, higher interactive of the systems can
promote motivation and engagement. Narrative forms and games of persuasive
strategies are effective especially for people with lower involvement but may not for
higher involvement people. It requires to examine more and varies persuasive strategies
such as positive and negative rewards, and motivation quotes in the future.

3.3.3.3. PersuasivePersuasivePersuasivePersuasive systemsystemsystemsystem shouldshouldshouldshould notnotnotnot designdesigndesigndesign oneoneoneone systemsystemsystemsystem forforforfor allallallall
This study demonstrates that there are diverse needs and conditions of people with

diabetes. For instance, it seems that the more knowledgeable and higher involvement
patients require more advanced, complex, scientific and updated information and features,
such as medications information and food nutrition. In contrast, less knowledgeable and
lower involvement patients need simpler and interesting information and more
encouragement and reasons to change. It requires more empirical research to
understand how different user contexts such as gender, age, years of diagnosis, and
health literacy respond to different persuasive strategies and features; it also needs to
examine their perspective on technology use, their behaviour and perception of self-
management, etc. As diabetes and chronic diseases are complex, people also differ in
their way in self-management. This study has shown that persuasive systems are more
effective and useful if it tailors to different users rather than design one system for all.

4.4.4.4. TheTheTheThe useuseuseuse ofofofof persuasivepersuasivepersuasivepersuasive strategiesstrategiesstrategiesstrategies dependsdependsdependsdepends onononon thethethethe useruseruseruser contextscontextscontextscontexts
As suggested above, the persuasive strategies should be more effective to different

group of users. This study finds that graphical and numerical presentations are only
persuasive provided that the users know how to interpret them and understand what they
mean. It should also need to use carefully with some instructions and guidelines. The
findings also show that the data entry mode of self-monitoring is not suitable for Chinese
older adults who all found difficult to do so and their motives were very low. More
innovative technologies and design should be developed to encourage self-monitoring in
more autonomous and competent ways.

5.5.5.5. PersuasivePersuasivePersuasivePersuasive systemssystemssystemssystems shouldshouldshouldshould meetmeetmeetmeet users'users'users'users' lifestylelifestylelifestylelifestyle andandandand useuseuseuse contextcontextcontextcontext
The study illustrates that contextual factors play an important part in affecting

usability, user experience, as well as motivation in system use. It needs to consider the
contextual factors, especially understanding the physical and emotional problems of the
users. It should also consider the technical infrastructure and how design facilitates it
rather than to create burdens to the patients. To understand the user needs and context
of use is essential to develop more desirable systems and motivate to change behaviour.
Designers need to develop empathy and sensitivity to users' needs. A system that can
meet users' needs and lifestyle with less burden on their side is more likely to increase
chance of use and engagement.

6.6.6.6. CredibilityCredibilityCredibilityCredibility isisisis importantimportantimportantimportant totototo gaingaingaingain trusttrusttrusttrust andandandand motivationmotivationmotivationmotivation
One of the findings in this study is that credibility and trustworthiness is critical to

affect the motivation. The systems need to provide credible sources of information and
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accurate measurements, possibly providing scientific proofs or detailed explanation,
particularly for more advanced and knowledgeable users.

7.7.7.7. FacilitateFacilitateFacilitateFacilitate socialsocialsocialsocial interactioninteractioninteractioninteraction withwithwithwith closeclosecloseclose friendsfriendsfriendsfriends andandandand relativesrelativesrelativesrelatives
The study indicates that most Chinese older adults prefer closer relationships such

as family and friends, possibly because of the cultural characteristics that Chinese people
tend to be more conservative and not showing too much emotions to strangers. Hence,
the persuasive design systems should facilitate social interactions with family and friends
in easy way since they are important sources of social supports. It should also provide
physical and human-to-human interaction for Chinese older adults if possible.
Nevertheless, other forms of social interaction are still needed to maintain a normal social
life. Furthermore, more interactions and feedbacks of the systems and from the care
providers should be supported in a non-intrusive way to avoid the feeling of being
controlled.

8.8.8.8. MultidisciplinaryMultidisciplinaryMultidisciplinaryMultidisciplinary researchresearchresearchresearch andandandand developmentdevelopmentdevelopmentdevelopment isisisis essentialessentialessentialessential
It is noted that this kind of system design requires multi-disciplinary teams' co-

operation since diabetes, self-management and health behaviour change are complicated.
Sharing diverse perspectives from different disciplines could help to provide holistic and
in-depth understanding of people with diabetes or other chronic diseases, which can
create more desirable and innovative means of care and health promotion.

7.7.7.7. ConclusionsConclusionsConclusionsConclusions
The study indicates that the existing persuasive systems in diabetes management and
weight loss management for Chinese older populations are not sufficient and there is
ample room to improve. Many of the diabetes management and mobile persuasive
systems are targeted for younger generations and relatively healthy populations, they
ignore the needs and considerations of the older generations who are the largest user
groups of these systems. The advanced of mobile and digital technologies should not
exclude people with special needs. With the growing of diabetes populations and chronic
disease cases, the enhancement of persuasive design for promoting healthy behaviours
and systems for self-management is in urgent needs. The success of these systems and
sustain health behaviour change require in-depth understanding of the user needs and its
contexts since chronic diseases and self-management is complex involving interrelated
personal, social and environmental factors.

There are some limitations of this study including: 1) a small number of sample size and
lack of larger and more diverse segments of user groups, for example, the majority of
male smart phone users in this study, it may not fully represent the views of the people
with diabetes; 2) the research period was relatively short which may not reflect the results
over a longer term; 3) the use of Simplify Chinese applications of this research may also
affect the perception and usability of the applications.

As an exploratory nature of this study, it provides an initial understanding of the issues,
more investigation and understanding of the user experience and contextual factors are
needed. Suggestions for further studies should include more samples and different user
segments such as the younger and older populations, different working status such as
housewife smart phone users aged 50 - 70, as well as the people with physical and
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mental disabilities. The understanding of the caregivers and health care providers of their
care experience and perspectives of the systems should also need. Study about the
social behaviour of Chinese older adults could also provide more insights about how to
facilitate social interactions through the use of technologies. It should also require
longitudinal studies to provide in-depth understanding of the effects of the intervention
over time. The use of Traditional Chinese applications and prototypes may also provide a
more accurate understanding of the experience and perception of system use.

This study is the first step to examine the user experience and contextual factors of using
different kinds of persuasive strategies, particularly the narrative, gamification and
graphical forms in diabetes self-management of Chinese older adults. This study also
contributes to identify significant factors that affect and hinder the use of these kinds of
systems and proposes several design principles to the improvement of these systems.
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